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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose

of this thesis is to rediscover and consider an almost

forgotten Baptist minister, Abraham Booth, who, through hia character,
his

writings, his influence in moderating the hyper-Calvinism of the Par¬

ticular Baptists,

acknowledged
England.

and his leading part in denominational affairs, must be

as an

important contributor to the spiritual awakening in

The lines of his thought are safe guides today, and his prodi¬

gious work is still an inspiration.
A search in the libraries of the

University of Edinburgh, and a

study of the catalogues of other libraries, revealed
and showed further that
brief introductions to

es3ay on

some

of his

works, since

a

short memoir and an

his life and writings appeared immediately following his death.

published in

being another American edition.

Chalmers, praising

one

writer's attention by
eminent Dr.

than forty editions, the

An introductory essay by Thomas

of the works of Mr. Booth

Dr. Hugh Watt*

For these reasons,

about the work of the

subject
Some

more

was

called to the

Such high regard evidenced by the

Chalmers, suggested the probable value of further study of

Abraham Booth.

this

few basic materials,

nothing had been written about him apart from

One of his works has been

latest

a

was

and also from

a

desire to know

more

Baptists in the time of England's great revival,

selected.

primary

sources are:

the collected works of Booth, the Church

2

Minute Books of tha Prescott Street
Minute

Books, and

a

Church,"'"

Baptist

fay manuscript letters.

Other

the Baptist Board

published

sources ares

letters, journals, diaries, biographies, periodicals, general church his¬
tory materials, and Baptist church
used
tha

as

may

histories.2

Such biographical data

are

account for tha course of Booth's religious development, but

primary intent is analytical rather than biographical.
Evidence 13

presented in this thesis to ahoy how considerably the

thought and work of Abraham Booth pioneered in tempering high Calvinism
with
the

evangelical seal, and

so

contributed to

spiritual revival

a

among

Baptists of England towards the end of the eighteenth century.

Bis

positive encouragement aided in the formation of plans and agencies
through which the denomination evangelized and educated many of "the
heathen1* both at home and in

foreign lands.

References indicate that his

thought influenced Adoniram Judson, originally

missionary, who
to India.
and

came

to

a

American Congregational

different understanding of baptism

Judson became the first American

responsible for the organization of

was

an

on his way

Baptist foreign missionary,
a

Baptist foreign mission

board in America.
A

secondary thesis will be recognized to show the remarkable

1 This oldest of London's Baptist churches moved from Prescott
Street to Commercial Street, and is now six mil~s north of its original

location, in Walthamstow, and is called Church Hill Baptist Church.
2

The writer first read and transcribed notes from many

primary

sources, but suffered the misfortune of having a case containing most of
the notes, stolen from a railroad station in Southampton, on his journey
home.
It has been necessary, therefore, in replacing the notes, to work
from published eopies of some of the manuscript material, American publi¬

cations, and

a

considerable number of American editions of English works.

3
accomplishment of Booth, a man
souths

by hie

and the grace

own

without foras.1 education—Is as than six

word—rising by rigid self-discipline, application,

of God, to eminence as

dissenting sinister, theologian,

a

author, and great-visioaed leader of an Important segment of the religious
world.
An effort is mad© to trace the

development of his thought fro® his

original Axmlnian position, to the full development of his moderate Cal¬
vinism, in all of its applications.

Following

a

general look at eighteenth century England and the

religious background of the time, Booth*s record of service will be

exam¬

ined, representative portions of his published thought will be presented,
and his impact uoon his own

generation and those succeeding, will be

estimated.

Material for this study has been
in nature,
to

relatively

scarce

and fragmentary

but it is sufficient in quantity and importance for the writer

hope that in this dissertation, the work and person of Abraham Booth

may

regain

some

of the lustre it bors in his own time.

CHAPTER II

ENGLAND IN THE TIL® OF ABRAHAM BOOTH

1688, with all of its attendant influences,

The Revolution of

should have released
area

of

formation

not the case,

was

progress,

a

rigid discipline and strict morality of the Commonwealth

was

followed by

a

trans¬

however.

strong reaction against things Puritanical.

The

(1660-1685) set the tempo for immorality and intrigue
throughout the reign of James II (1685-1688).

coming of William and Mary (1688-1701) to the throne, and the reign

of Queen Anne

(1701-1714.) during the early

tury, brought

a

masses

little

more

of the eighteenth cen¬

order and decency to the court, but the

against anything remindful of Puritanism.

The

by the House of Hanover, in 1714, saw, under

era

introduced

a resurgence

which rivalled the worst of the
commenced

so

many years

by

a sense

of immorality and privilege at court

previous century.

Thus, the condition

before, of a monarchy, answerable only to itself

morally heedless, carried

marked

years

continued to react

George I and George II,

over

into

a

period which should have been

of royal responsibility and by a new dignity on the

part of the populace.
and

Such

The

which continued unabated

and

social and spiritual,

prosperity during the eighteenth century.

court of Charles II

The

of forces that would have transformed every

army

English life, making for great

and for economic

period

an

Contrary to the logical expectation, the moral

spiritual life of England reached its lowest level.

"The violent

5

against the reign of the Saints continued with more or less force

reaction

almost to the end of the

eighteenth

century."*-

Despite the new Parliamentary power of the
tions continued to show
ury

distressing disparity between classes.

The lux¬

and waste among the relatively few at the top was in marked contrast with

the brutal
was

a

people, living condi¬

poverty of those at the bottom of the scale.

In between there

slowly growing middle class of tradesmen and manufacturers.

a

Bad

treaties, wanton waste, large military establishments, and poor harvests
were

among

the factors that contributed to the poverty of the English

people during the eighteenth century.

Sheer necessity forced

souls to choose between starvation and

hanging

even

stealing.

of children eleven and twelve

Other forms of

punishment and execution

ping, and being "drawn and quartered".
accounted for more arrests and

more

years

were

3

many poor

Records exist of the
old for petty thievery.

banishment, beheading, whip¬

The crime against property which

imprisonments than all others, was

debt/
Other

1

symptoms of social illness were

Charles J. Abbey and John H.

Eighteenth Centpry,
2

p.

a

cheap and tawdry literature,

Overton, The English Church in the

232.

James B. Thorold

Rogers, Six Centuries of Work and Wages:
/.68 ff.

the

History of English Labor. pp.

3

Robert F. Wearmouth, Methodism and the Common People of the

Eightpfpjh Ceptury,
U

p.

V. E. H. Locky, A History ox England in the Eighteenth Century,

"

m, 33A.
5

91.

Francis

frurgh Revjew,

p.

* ~

~

Jeffrey, "Miss Bdgeworth", Contributions to the Edln-

656.

5

6
and

a

theater that degraded rather than ennobled thoae who

Public lotteries
all ferns of

frequented

lt.^

spread to all classes the already absorbing passion for

gambling,

7

while the baiting of animals and coekfighting

catered to the low and brutal tastes which characterised the time.

The evil which

probably caused more distress and suffering than all

others, however, was the excessive drinking of spirits, beer and gin.
Government of the Revolution threw open the trade of

The

distilling to all its

subjects upon payment of certain fees, and in 1689 forbade importation of
spirits from all foreign countries.
significance than

any

Leeky saw this

purely political

or

was

at once,

to be of greater

military event in the eighteenth

century, because of its far-reaching consequences.
for drink

move

"The fatal passion

and irrevocably, planted in the nation."

In the

light of this condition, the statement of London physicians in 1750 is
understandable, that there

were

fourteen thousand

illness, most of them beyond the reach of medi¬

cases

of

cine, directly attributable to
to

in and about the Metropolis no less than

gin.**

Bishop Benson of Gloucester, writing

Bishop Berkeley from London, February 18, 1752, saids
Our people are now become—what they never before were—
cruel and Inhuman.
Thoae accursed spiritous liquors which,
to the shame of our Government, are so easily to be had, and
in such quantities drunk, have changed the very nature of our

people.
very race

And they will, if continued to be drunk, destroy the
of the people themselves.^

6

W. C.

7

W.

8

Ibid., II, 101, 103.

9

V/. 0. Sydney, og. cit.. I,

Sydney, England and the English jjj £he F4ghteeptfo Century,

I, 165.
E. H.

Lecky,

op,

cit., II, 155.

62-3.

7

One of the darkest

by John Wesley in
in

word-pictures describing the period was given

pamphlet first published in 17/+5, entitled, WA Word

a

Season? or, Advice to an Ehglishman."

In this he saidj

.what wickedness is there under

heaven, which is not
day? Not to insist on Sabbath-breaking
land; the thefts, cheating, fraud, ex¬
tortion; the injustice, violence, oppression, and dissimulation;
the lying; the robberies, sodomies, the murders; which with a
thousand unnamed villaniea, are common to us and our neighbor
Christians of Holland, France, end Germany; consider over and
above what a plentiful harvest we have of wickedness almost
peculiar to ourselves.^
.

.

found among us at this
in every corner of our

Mr.

Wesley

to condemn the foppishness and sloth of the English

goes on

gentry, the drunkeness and cursing to be found in the streets, and the
desertion of the
Their

new

Gospel for unholy Deism by great and humble alike.
power

and freedom,

von

through almost

a

11

century of revo¬

lution, had still not benefitted the people in a tangible way.

Reaction

against the excesses of the rebellious French, and a deep-seated tradition
of subservience to the

privileged classes postponed the rise in economic

and moral standards

woefully needed by the

With these
of the

so

a

closer study of the religious conditions

eighteenth century setting, and which explain in part,

the low level of almost all asoects of national life.

shared the

citizen.

glimpses at the economic, moral and social conditions

day, we will turn to

that reflect their

common

Two main groups

responsibility for religious thought and activity of the time—

the Church of

England, with Its Methodist Societies, and the Dissenters,

10

John

11

Loc. olt.

Wesley, Works. XI, 183-13A.

8

We shall consider

composed of Presbyterians, Independents and Baptists.
first the Established

Church,

as

it was by far the stronger group numeri¬

cally and politically.
I.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND

Religion and politics joined hand in hand in the "Bloodless Revolu¬
tion", with the Episcopacy experiencing an upheaval and restoration that

parallad. that of the monarchy.
Laud

so

Under Charles I (1625-1649)* Archbishop

provoked Parliament with his insistence

kings and bishops that the revolution
both the

was

on

the divine right of

precipitated "which swept

away

king and the bishops, and paved the way for the common man to

declare his mind

on

religious questions."

laud could not foresee that the

persecution which he led against the Puritans within the State Church,
would eventuate in
in

State-Presbyterianism, their Calvinism gaining strength

opposition to his Arminianism, and their Presbyterianism rebelling

against the divine right of bishops.
An

To

attempt at real religious toleration was made under the Common¬

wealth, when the Independents, who numbered Cromwell

among

their ranks,

objected to the persecutions imposed by tho Presbyterians, now the Estab¬
lished

party.

The P.estoration, however,

saw

the

re establishment

Episcopacy, and the imposition of the Clarendon Code,
ical

a new surge

of the
of cler¬

tyranny, which sought to drive the Presbyterians out of the Church.

The Code consisted of

C.

a

series of acts

bearing heavily

12

A.

13

G. H. Orchard, A Hlstopy of tM (foists in

on

all of the

Underwood, A History of the English Baptists.

pp.

62-3.

England, II, 293.

9
Dissenters

The
in

as

well

the Puritans

as

remaining within the English Church.

Corporation Act of 1661 deprived Protestant Dissenters of all share

municipal life, while the Act of Uniformity of 1662 drove out of the

State Church all those with Puritan

leanings (thereby imparting respecta¬

bility to Dissent by the addition of the Presbyterians).

The Conventicle

Act, of 1664, and the Five-Mile Act of 1665 struck at the worship services
and

clergy of the Dissenting

sentiment.^

Parliament succeeded in

reinforcing the power of the Episcopacy,

despite the efforts of Charles II and James II to use religious toleration

political

The Test Act of 1673 required anyone who held civil

as

a

or

military office to take

weapon.

a

loyalty oath, partake of the Sacrament in

parish church, and deny the doctrine of transubstantiation.
ily at the Romanists, It legislated against Dissenters
The Toleration Act of
of the

Revolution, served

as a

or

disqualified from office, but

deprived of

any

came

giance from the clergy.

cluding
many

seven

were no

semblance of religious

When William III

upon

the close

compromise, assuring the State Church its

privileges, while relieving Dissenters of persecution.
still

Aimed primar¬

well.*-*

as

1689, following immediately

a

to the

The latter

longer classed

as

were

criminals

liberty.^

throne, he demanded

an

oath of alle¬

Four hundred of the most sincere churchmen, in¬

bishops with the Arohbiahop of Canterbury at their head and

theologians, refused to sign.

This forced the Non-Jurors out of the

14

A. C. Underwood, 0£. cit., pp.

15

Ibid.,

p.

104.

16

Ibid., p.

116.

96-7.

church, leaving It greatly weakened.

The Occasional Conformity Bill of

1711, under the reign of Queen Anne, was another effort to solidify the
power of the Church

of England by striking at

any

Dissenter who sought to

qualify for civil office by partaking of the Sacrament at
just prior to the

a

State Church

election.*7

Although the king ceased to be the spiritual head of the Church in

1688, he continued to exert his influence

upon

and the

when ambitious

with

shaping of its policy.

In

an age

it through appointments
men were

consumed

passion for preferment and knew that their only hope lay in stand¬

a

ing well at court, it

was

inevitable that the clergy should

curry

royal

favor.
When church and stete become too

welfare of

one

intimately bound together, the

becomes the welfare of the other.

The result is

rarely toe

spiritualizing of the state but almost always the secularizing and weaken¬
During the period from 1688 to 1714, &

ing of the church.

be elected to Parliament who

consequence, became a
Church

man

could not

opposed the Church, and the Church, as

political instrument.

a

Canon Overton describes the

as:

.an immense engine of political power.
The most able
popular statesman could not afford to dispense with her aid.
The bench of bishops formed so compact a phalanx In the Upper
House of the Legislature, and the clergy could and did influence
so many elections into the Lower
House, that the church had
necessarily to be courted and favored, often to the great det¬
riment of her spiritual character.13
.

•

and

Despite the defeats It had suffered during the
17

Ibi2.,

18

C. J.

p.

era

just closing,

118.

Abbey and J. H. Overton, oj>. cit..

p.

282.

11
the Church of

England seemed to stand, early in the eighteenth century,

the threshold of renewed usefillness and

on

prosperity.

The monarch, Par¬

liament and the people were enthusiastic in her support, but the promising

days, under "Good Queen Anne" were

short-lived.^

meant to strike at the root of Dissent

was

Church",^

to license

by the

day it

to become law.

was

towns, were in

a

living for these

men

secular work, or as private
servant's role.

or

cast-off
The

Their

to be reckoned with,
rec¬

precarious position socially and economically.

a

who often eked out their incomes with menial

chaplains, which amounted to little

differentiation, "High Church" and "Low Church",

reign of Queen Anne,

cal

opinions.

more

than

poverty led, too, to marriages with rich widows

mistresses, lowering further the dignity of the

the

to

the

system of multiple beneficences became an unfortunate necessity to pro¬

vide

a

was a power

on

individually, the clergy, with the exception of the outstanding

tors in the
A

by making all education subject

lost its sting by the Queen's death

Politically, the Church of England
but

The Schism Act, "which

as a

Church.2*"
arose

during

result of increasingly conflicting theologi¬

The two schools of thought, existing side by side, served

paralyze the Church's political action to the extent that it could not

overthrow the

religious settlement of the Revolution which

danger until the advent of the

was

greatly in

Hanoverians.22

19

J. H. Overton, The Church jbg England. II, 210.

20

Duncan

21

W.

22

Ibi£-,

Coomer, English Dissent Under the Early Hanoverians.

S. H.

Lecky, o^. c££., I, 93-8.

pp.

109-112.

p.

5

12

With the coming
ence

of George I and the Whigs to paver, a new influ¬

weakened the Church in

policy of

peace

and quiet at

fire remained and

a

surprising way.

any

The government's stated

price, served to dampen what spiritual

prompted Canon Overton's comment, "The rapid change from

activity to lethargy which commenced with the accession of George I is one
of the most remarkable

phenomena in the history of the English Church."

Although the social practices of the day
and

were

predominantly base

worldly, there existed side by side with such conditions

tion in

theological controversy.

"theology
very

was

23

an

absorp¬

Villages competed in argumentation and

not the preserve of the professional—it was part of the

fabric of the nation's life and everyone thought that he was entitled

to express

his views.Bishops and clergy often diverted their energies

from the proper

exercise of their duties, in their efforts to prove the

totally rational character of Christianity, divested of all but its moral
teachings.

The doubts raised by these controversies, which had been mul¬

tiplying

upon

themselves since before the Act of Toleration, unsettled

the

more

earnest

even

avoid the

minds, and provided

disciplines of the Christian

a

convenient excuse for many to

life.2^

Deism, which might well include all of the arguments of the day,
Overton defines a3,

"an acceptance of religion, and even of the Christian

religion, without the acceptance of revealed truth
23

J. H. Overton, og. clt.. II, 202-A.

2L

Duncan Coomer, og. clt., p.

25

J. H. Overton, og. clt.. II,

63.
218 ff.

as

found in Holy

13
26

A 3emi-Ariani3m had begun to spread among the moderate

Scripture." '

Puritans, th® General Baptists, and the Anglo-Catholic section of the

Riglish Church.

The Arian doctrine placed Chri3t subordinate to the

Father, not including him in the essential Godhead.
Christ's

The Socinians granted

Virgin Birth and Resurrection, without admitting his pro-

existence

or

Holy Ghost

divine nature.

compose

The Trinitarians held that

Father, Son and

the Godhead, all three being one God as to substance,

but three persons as

to individuality.

believed that God exists

only in

The Unitarians,

one person.

on

the other hand,

The Latitudinarian School

of the

English Church, the group who favored freedom of opinion as to

church

government, worship, or doctrine, was represented by such leaders

as

Bishops Stxllingfleet and Tillotson, Herring and Iloadley.

Calvinism, with its emphasis

on

High-

divine decrees, had captured the Old

Presbyterians, the Independents and Particular Baptists, and in its ex¬
treme

form, became
•

.

Antlnoraianism.^7

.although

a

Lecky points out:

brilliant school of divines maintained the

orthodox opinions with extraordinary ability and with a fear¬
less confidence that science and severe reasoning were on
their side, yet a latent skepticism and a widespread indiffer¬
ence

might be everywhere traced

among

the educated classes.

There was a common opinion that Christianity was untrue but
essential to society, and that on this ground alone it should
be retained.
The indifference with which the writings of Hume
and of Middleton were received was a3 far as possible from

arising from

a

confident faith.

Despite the political Involvement, worldly living, and absorption
26

Ibid., p.

27

Duncan

28

W.
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219.

Coomer, oj>. olt..
H.

pp.

64-7.

Lecky, 0£. cit.. Ill, 9.

with unresolved

controversy which characterised the English Church fol¬

lowing the Revolution, it had
were

William Law and Henry

some strong

and spiritual

"William Law

Venn.

was

ran, among

not only

a

whom

vigorous

opponent of Deism but his Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life of 1728

profoundly influenced John Wesley, and remains
English hortatory literature.
i'orkshira,

was

well known

as

.

.".

well that

one

of the monuments of

Henry Venn of Ruddersfield in

the author of a popular work, The Complete

Duty of :dan. and was credited with

icalism outside of London.

29

being largely responsible for evangel¬

He tried to meet the needs of the people so

Wesley and Whitefield

were

not needed in his

tovn.^0

Despite these efforts of a few evangelical men, the English Church
of the

eighteenth century stands condemned.

to raise the

It had

a

great opportunity

spiritual tone of the time, but because of its multiple

weaknesses, it failed to meet the challenge.

The Methodists.

Against the dark background prevailing generally

throughout England, the great spiritual fact of the time, rising within
the Established
the

Church, but escaping its bounds in spite of itself, is

Wesleyan Revival-—the second Reformation in England.

The experience

of genuine conversion which came to John Wesley at the humble

Aldersgate Street "forms

an

which then flashed upon one

lects in

29

England is the true

epoch in English history.

meeting in

The conviction

of the most powerful and most active intel¬
source

of English Methodism."

The societies

Williston Walker, A History of the Christian Church, p.

508.

30 J. H. Overton and Frederic Relton, The English Church from the
Accession of Ggorgg X to th^ End o£ the Eighteenth Century q?n-1330),
p. 179.
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which sprang up

sought to be
more

under the leadership of the Wesleys and George Whitefieid,
church within

a

a

church,

more

evangelistic than the religious body
The

pious, more disciplined, and

as a

whole.

31

Methodists, whose establishment of chapels and field-preaching

gradually forced their separation from the Church of England,
Mr. kasley's followers

groups.

were

were

of two

usually considered the genuine iieth-

odiats, and held to the Arainlan interpretation of Universal redemption,
while Mr.

George Whltefield, leader of the other

group,

followed the

Calvinistic belief in election.
The Calvinistic Methodists

were

reinforced "from

a

quarter least

expected, from the seat of wealth and grandeur, in the person of the
countess of

employment
had

Huntingdon.At first her support was largely through the

as

chaplains of her household of

evangelistic zeal.

preached to

many

who entertained

unattractive
connection

cm

of the Establishment who

As a result, she was able to have the truth

of the nobility whom she had invited to her home.

Many

strong prejudices against the Dissenters and against the

plainness of their worship, and who equally disliked Wesley's
account of his ecclesiastical

the government of a supreme
appearance

men

patriarch,

were

tactics, classes, bands, and

charmed with the churchly

of "lady Huntingdon's chapels, th© crimson seats, the outspread

eagles which formed the pulpits and reading-desks, the loud and solemn~~~

31

W.

E. H.

Lecky, oq. £i£., Ill, 48-9.

32 David Bogus and Jamas Bennett, History
Revolution in 1688.
thg fear 1808. Ill, 94.

o£ Dissenters, from the

16

sounding organ, the much-loved surplice, and responses in the liturgy."
The
are

societies, the discipline, the peculiar dress of the members,

all characteristic features of the

criticism which
frenzies

33

early :%thodism.

might be aimed at their rudeness of

Despite

manner,

any

the emotional

they had inspired, or the heirarchical government administered

by Wesley, they had their outstanding excellencies.

fatigable itinerants," journeying often
and remote corners that had

scarcely

on

any

As "diligent inde¬

foot, they penetrated villages

previous acquaintance with reli¬

gion.

Their staunch stand against vice of every kind, and zeal for purest

morals

brought them persecution and praise

to overstate either the

movement which

cation of

It would be difficult

intensity or the far-reaching effects of this

began in 1738 and "manifested itself in

English character, and by

tion of moral

alike.^

consequence

in

an

a

permanent modifi¬

extensive reconstruc¬

ideals, of religious institutions, of social
II.

The other

customs."^

THE DISSENTERS

religious groups of the day collectively

were

known as

Dissenters, the body of believers who dissented from the Established
Church, composed of the Presbyterians, Congregationallsts or Independents,
and the

Baptists, General and Particular.

late

1793 shows that "they were excluded from all civil and ecclesias¬

as

tical

p.

A review of their status as

employment of honour and profit in the kingdom."

108.

33

IbM-# HI. 95-7.

3L

Ibid.. Ill, 57.

35

Henry C. Vedder,

Sfoyy of tbg Churches:

No Dissenter

Thg paptfofo,
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could hold command in the army or navy
barred from the bench and from
a

in time of invasion; they

receiving

any

were

kind of university degree;

Quaker could not testify in any criminal prosecution whatever, even as

witness to the murder of his father

or

wife, without denying his religion#

A Dissenter who subscribed to the doctrine of the

to

worship, but

one

fill those church offices

their

was

permitted

who denied it was liable to confiscation of goods and

Dissenters paid all taxes and tithes, and

imprisonment.

warden.

Trinity

involving labor and

expense,

were

such

as

made to
church¬

They were heavily penalized if they did not serve or provide

acceptable

own

The

substitute.^

disabling Acts of the Restoration Settlement had not been

re-

5

voiced, but they
Act.

becoming obsolete

or were

superceded by the Toleration

By subscribing to thirty-five of the XXXII Articles, Dissenting

ministers
were

were

were

given considerably more freedom, and the congregations

protected against civil disturbance affecting their building,3 and

worship.The possibility of the Stuarts' return after William, and the
political turn of events under Queen Anne, however,

coupled with the

people's resentment of the tyranny of Cromwell's generals, kept the Dis¬
senters in
succession.

day

as

a

stato of

apprehension until the beginning of the Hanoverian

"The Dissenters for many years

looked back to that August

the real birthday of toleration," and received George I as their

certain saviour from

persecution.

Reinforced by the solid support of

36

John Rippon, The Baptist Annual Register. I, 52£.

37

Duncan

Coomer,

on.

cit.. pp. 95-6.
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Dinsentera, the Hanoverians continued to exert their influence

Protectant
on

the side of

toleration, political though their motive may have been.

A number of

wealthy merchants, capitalists, and even 3oraa prominent

municipal leaders, probably by
numbered among

the Dissenters, and during the years their ranks were dis¬

Seafaring

Henry and Defoe.
39

most

readily,

were

able to achieve

and hatred of

an

era

feeble

a

a

workable

relationship with the government and the

for in two things they

ways,

were

agreed—enmity to Rome

'enthusiasm'."40

realm where

vigor and seal might be expected,
as

we

find that

for the Established Church, "it was

weakness, declension and demoralization.

.

.It

was an age

of

mediocrity, of rampant unbelief, of gross immorality, where strength

and faith and

purity might reasonably have been looked for.Once the

Dissenters had great
same

and tradesmen of the towns subscribed

Dissenting bodies, as well
of

Baxter, Howe, Calamy, Bunyan, Matthew

and by a quiet acceptance of their legal handicaps, they

their several

for the

men

as

"Speaking generally, Churchmen and Dissenter were content to

Episcopacy.

In

of the annual Acts of Indemnity, were

means

tinguished by such intellectuals

go

38

zeal, but, with the Act of Toleration,

spiritual paralysis that affected the Establishment.

strength seemed to have been used in acquiring liberty.

38
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Duncan Coomer, op. eit.. p. 103.
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Henry C. Vedder, 0£. cit., p. 107.

pp.

5-7.

cit., I, 252.

came

the

All their

"Religion lost

19
all value when it

longer demanded the sacrifice of worldly goods, of

no

bodily health, and life itself.
The

same

intellectual controversies that disturbed the Established

Church also shook the

they, too,

were

Dissenting churches to their

enveloped in the "Age of

note the distribution of

very

Reason".^

theological variations

foundations, and

It is interesting to

among

Dissenting bodies

in London about 1730:
The

Presbyterians. . .nineteen calrinists, thirteen arminlans, and twelve baxterians, All the Independents. . .were
calviniats, twenty-seven thoroughly, and one somewhat dubious;
three inclined to antlnomlanlsm, and two, who were disorderly,
did not deserve any particular remark.
Of the two seventh-day
Baptist ministers, one was a calvinist, and the other an arminian.
Of the sixteen Particular Baptists, seven were calvlnlsts, and nine inclined to the antinomian strain. Five
of the eight general baptists were arminlans, and three Socinians.44

Though the eighteenth century Dissenters

coma

condemnation as the Church of the Establishment—in
a

in

under much the same
an

age

of materialism,

period of dim ideals, of expiring hopes—the evidences of spiritual life

England existed.

Of the influence of Dissenters in promoting true

religion, Bogus and Bennett affirm:
From the restoration to the rise of Methodism, dissenters
stood up alone in defence of the best causes.
They alone main¬
tained the depravity of human nature, which no baptismal waters
could wash away;

they oreached the doctrines of justification
by faith alone, and regeneration by the Holy Spirit. . .and

p.

A2

Maxirain Piette, John Wesley in t^g Evolution o£ Protestantism.

A3

Duncan Coomer, og. cit.. p. 107.

AA

David Bogue and James Bennett, og. cit.. Ill, 378.

177.

20

they singly dared to protect against the fashionable vices of
nation, at the hazard of being treated as outlaws from
society and traitors to the state. . .The apostacy of the na¬
tion from the sentiments and spirit of the Gospel had been
total, but for the dissenters: by their means a vital spark
was preserved, and the nation is now warmed with the spreading
the

flames.
At the

outset, the Dissenters were almost united in their hostil¬

ity toward the Methodist Revival.
often led to
Arraini&o

Arlanism,^

and in the

They feared its Arminianiam which so
case

of the General Baptists, who

themselves, the support of infant-baptism continued

block.^ They

a

were

stumbling

resented the acceptance of lay preachers, the Methodists*

exemption from the Toleration Act, and John Wesley's autocracy,

for his

part, Wesley expressed his own dislike for Dissent, and had a way of re¬

ferring to the Baptists as
of the Munster

term still bearing the stigma

Dissenters, however, and Philip Doddridge was one

outstanding Dissenter with
even

a

George Whltefield, the Galvinist, was on much

excesses.

better terms with the

Anabaptists,^®

a

charitable attitude toward the

exchanging pulpits with their preaehers on
A number of minor fanatical sects arose

new

movement,

occasion.^
following the religious

turmoil of the Commonwealth period, and with the exception of the Quakers
who remain in universal

since

disappeared.

respect and substantial numbers, they have long

Their colorful names included Diggers and Seekers,

A5

Ibid.. IV,

4.6

Duncan Cooraer, op. cit.. p. 109.
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A. C. Underwood, op. clt.. p. 149.
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Duncan Cooasr, og. clt., pp.

497.
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Ranters and

Considersrs, and Muggletonians, and over fifty are listed as

The opening half of the eighteenth

existing in the seventeenth century.
century,

time of apathy, however,

a

A word needs to be said

worship that
the

arms

the formation of no new

on

sects.^

regarding the Dissenting distinctives in

key-stones in their development.

were

hymns of Charles Wesley

to which the

saw

The effectiveness of

the Methodist Revival indicates the extent

hymns of Watts and Doddridge, Independents, strengthened the

of the Dissenters.

The hymns

truly qualified

poetry and the poor man's theology."

as

"the

poor

nan's

A definite prejudice against the

Prayer Book occasioned the second great characteristic of their worship,
extemporary

prayer.^

The Presbyterians.

From the time of Queen

terian formation within the Church of
the last traces of

Elizabeth, the Presby¬

England sought to rid the Church of

Romanism, and to attain the state of reformation of the

Reformed churches of the Continent.

For almost

one

hundred years

the

Presbyterians struggled with the Episcopacy, and in 1643 achieved apparent
triumph in the Long Parliament, during which the prelacy was abolished and
steps were taken to organize the country along the lines of the present
Church of

Assembly.
the

Scotland, with Parliament Itself taking the place of the General

Cromwell,

an

Independent, did not fall in with these aims,

so

Presbyterians turned from him and played their part in restoring the

monarchy.

50

51

Their final hopes for building some of their principles into

Ibid., p. 27.
P-

39.

a

22
more

comprehensive National Church were defeated when the Toleration Act

forced

them, in 1689, to join the ranks of Protestant Dissenters.
A loose association of

network of national

misnomer.

There

*52

independent churches replaced the hoped for

organization, and the term HPresbyterian" became a

was

no

Church Meeting, and not even a

membership roll-

admission

being to

of belief

proving sufficient, regardless of whether the candidate could

claim

a

vital

a

religious experience

the failure to check
to

congregation rather than to

or not.

a

church, and

a

The looseness of such

statement

a

system,

trust-deeds, and the laxity in administering oaths

ministers, bred heterodox doctrine, and Arianisra soon caused congrega¬

tions to

split

as

their only means of protest.

ular element of his church
because the old

The desertion of the pop¬

usually did not greatly affect the minister

Presbyterian meeting houses most often

were

endowed.

Early in the eighteenth century, the Presbyterians ranked first
among

the

Dissenters,^

but by the end of the century, Arianism and its

attendant Socinianisa had caused orthodox Presbyterianism to dwindle al¬
most to extinction.

Socinianlsm and
Churoh of

53

"Presbyterianism", came to mean Arianism,

Unltarianism, until the formation of the Presbyterian

England, in 1876, restored it to

At the

52

The name,

outset,

Ibid., p.
PP.

some

orthodoxy.55

few Presbyterians had joined the Independents,

10.
H-13.
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Ibid, p. 10.

55

A. C. Underwood, 0£. cit.. pp.

117, 67.
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and from
ance

the

1690-1692, these two

soon

broke down

over

groups

attempted

the Antinoraian

a

"Happy Union".

The alli¬

Controversy, however, with only

provincial associations surviving in strength

or

for

any

length of

tirae.^
Small groups of Puritans,

The Independents.
Elizabethan
mation

era

began to recognize the hopelessness of finding the refor¬

they sought within the confines of the Church of England.

aratists, they went out to become
should consist of

men

and

women

to Christ and His service."

John

As Sep¬

sect, maintaining that "the Church

a

who had

Their

Greenwood, and John Henry,

alism.

toward the end of the

consciously dedicated themselves

leaders, Robert Browne, Henry Barrow,

were

the founders of modern Congregation¬

^
Following these beginnings, the expulsion of the Puritan clergy

from the Church of

England, by the Act of Uniformity in 1662, greatly

strengthened the rise of Congregationalism in English life and thought.
Henry Jacobs founded the "Mother Church of the Independents" in London in

1616,

upon

the advice, and with the approval of

nent Puritan

clergy," his

reluctance to separate,
church within

a

own

a

number of the most eiai-

spirit reflecting that of his party in its

and its continued hope for Episcopal reform.

few years

became Baptist, developing from open to strict

membership.
56

Duncan Coomer, 0£>.
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A. C. Underwood, 0£. cj^., p. 32.
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172, 173, 178.
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cit.,
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58.

Shakespeare, Baptist and Congregational Pioneers.

pp.
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Although superficially the Independent worship services were very
similar to those of the

Presbyterians, there was

a

significant difference

arising from the fact that the Independents were a "gathered church", a
group

of believers called together by their personal religious experiences.

The Church Covenant

was

the statement of the

body of doctrine to which

they subscribed, enabling them to stand strong against the forces of Deism
and Arianism,

and rank first among the denominations as the exponent of

religion.^

true

The
among

hymns of Watts and Doddridge, finding their first general use

the Independents, further gave that movement the solid strength and

orthodoxy forfaited by the
to

Watts felt no call to adapt

"modernism", but, in bis doctrinal soundness, went far in preserving

the Puritan
the

Presbyterians.^*

spirit.

Although Doddridge's output

was

smaller than Watts',

enduring quality was the same.
The Baptists.

doctrinal

Two groups,

of separate origin and an important

difference, composed the English body of Baptist believers.

Particular Baptists earned their name by their

The

Calvinistic belief in the

particular redemption of Christ, efficacious only for the elect, while
the General

redemption.

Baptists,

a

much smaller

group,

or

universal

63
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Duncan Coomer, og. e^t., pp.

60

David

61

Duncan

Coomer, og. clt..
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held to general
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Tha Particular
tists who grew

Baptists belonged to the English Calvinist Separa¬

to accept believer's baptism as the Sew Testament teach¬

ing

.^

as

it moved forward to ita

They were the "last stage in the evolution of English Separatism

between

logical outcome in believer's baptism," arising

1633-1638 from the Henry Jacob church of the Independents, and

retaining its Calvinistic theology.The General Baptists grew from a
somewhat different

origin.

John Smyth became the founder of the first

English Baptist Church, when he led

of exiles in Amsterdam to

a group

LjL

break away

from Browniaa

tised Thomas
lish

on

the issue of believer's baptism.

He bap¬

Helwys, who in turn founded the first Baptist Church

soil, in Spitalfields in 1612.This

group,

on Eng¬

with its roots in

Holland, derived its Arminianisra from the Synod of Dort which met in

1619.68
The two groups

although they

were in

remained quite separate until their Onion in 1392,

complete accord

on

the teachings of the Deity of

Christ; baptism of believers by immersion; congregational church govern¬
ment; Independence of the local church, yet association for promotion of

spiritual life and work; and responsibility of the individual member for
tee

"Holiness, vigour, and general efficiency* of hie church and
6a

Ijgfc. clt.

65
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churches.^

associated

English Baptists suffered, wrongly, from the association of their
name

with the

Man"

on

but

Anabaptists who had led the tragic "Revolt of the Common

the Continent.

"That there

was

an

indebtedness

no

one

can

deny,

they were marked off from each other by differences of origin, doc¬

trine, social and political ideals.
of infant

field of

One point of likeness, the rejection

baptism, has blotted out, for many historical writers, the whole

difference."'''®

At the

opening of the eighteenth century, the Baptists had almost

disappeared from national life because of the legal restrictions against
71

Dissenters.
a

Theologically, the Particular Baptists

deadening Hyper-Calvinism which led into

General
with

a

while the

small group remaining to form the orthodox "New Connection of

Baptists" under the lead of Daniel Taylor in 1769.

tions existed within the

communion and

Other varia¬

The "Strict" churches offered

Baptist body.

membership only to those baptised after declaration of be¬

lief; "Open Communion" churches
to

Antinomianism,'''2

suffering from

Baptists largely had followed the Presbyterians into Arianisra,

only

General

were

were

composed of paedobaptists admitted

communion, but not membership; and "Open Membership" churches admitted

paedobaptists to both.
69
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A further small grouping included the Seventh-Day
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Appendix of Notes, xviii.
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Baptists who still worshipped
London

on

Saturday.

Baptists responded in only

73

limited

a

way to

England's Revival

during the time of Wesley and Whitefield, producing no evangelist, but we
shall

see

years

later.

that the

awakening was only delayed, to eome in force a few

The London Baptist Association did take on a new lease of

life, but the majority of the pastors were untouched by Methodist zeal,
enclosing themselves in Hyper-Calvinism
to touch the current of

living.

to the

most

it

new

movement

was

"The

way

in which the L.B.A. did respond

conservative! it built upon old precedent,

ignored the world at large.
Though

the

many

blemishes appeared

evangelical doctrine

with

an

the Baptist ministers, still

The increase of the number of their

evidence of their zeal.

reach the poorer

classes in

not able to do.

"It is rather

a way
a

congre¬

They did, like the early Methodists,

the Independents and Presbyterians were
tempting theory to consider the Presby¬

the cold intellect of the

terians

as

ente

the rather clamorous voice;

as

among

preached in purity by the majority, and even

was

great ability by some.

gations is

as

scholarly studies that failed

or

Dissenting movement and the Independif so, we must treat of the Baptists

its untutored heart.
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CHAPTER III

ABRAHAM BOOTH'S EARLY LIFE

CHILDHOOD AMD PRSPAMTIOi

I,

His Childhood and Eciucatlcaa.
a

large farm family,

of

May, 173A.

was

Abraham Booth, the oldest

bom at Blackyell, in Derbyshire, on the 20th

In the first year of his life, hi® parents moved from

Blackwell to Annesley Loodhouse, a hamlet in the parish of

tinghamshire, where they occunied
land.

child in

a

Annesley, Not¬

farm belonging to the Duke of Port¬

Young Abraham began early to help his father in the support of the

family, and while it cannot be established that poverty was their lot, the
position of the tenant farmer in this period indicate® their limited means.
At the age

of sixteen, the boy left the farm and set himself to learning

the business of

to the

a

stockingaaker.

He

was never

articled

as an

apprentice

trade, but managed to support himself until he was twenty-four.~
Formal education

not

was

readily available to inhabitants of vil¬

lages and retired districts in the early eighteenth century.
coupled with limited

means may

friends had often heard hiia say

This fact,

account for Booth's meager schooling.
that he had

never

spent six months in

school until he t! quitted the

farming business."

his

general practice "to hear hia his lesson

to

son

every

read, making it

day after

dinner."2

a

Memoir of Abraham

2

Ibid.,

xviii.

The elder Booth taught

Hia lack of classroom attendance, however, did

1

p.

His

Booth, In Works. I, xvlii-xix.
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not limit the
own

development of the boy's mind, for almost entirely

initiative and

"And

he grew up.

as

to repose

industry, he learned to write and mastered arithmetic.
.

.he cheerfully sacrificed the hours usually allotted

When the other members of the family retired to rest,

mind."3

Abraham withdrew to cultivate his
It appears

that his principal

daylight-to-dark schedule,

almost

was

reason

He utilised the additional freedom

Booth's parents were
but this

well that at the end of

sizable body of useful knowledge and

a

maturity.^

professedly members of the Church of England,

early period in his life

appears

by the ministry of the Barton Preachers,
at the

same

to have been influenced directly
a group

of

men

whose inclinations

time, toward Methodism and Independency. 5

The Barton Preachers.

This group

of ministers, from humble walks

life, but with outstanding gifts, included

ties.

so

eight years of diligent study, supporting himself at the stocking-

evidenced considerable intellectual

of

for leaving the farm, with its

his hope of finding more time for his

frame, he had earned for himself

were,

his

and recreation, for the pleasure he found in prosecuting them

(his studies).

studies.

on

some

remarkable personali¬

Joseph Donisthorpe, the blacksmith, Francis Smith, Nathaniel Pick¬

ering, John Grimley, Samuel Deacon, Sr., John Whyatt, and William Smith
~

3

Ibid-,

4

Ibid.. p. xx.

5

A. C.

p.

xix.

Underwood, A History of the English Baptists.

p.

150.
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but

ware

.few of those whose labors

a

Samuel Deacon of
the

Ratby,

a

are

worthy of

note.^

convert of the Preachers himself, became

pastor of the little church at Barton-fabls, Leicestershire, which

arose

as

result of his

a

This Barton

labors, and there he remained for fifty-two years.

Church, organized in 1745

as a

loosely knit society of several

communities, divided in 1760 into five Midland churches:

Barton, Mel¬

bourne, Loughborough, Kegworth, and Kirkby Woodhousa; Ilkiston and Smalley
were

organized in

1785.^

The original congregation registered as Independ¬

ent, but step by step, accepting immersion and then believer's baptism,

they came to the General Baptist
the foundation stones upon
New Connexion of General

persuasion.^

The daughter churches

were

which the Yorkshlreman, Dan Taylor, built the

Baptists.

These fearless Barton Preachers endured

I

a

vast amount of

persecution,

along with their congregations, from both the populace and the Established

clergy.

Indomitable will and evangelistic zeal, however, drove them for¬

ward until

they had organized

Immersion occasioned

some

a

of the

long list of churches.

Their practice of

persecutions, as the following account

illustrates:
In 1749, S. Dixon, preached at Moorgreen; was dragged by a mob
put under water in a nearby pond. Several followers of him
held farms and houses under Lord Melbourn; and through the ill-will
of a neighbor, who was under-steward to his Lordship, were driven
from their possessions, on account of their religion.
The clergy¬
man of the parish, being a violent enemy to the baptists took
and

6

The

7

Loc.

8

A.

Baptist Quarterly. II, 420.

C.

cit.

Underwood, loc. cit.
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opportunity to harrass them. Ee endeavoured to frighten
persuade the less informed to take their children to be
sprinkled; and would probably have succeeded in some instances,
had not their more intelligent friends interfered.
This drew
down hi3 vengeance on them:
and he threatened to prosecute
John Alvery, in the spiritual court, for teaching school with¬
out a license} but was deterred by an appeal, through Mr.
Booth (Abraham's father) to the Deputies appointed to protect
the civil rights of dissenters.^
every
or

The

Magistrates heeded

an

appeal from the Preachers to check these

persecutions, and while personal insults upon them stopped, they continued
to encounter

"hooting, shouting, and similar expressions of ill will."

Oblivious to these harmless demonstrations, the ministers

work, gaining ground

daily.^

Booth's Conversion.
the Church of

An average

interrupting the Baptist worship services, but there is

hint that either Abraham

onistic attitudes

Works

simply

boy raised in the traditions of

England might have delighted in joining with the hecklers

and persecutors,
no

continued their

so

common

or

the Booth

at the time.

family participated in the antag¬
The Memoir attached to Booth's

says:

The first direction of his mind towards the dissenters took

place when he was about ten years of age; and was occasioned by
the preaching of some plain and illiterate teachers belonging
to the denomination of General (or Arminian) Baptists who occa¬
sionally visited his neighbourhood. They drew the attention of
the family; and under their discourses our author was first
awakened to
The

9

a

concern

about the salvation of his soul.

preaching of these

men

apparently made

a

^

permanent impression

Adam Taylor, History of the English General Baptists.

10

The General Baptist Magazine.

11

Memoir, loc. clt

I, 407.

II, 252.
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upon

been among

the first-fruits of the Barton Preachers' ministry in the

small church at Kirkby-Woodhouse.

General Baptists

baptized by Mr. Francis Smith, at Barton.

was

Though then only twenty-two
soon

became

than

of

age,

he joined these despised people,

School at Su^ton-Ashfiglc|.

Two years later,

of twenty-four, Booth married Miss Elizabeth Bow«r, th®

daughter of
more

years

12

eminently useful.

itol&jl
at the age

The youth applied to the society of

for admission into their communion, on profession of

faith, in 1755, and

and

Booth and his parents appear to have

hi», and his concern deepened.

a

neighboring farmer, and they lived together happily for

forty years.

This important step, with the increase in respon¬

sibility, seemed to have occasioned his leaving the weaving industry and
setting up a school at Sutton-Ashfield, where th® young couple worked in
partnership in the undertaking.
Mrs.

Booth assisted the

undertaking by instructing the female
pupils in the useful branches of needle work, for which she had
been eminently qualified by her education, in respect of which
she had been privileged far beyond what commonly falls to the
lot of young women in the same rank of life.
They also wished
to take a few boarders, but that part of the plan met with but
little success, for the number seldom exceeded two or

three.^

Nothing more is known of the school venture except that Booth is
referred to

by subsequent writers as having operated a school, and that

in the year

1753, "His

own

work was largely at Sutton, where he was a

12

Loc. clt.

13

Adam Taylor, og. cit..

14

Memoir, 22. clt.,

II, 26.

p. xx.
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schoolmaster.

II.

WITH THE GENERAL BAPTISTS

By the time of his marriage, Abraham Booth had achieved, almost

entirely by his

own

evident thirst for

efforts,

a very

creditable education for his day.

His

knowledge might well have made him long for university

training, but Dissenters were denied entrance into English universities,
and the General
own

Baptists had no Institutions of higher learning of their

at this time.

They had no universities, colleges, or academies to supply
them with ministers:
but they believed it to be the duty of
Christians earnestly to desire spiritual gifts, but especially
that they might prophesy:
and, that, every church of Christ
ought to be a nursery, and to nurse up and cherish among them¬
selves, and to embrace any among them, whether learned or un¬
learned, that were likely to be useful in the Lord's work.

Itinerant Preaching.

limited number of

As

a

member of

his

only

a

even

the weekly worship services.

quite evident that the members of his religious community recognized

qualities for spiritual leadership.

assist

small group, with

preachers and leaders, Booth doubtless had frequent

opportunities to lead prayer meetings and
It is

a

"They accordingly invited him to

occasionally in the public preaching of the Wordj and so rapid was

his

improvement that, in

son

among

a

little time he

was

considered

them.

15

The Baptist Quarterly. New

16

Adam

17

Memoir, loo, pit.

Series, IV, 372.

Taylor, 22' clt.. I, A3Q-1

as a

leading

par¬

n
As the General Baptists grew

Booth aided thera

increasingly.

He

In numbers throughout the district,

was

frequently at Melbourne, Barton,

Loughborough, Disworth, and other places, at
and

even

a

distance of twenty, thirty,

forty miles from home, "preaching the glad tidings of salvation

to his fellow

sinners, according to the views which he then had of divine

truth."18
The
time

was

society, managed by

a group

of elders and ministers, by this

beginning to develop some peculiar features borrowed from the

Moravians, in their practice of graduating their members into four classes,
the

highest numbering 160.

Such

an

organization proved unwieldy and caused

considerable difficulty to many of its members.

19

William Kendrick, who had been operating a

school at Barton,

perhaps the best trained leader the Barton Society had,
he

was

excluded from the group for

immorality.

was

but#about 1759,

The group then turned for

leadership to Abraham Booth and J. Grimley, two of their other preachers
who

possessed soTae advantages over their associates, and who had for some

time studied the nature of

proper
of

discipline.^

It

a

was

church of

Christ, its organization, and the

Booth who suggested the New Testament plan

organizing local churches, for the group obviously needed and desired

to form the

large society into local congregations.

21

exclusion gave thera their opportunity to propose the

Mr. Sendrick's
formation of distinct

18

Ibid.. p. xxi.

19

W. T. whitley, a History of British Baptists. p.

20

Adam

21

W. T.

Taylor,

oj>.

clt., II, LA.

Whitley, loc. cit.

218.
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churches,

on

the grounds that resident pastors would assist greatly in

extending the

five distinct and
This

It

cause.

was

agreed, after much discussion, to divide into

societies.22

independent

division, discussed earlier,

was

effected in 1760, and when

they completed arrangements for fraternal intercourse, it was found they
had about
men

were

twenty stations with ten pastors and other

carefully distributed

among

officers.2-^

These

the churches, with regard for the

feelings of individuals and for the good of the whole.

The ministers held

monthly meetings for mutual assistance, and quarterly conferences, in ro¬
tation, where
a

distance

one or

two sermons were preached.

"Many of the members from

edification."2^

attended; and expressed much satisfaction and

He is Superintendent of General Baptist Work at Kirkbv-Woodhouse.
Abraham Booth

was

selected to

tion, though he was not
or

five years

an

superintend the Kirkby-Woodhouse congrega¬

ordained minister at the time.

he served the church, "for reasons which do not appear, he

declined to take upon

himself the pastoral

office."2^

status, he evidently was considered the pastor.
land
son

a

Despite his lay

A list of the "Five Mid¬

Churches", shows "Kirkby-Woodhouse, Abraham Booth,
of

During the four

Minister.n2^

This

Nottinghamshire farmer, "a convert of the Midland Evangelical

22

Adam

23

W. T.

2A

Adam Taylor, op. cit.. II,

25

Memoir, op. cit.,

26

J. H.

Taylor, loc. clt.

New Connexion, p.

Whitley, loc. cit.

p.

A6.

xxi.

Wood, A Condensed History of the General Baptists of the

169.
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Revival,"^

ing, which he
The

in

was now

position to devote more time and energy to preach-

a

pg

was

said to do "with considerable acceptance and success.'"1

congregation at Kirkby-Woodhouse, drawn from the small community and * '

the Booth

family,

to have followed him with devotion.

seems

Booth's interests
cated

were

not limited to his

own

by records of activity in two other churches.

congregation as indi¬

Melbourne

second of the churches formed at the Barton division in

sisted of about forty members.
dained

joint pastors.

from Acts

In the ordination, Abraham Booth

gave

were or¬

the charge

ian doctrine of universal

rick of Barton.

32

C.

General

31

Baptist, Booth held the Armina

strenuous advocate for the

In his enthusiasm for this doctrine, he

and then, in

No copy

a

collection of hymns, by W. Kend-

of this work has been discovered in the course

27

A.

28

Memoir, loc. cit.

29

Adam

30

Memoir, loc. cit.

31

Loc. cit.

32

W. T. Whitley, A Baptist Bibliography.

Underwood,

Taylor,

30

entitled, On Absolute Predestination. published

a poem

pamphlet form,

a

redemption, and was

universality of divine grace.
printed

As

&c."29

preaching at the Gaaston

pastor, Mr. Jeffrey, was failing from age.

Hia First Publication.

the
con¬

20»28, "Take heed unto yourselves, and to all the flock,

church where the

first in

1760, and

Francis Smith and Thomas Parkins

Mr. Booth and other ministers assisted in the

wrote and

was

0£.

on.

cit..

p.

179.

cit., II, 13.

I, 178.
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of this
says

research, but the writer of the Memoir, attached to the Works.

it is a poem,
.in which the fervour of his zeal for what he then
esteemed truth, had vented itself in reviling the doctrines of
election and particular redemption, in language as replete with
.

.

contumely and reproach
Wesley or Fletcher.

as

The circulation of this

is to be found in the writings of

pamphlet, that he later denounced,
J

wide, and "must have been

a source

was

not

of painful reflection to him in the

subsequent period of his life, when his mind was better instructed on this
sublime

subject.

.

.".^3

In his Preface to the "last corrected edition"

of The Relen of Grace. Mr. Booth records his

own

judgments

To this edition of The Reign of Grace.

I have made large
principal of which is, an entire chapter upon
"Election"; which renders the scheme of doctrines more complete,

additions.

The

and the contents of the book

more

answerable to the title.

I

also

thought it ray duty, in a particular manner, to bear a
public testimony to that important part of revealed truth; having
in my younger years greatly opposed it in a poem On Absolute
Predestination.
Which poem, if considered in a critical light,
is despicable; if in a theological view, detestable; as it is
an impotent attack on the honour of divine grace, in regard to
its glorious freeness; and a bold opposition to the sovereignty
of God.
So I now consider it, and as such I here renounce it.

III.

The

THE CHANGE OF SENTIMENTS!

THE PARTICULAR BAPTISTS

thought of Abraham Booth appears to have been shaped, up to this

stage in his life, through self-education and the efforts of the earnest
but untutored Barton

Bible.

Mr. Ernest F.

preachers with their limited understanding of the

Kevan, referring to Booth's

33

Memoir, lo£. clt.

34-

Abraham Booth, Works. I, A.

poem,

On Absolute

38
Predestination■ concludes

that, "As is usually the case with such violent

opponents of this doctrine, (Sovereign Grace) he possessed only a dis¬
torted view of the whole

subject through

an

insufficient study of the

Scriptures.
There is

understand

no

direct clue in Booth's

writings

as

to how he came to

differently, beyond his statement of the enlightenment that

accompanies earnest Bible study and prayer.

In his work, The Death of

Legal Hone, he refers to his previous understanding of the doctrine of

sovereign grace:
Through the ignorance of his mind, the pride of his heart,
prejudice of his education, he (Abraham Booth), in his
younger years, often opposed it with much warmth, though with
no small degree of weakness; but after an impartial inquiry,
and many prayers, he found reason to alter his Judgment; he
found it to be the doctrine of the Bible, and a dictate of the
unerring spirit. Thus patronised, he received the once obnox¬
ious sentiment, under a full conviction of its being a divine
truth.
Now he considers the eternal, discriminating love of
God, in the choice of his people, as the original source of
all that glory they hereafter expect.
To the distinguishing
love of the Father; to the redeeming blood of the Son; to
the almighty agency and sanctifying operations of the Divine
Spirit, he now desires to ascribe the who!*?, unrivalled
honour, of a complete, eternal salvation.3®
and the

An exact date is not

it appears to
the

given for Booth's change of conviction, but

have taken place in 1762 or 1763.

Dr. W. T. Whitley makes

following statement relative to this changes
One of its (General Baptist group) rising men was Abraham
Booth, who had been scandalized at the hyper-calviniam of the
Particular Baptists, and had written against it.
But the

35

Ernest F. Sevan, London's Oldest Baptist Church, p. 118.

36

Abraham Booth, Works. I, 377.
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teachings of Fuller proved to meet his needs and supply a body
of doctrine acceptable and necessary.
He quitted his early
friends at the age of thirty. . . .37
It will be

seen

that the reference to Fuller's Influence

on

logical views at this time is impossible, for the simple
Fuller
ments

was

only ten

years

of

age

Booth's theo¬

reason

that

at the time Booth changed in his senti¬

.

Booth realized that this

change of doctrine was such as to make it

utterly impossible for him to continue
had too much

held to

among

the General Baptists, and he

integrity to try to conceal the difference.

Meetings were

Investigate the doctrinal differences, and each party produced

its best

arguments on behalf of its respective tenets.

party could convince the other, they mutually agreed to
In his farewell

sermon

to the

Since neither

part.^

Kirkby-Woodhouse Church, Booth

preached from the parable of the unjust steward, pointing out that fraud
and concealment may
are

win the friendship of men, but alliances so gained

peculiarly inexcusable.

Scripture,

reason

and conscience join in

en¬

dorsing "universal fidelity to accountable creatures, and especially to
the ministers and

professors of religion, in the view of the great day of

account, when they must all give up their stewardship.n
Booth's separation from

the General Baptists about 1765 caused

temporary suspension of his preaching activities.

however,

a

39

place called Bore's Hall

was

Within

a

W. T. Whitley, A History of Brit^ Baptists, p.

38

Memoir,

39

hoc, olt.

on.

ci£.,

p.

xxiv.

short time,

procured and licensed at

37

a

232.

40

Sutton-Aahfleld, where he gathered
ticular

a

small society of Calvinists or Par¬

Baptist adherents, and resumed preaching
In addition to his

itinerant

own

pulpit and his week-day work, Booth began

preaching in Nottingham, Chesterfield, and throughout the region.

His exertions

during this period were astonishing;

He had to labour

throughout the week, for the support of a
increasing, and even them become numerous.
He had frequently to travel the distance of twelve or fifteen
miles on the Lord's day morning and afterwards to preach twice
or thrice, during the day, for which the only remuneration he
accepted was barely the expense of horse hire, which at no time
exceeded ten pounds a year. . . .41

family

every year

Booth Writes "The Reign of Grace".
Booth had
or

point on which

split with the General Baptists, that of particular redemption,

election,

these

The doctrinal

was

naturally the subject of his most intensive study during

beginnings with the Particular Baptists.

A series of sermons

preached first at Sutton-Ashfield, and afterwards at Nottingham and

Chesterfield, contained the form and most of the substance of his greatest
work, entitled, £he Reign of Grace.
When the

probably with

manuscript was finished, Booth showed it to some friends,

no

view to immediate publication.

was

yet

an

obscure

One of these

individual,

even

friends

favorably impressed, and reported to Mr. Henry Venn of

was

Huddersfield in

Venn,

one

within the circle of his

He

own

denomination.

Yorkshire, concerning the excellency of the work.

Mr.

of the few evangelically minded clergymen of the Church of

40

Loo. clt.

41

hoc, cit.

u

juagiaad, requestsa the manuscript and it was sent to km.

urged Booth to publish The helen of Grace, and, with
generally known, wrote

more

a

The work

1768, and

soon

attracted general

As

soon

as

was

view to oakling it

recommendatory preface which accompanied

the first and second editions.

it

a

He further

was

first

published in April,

attention.^

sent to press,

Mr. Venn wrote lady Huntingdon,

recommending to her this work that had so impressed hirni
I have just been the means of publishing a work which, ali
things considered, your ladyship will doubtless think a very
extraordinary one. The author is very poor, has seven children,
and was never taught more than to read or write.
The title of
the book is Ths deign of Grace, from its Hiae £o i£s Consummation.
Some things there ere in it which I am sure would exceedingly
delight you; and from the rage with which they rail against me
at Halifax, for causing it to be published, I trust the old ser¬
pent feels it strike at his throne.
He
a

praised the work for its "marks of genius joined with the feelings of
Christian heart; in his reasoning, clearness and force, and in his doc¬

trine

an

would

earn

anostolic purity."
Booth

endowed with
no

a

better

He predicted, too, that this publication

situation,

abilities, and

a

one

"proper for

taste for good learning;"

longer be dependent upon his own manual
Mr.

Booth to
ited

whom God hath

so

that he would

labor.&

Venn, sometime afterwards, moved to Huntingdonshire, and Mr.

London, but they continued to correspond, and when Mr. Venn vis¬

London, he almost always made

friend.

a man

a

friendly call

upon

his Non-Conformist

Likewise, when Booth had occasion to visit that part of the

42

Ibid.. pp. xxvi—xxvli.

A3

A Member of the Houses of Shirley and Hastings, The Life and

lilfifi °£ deliqa Countess of Huntingdon. II, 24.

42
country, "ha failed not to show his respect for hiss by taking tip his
abode at the parsonage

On

one

house.

of these visits, Mr. Venn

author of The Reign of Grace

since he dared not

expressed

desire to hear the

preach, but could think of no way to do so

present him in his

pit constructed for him in his

own

own

pulpit.

However, fee had

kitchen, assembled

£,and the consistent and determined opposer

a

fied

clergyman of the national
As soon

as

Booth's

Huntingdon distributed

pul¬

congregation,

of all religious establishments,

a

church."^

publication

was

in circulation, the Countess of

number of copies in every direction, recommending

the author to several of her

dissenting friends of the Baptist denomination

London, and sending several copies to Dr. Gifford, the assistant Curator

of the British

Museum, London, requesting him to use his utmost efforts in

promoting the welfare of the deserving

author.^

Some of the members of the church in Presoott Street,

Fields, London, then without
with it,
was

a

engaged in holding forth the word of life, under the roof of a digni¬

was

in

a

brought his

name

a

pastor, reed the book, and being impressed

before the church.

appointed to visit and hear him preach.

their sentiments and the

Goodman's

A committee of three members

The Church Minutes record

subsequent events:

.he (Booth) was a sound nervous Gospel Minister. . .
They invited him to spend & Lord •a Day or two with the people
with whoa they stood connected.
The Revd. Mr. Booth came to
.

25.

.

44

Memoir,

elt..

45

Ibid.. pp. xxvi-xxvii.

fS

A Member of the Houses of

p.

xxvi.

Shirley and Hastings,

jsg.

cit.. II,

A3

Saturday the 18th June, and the next Day according to
appointment preach'd for us, as he did also the two succeeding
Lord's Days to the general satisfaction of the Church, insomuch
that it was thought proper after sermon in the afternoon of
Lord's Day July 3^ to stop the Church, to know their mind con¬
cerning him.
And the Question being put whether this Ch45*1 should give him
an Invitation to return to us again as soon as Ms affairs
would permit It was unanimously carried in the Affirmative—
not one hand being held up for the Contrary Opinion.
Town

Before Booth's return in August,

it is recorded therys

.agreed that a Solemn Day of Prayer should be observed
by this Church the next week, to implore the Divine Blessing
on the steps which had been taken towards the settling of a
.

.

Pastor

over

in

us—and that the Lord would vouchsafe

us

his pres¬

publick assemblies in the meantime—The same was
accordingly observed, and it was remark'd by several that a
spirit of prayer evidently appeared on that occasion. ■
ence

our

Abraham Booth returned to London and

Sundays.
business

preached four more consecutive

The church voted unanimously to call him to the pastorate in the
session, September 18, 1768, and

a copy

of

a

most affectionate

latter, signed by thirty-four male members is incorporated in the Minutes.
Abraham Booth

1768, is

accepted the call, and his original letter, dated October 1,

now one

Fro®

of the Church's

treasures.^

lowly beginnings, Abraham Booth, by tremendous effort and

con¬

centration, without benefit of formal education, without family position
or

influence, had

of Dr. W. T.
"He

now

risen to

a

first class opportunity.

Miitlsy is implied in his reference to this

The estimate
move

to London!

quitted his early friends »t the age of thirty, and expounding his new
A7

Church Minutes, Preseott Street Baptist Church, III, 121.

AS

Ernest F.

Kevan,

og.

clt..

pp.

90-91.

beliefs in the Reign of Grace,

was

promptly called to take charge of the

premier Particular Baptist Church in the world, at Preseot Street.

A9

V. T. Whitley, £ ^Mopy 3S. Brj,t}ah Baptists. p. 232.

CHAPTER IV

THE PASTORATE OF THE LITTLE PRESCGTT STREET BAPTIST

Abraham Booth left his Midland home and
Ashfisld

CHURCH, LONDON

friends, the Sutton-

Baptist Church which he had pastored from Its beginning in about

1765, and moved his family into the Metropolis of the Kingdom.
to the Little Prescott Street

promotion to which
the

was

Baptist Church

was

His call

perhaps the greatest

minister of his denomination could then aspire.

a

It

oldest, strongest, and most influential Particular Baptist Church

in the world at the time.
The Church's

tention.

A

beginnings were so early and unusual, they merit at¬

congregation of Protestant Dissenters of the Independent per¬

suasion assembled in London in

mentioned in

Chapter II.

because the group

1616, and formed the Henry Jacob Church

Several members of the society

allowed to leave and form

tions.

They were constituted

Almost all received

baptism Invalid.
was

a

new

a

a

new

Those who did not agree

congregation after their own convic¬

distinct church

on

September 12, 1633.

baptism because they considered their infant

The records are confused as to whether John Spilsbury

Kiffin, Thomas Wilson, and others of the

was

were re¬

pastor of this first church, although by 163B, when William

the

to the

dissatisfied

had relaxed their principles of separation and

ceiving infant baptism from the English Church.
were

were

new

church upon their

dismissed

request, it was established that Spilsbury

their leader and that the group

grounds.

same persuasion, were

rejected infant baptism on any

46
In the present state of evidence, we may say with certainty
163S, there was either the first Calvinistic Baptist
Church with John Spilsbury as its pastor, containing Samuel
that in

Eaton, Mark Lucar, and others, or that in the same year, there
two Calvinistic Baptist Churches in London, the one under
John Spilsbury and the other under Samuel Eaton.*
were

The Prescott Street Church

developed from the Spilsbury

Church.^

Other records from anonymous manuscripts, attested by the
records of the Star Chamber and
first members of this church
Prisons at the very

official

High Commission, Indicate that many of the

were

prisoners in the Clink and Gatehouse

time of the organization of the church.

These Inde¬

pendent bodies were illegal at this time, and were hounded, persecuted and
imprisoned.
London in
had
a

no

The charter group met just outside the actual boundary of

Wapping,

a

section chiefly Inhabited by sea-faring men.

building of their

warehouse in Old Gravel

most likely holding their Sunday services in

own,

Lane.^

The earliest Church Minute Book discovered opens
to

1689, it

was

perilous for

the Revolution in

a

in 1676.

Prior

Baptist church to keep records, for until

1688, Baptists had

first fifty years,

They

no

legal existence.

During their

the Baptists were continually under the necessity of

issuing Confessions of Faith, in order to clear themselves of the slander
and libel that

were

poured upon them.

Records from the time of Cromwell

and the Protectorate indicate that there

1

J.

2

Ernest F.

3

men

of

position and influence

Shakespeare, gqptia^. and Congregational Pioneers,
Kevan, London's Oldest Baptist Church,

pp.

pp.

180-3.

15-6

im-, pp. 24-7. The writer examined the Prescott Street Church
personally, but the theft of his notes, before mentioned, necessi¬
dependence upon Mr. Kevan for almost all of the quotations from these

Minutes
tates

H.

were

records.

LI
in the

Pastors Spilsbury, John Norcott, and Hercules Collins

membership.

led the ever-increasing society

bership of 387
in

men

and

until in 16% the Minutes records

a mem¬

The Church built its first meeting house

women.

1687, in James Street, Mapping, completing it in time to observe the

ordinance of the Lord's
in the

very

new

building.

Supper on August 7 of that

yeer,

the first service

The deeds setting out the lease of the land are the

earliest such documents in England, and today

historical treasures of the present Church

the rich

are among

Hill Baptist Church, Waltham-

stow.^
Following Hercules Collins, three
cessively
In

1726, however, Samuel Wilson

growth and prosperity.

dential sections
in

of

came

Under his ministry, they built

Street, Goodman's Fields,

1755, and served to April 16, 1768.
as

talent served

to lead the Church in

one

during the eighteenth century,

accepted the call

average

suc¬

Edward Elliot, William Curtis, and Clendon Dawkes.

as pastors,

in Little Prescott

men

pastor,5

period of

a

a new

meeting-house

of London's finest resi¬
Mr. Samuel Burford

came

A few months later, Abraham Booth

and the Church which had grown from

perse¬

cuted

beginnings, long before the laws of the land permitted it

ence,

to a position of strength and influence, entered upon an outstanding

an

exist¬

epoch of service.

I.

THE 0RDI1SATI0N AT LITTLE FRSSCOTT STREET

The Minute Book of the Little Preacott Street Church

L

Minute Book of Prescott Street Church, Vol. I, and Deed parchment

in possession of successor

5

gives this

church, The Church Hill Baptist Church.

Ernest F. Kevan, og.

ci£.,

pp.

^8-9.

43
account of the ordination service of the
Mr. A. Booth

new

pastor:

solemnly 3et apart to the pastoral office
At which Solemnity the following
Ministers were principally concerned; viz, Mr. Clarke, who
opened the Business of the Bay, put the Questions to the
Church, & required the minister's Confession of Faith; Mr.
Thompson, Dr. Stennett & Mr. Clarke assisted in laying-on
of Hands, Mr. Thompson praying on that occasion; Mr. Wallin
gave the charge, & Dr. Stennett preached to the Churoh:
be¬
sides Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Macgowan, who all
assisted in Prayer."
over

us

was

February 16, 1769.

Undoubtedly it

was a source

of encouragement to Booth, then thirty-

four years

of age, that the Countess of Huntingdon, "being at that time

in

was

London,

talned

a

present on the interesting occasion, and ever after main-

friendly intercourse with Mr. Booth."'

The order of the service indicates that the Church

account of the steps taken in calling Mr. Booth.

give

an

were

asked to

was

ratify this call by voting again by

asked to recount the

a

was

asked to

After this, they

show of hands.

Booth

steps he had taken relative to their call, follow¬

ing which he delivered his Confession of Faith,
Calvinistic doctrine, to be

considered

more

a summary

of his now

fully in Chapter

VI.®

The

introductory discourse, delivered by William Nash Clarke, A.M., was pub¬
lished

along with the oharge,

sermon

and Confession of Faith.

It

was

long

thought that this publication had vanished, but Mr. Seymour J. Price re¬
ports discovering a copy in
6

Times

Minute

1939.^

Book, Presoott Street Church, III, 123-4.

7
A Member of the Houses of Shirley and Hastings, The Life and
of Sellna Countess of Huntingdon. II, 25.
8

Memoir, op. clt.. p. xxviii.

9

The Bftptfi,at

Quarterly, IX, 243.

II.

3ooth

was

PREPARATIONS FOR AN EFFECTIVE MINISTRY

doubtless

fully impressed with the greatness of his new

opportunity and responsibility.
clear to

His need for further preparation was

him, and served to stimulate his vigorous mind.

He set about

meeting this need immediately by mastering Latin and Greek, with the aid
of

an

eminent classical

disclosed to date gives

praised his

scholar,

a

former Roman Catholic priest.

this gentleman's name, but Booth always highly

erudition.*®

In his efforts to increase his
never

lost

proficiency in languages, Booth

sight of his primary aim to make all learning serve his preach-

ing and pastoral work.
scholar.

Greek

was

He

never

his first

haustible stores of

an

accomplished Hebrew

was

basic to his under¬

sought to become

concern

standing of the New Testament; and

a

because it

proficiency in Latin opened the inex¬

theological works from the Continent, by such

Witslus, Turretine, Stapferus, Vitrlnga, and Venema.
were

No record

better informed

on

the

Few

men

men as

of his time

Popish controversy.

Ecclesiastical history was a
the writers of that class, viz.

favourite subject with him; and
Dupin, Cave, Bingham, Venema,
Spanheim, and the Magdeburg Centuriators, were familiar to him;
as were also Lewis, Jennings, Reland, Spencer, Ikenlus, Carpzovius, Fabricius of Hamburgh, and others on the article of
Jewish Antiquities.
Among the writers of his own country, there
was none that engaged so much of his regard as Dr. John Owen.
.
.
from whom there will be found more quotations in his writings
then from any other author. . .except. . .the sacred volume.H

10

Memoir, op. cit., pp. xxxvii-xxxviii.

Ibid., xxxviii-xxxix.

Booth, aiming at the highest learning consistent with his pastoral

responsibility, devoted long hours to study without failing in the unend¬

The pulpit of the Prescott Street

ing duties which the church presented.
Church

placed him in

position of prominence in denominational work for

a

which his "extensive range

of interests, hie mighty intellect, his keen

insight and his broad outlook fitted him."
and

American

an

university feared to offer him the degree of Doctor of

Divinity, lest he should decline
no

He never aspired to titles,

evidence of his A.M.
There had been

a

London between 1765 and

it.3-2 British

degree conferred by Brown University, in 1774-.
sad

mortality

among

it

as

a

form of

1772, occasioned by the deaths of Brine, Anderson,
Dr. W. T. Whitley comments

blessing, however, "In on© way,

for half of these had

we may

be thankful,

emptied their churches with reactionary preaching!

and it is with the arrival of Abraham Booth in London that the

churches began to
wood who

revive."3^

A similar statement is made by A. C. Under¬

".

.

.but here too, the necessary new leaders appeared.

Rippon, Abraham Booth, and Joseph Ivlmey

most to

Baptist

speaks of the small effect of the Evangelical Revival on the Bap¬

tists of London,
John

13

the Baptist preachers in

Flower, Burford, Straton, Gill, and Messer.
on

editions of his works bear

were

the

men

who did the

change the situation and all three cam® from the Provinces.
12

Ernest F.

Kevan, 0£>. cit.,

p.

120.

13 Historical Catalog**9 of grc^a University. Providqpce, R. JL,
176A-189A. p. 331.
14

The Baptist Quarterly. New Series, V, 225.

15

A. C. Underwood, 4 History of the English Baptists. p.

178.

51
The

findings of Robert G. Torbet, an American Baptist historian coincide

with the above.

III.

THE SUCCESS AND INFLUENCE OF BOOTH'S MINISTRY

The Minute Book of the Prescott Street Church shows that under the

ministry of Mr. Booth there were numerous baptisms, and a constant increase
in

membership.

If these were the only indications of a faithful and suc¬

cessful ministry, there

would be ample

His sermons, born of hours of
the work of

a

not

was

given to

a

as

a

doctrinal unity throughout.

great amount of controversial preaching, but,

righteous indignation.

gospel",

prayer, were

spirit, and those that were pub¬

reasoning, and

when the occasion seemed to demand
with

for gratitude.

study, meditation and

mature Christian mind and

lished reveal closeness of
Booth

reason

it, he did not hesitate to attack error

His uncompromising stand for the "genuine

he saw it, is attested in his statement from The Reign of

Grace

regarding the "charitable" attitude of those who allow for

range

of interpretation in basic Christian doctrines:

a

wide

.though such conduct may be applauded, under a false
candour, and of a catholic spirit; though
it may be the way to maintain a friendly intercourse among
multitudes whose leading sentiments are widely different; yet
it will be deemed, by the God of truth, as deserving no better
name, than a ioint opposition to the spirit and design of his
gospel. For such a timid and lukewarm profession of truth is
little better than a denial of it—than open hostility against
it.
To seek for peace at the expense of truth, will be found in
the end, no other than a wicked conspiracy against both God and
.

.

notion of Christian

man.*?
16

Robert G.

17

Abraham

Torbet, A History of the Baptists.

Booth, Reign of Grace,

p.

L2.

p.

101.
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A year

after he came to London, Booth published The Death of Legal

Hone, which h® dedicated to the Little Prescott Street Church in

ment that reveals his

pastoral hopes and

for them.

concerns

a

state¬

It reads in

part:
That you may have a growing acquaintance with divine truth
in all its branches, and an increasing affection one to another
for the truth's sake: that the life, and fervour, and amiable

simplicity of primitive Christianity, may be conspicuous in
your worship and conduct; that faith may abound in your hearts,
and the fruits of righteousness adorn your conversation; is the
sincere desire and earnest prayer of Your affectionate
and willing servant, in the gospel of our common Lord,
He considered his

would be
to his

congregation as

required to give

sense

of

a

a

friend,
A. Booth.

a

trust from God for which he

full accounting.

His

own

statement relative

responsibility to the church reveals this:

I have never left my people
than two Lord's days at a

more
as

some

since I first settled with them,
time. Had I left them so much
pastors have left theirs, I have no doubt my people

would have left
He worked

so

me

as

theirs have left them.

diligently

as

9

shepherd of the flock, that he

was

known

frequently to travel the streets, the whole length of London, in search
of

a

member who had been absent from the

his ministries to the poor,
a

woman

in his

services.20

was

unwearied in

the rich, the saint and the sinner.

congregation left him

a

some

discovered.^

IS

Abraham

19

Joseph Ivimey,

20

Ibid.. p. Ixxli.

21

Dictionary of National Biography. II, 835-6.

Booth, Works. I, 332-333.
02 •

One time

sizable legacy, which he quietly

deposited in the Bank of England to the account of
tions whom he had

He

clt., IV, 368.

of her poor rela¬

One of Booth's

part in

significant services to his denomination was his

number of ordinations of young ministers, including William

a

Newman, first principal of Stepney Academy, T. Hopkins, Joseph Swain,
Thomas

Hunt, Joseph Dermer, William Jarman, and Benjamin Coxhead.

of these

men

London.

In these

became eminent servants in the

ordinations,

as

Baptist churches in and around

in all services, Booth was particularly

sensitive to the need3 and condition of his hearers.

Joseph Dermer had

people.

overly long when it

The ordination of

Booth's time to address the
he observed, "where

message,

began, devotion generally ended," and because of the length of

service, he limited himself to reading his text and making

exemporaneous remarks on what
The

already had been

a

few brief

said.^2

periodical literature of the late eighteenth century reports

the Prescott Street

around London.
a

came

Instead of delivering his prepared

weariness
the

run

Most

pastor's frequent participation in funerals in and

His wide interest and

deep sympathy

favorite for this service of consolation.

The

seem

numerous

to have made him
funeral dis¬

courses

and addresses at the grave

were

great eulogies of the character of the deceased, nor departures

of

no

which

were

published, reveal that they

oratory, but genuine statements of the Christian evaluations of life

and death.

They "may be held up as models of address which young ministers

would do well to copy
occasions.

after, when called to officiate

on

those mournful

"^3

22

John

23

Memoir, ojj. ci£.,

Rippon, The Baptist Annual Register. II,
p.

lix.

pp.

348-9.

In
and Alms

1775, the pastor led his congregation in forming the "Prayer
Society",

organizetion to care for the needy in the church

an

membership and the surrounding neighborhood, as far as available funds

permit.^

would

"Observations"

that the visitors
them

on

prayed with the

this Society, from I84I, reported

persons

they were visiting and advised
It operated only in instances

spiritually according to their needs.

of sickness and

poverty and was credited with being "the means of bringing

many sinners to

the knowledge of Christ, and of comforting many poor and

afflicted saints."
for

A "Sister

Beckingham" bequeathed £300 to this society

relieving the poor of the Church, and through the years the Fund was

extended often to many
aries

were:

Pond;

a poor

demands outside the congregation.

Benjamin Keach, when he was robbed; Pastor Samuel Mee of Maze

friend of the Gosnall Street Church; and the distressed

Spitalfields Weavers in

1793.25

Under Booth the Church

accepted other opportunities for service as

When the "Meeting House" of the Millyard Church, under the

they arose.

pastoral leadership of Mr. Thomas,
lent its church premises free
prayer

meetings

tress of the
.

.

for

Typical benefici¬

were

burned in 1790, Prescott Street

of charge for nine months.

Frequent special

held by the congregation "on account of the deep dis¬

labouring
a

was

poor,

church without

The church initiated

through the extreme dearness of provisions
&

an

pastor,

or

for some other kind of crisis.

extraordinary procedure in 1779 because of

2U

Ernest F. Kevan, 00. clt.. p. 95.

25

Loc. clt.

26

Ibid.. pp.

95-6.

26

55
"the

great number of cases of insolvency in business among the Church

members."

These

committee of two

cases were

carefully investigated by the church, with

purchase of

a

book for registra¬

tion of births of children to the members of the church.

in Somerset House.

now

range

All of these activities, insignificant

indicate that Abraham Booth was alert to

though
a

wide

Sunday School of the Prescott Street Church, organized in

was one

of the first in London.

Twenty-three

years

1775, Booth had addressed the Church in business session
such

This book is

of opportunity for Christian service.
The

1798,

23

of them may appear,

some

27

making inquiries, and examining books and accounts.

The Chureh Minutes indicate the

a

an

earlier, in
on

behalf of just

organization, observing:

That, for five or six months past, he had had the public
Catechising of Children much upon his mind, St desired to know
the sense of the Church as to the propriety & utility of it.
Which being considered, it was unanimously agreed, to be proper
St adapted for usefulness to the rising generation among us.
And it was agreed, That the Church be stopped the fifth Lord's
Day in the next month, that our brethren St sisters may be more
generally informed of this resolution, & to conclude on a
suitable time for beginning & carrying on the exercise.^
No clue is

given far the delay of twenty-three years in establish¬

ing the Sunday School, unless it was the referral of the resolution to
consideration at
there

a

regular service of the Church.

long, and perhaps his

new

idea

was

Booth had not been

not readily accepted? the prob¬

ability is that enough members opposed it to postpone action
27

Ibi^-,

28

Log. clt.

29

Ernest F. Kevan, 0£. clt.. quoted on p. 97.

P.

96.

upon

the

56
recommendation

It will be noted that Mr. Booth's firet

indefinitely.

attempt to establish

a

Sunday School preceded by six

years

Robert Raikes'

organization at Gloucester of the first recognized Sunday School in this
great movement.
The Church Minutes refer

no

more

to the

Sunday School.

Fortunately,

however, the first Minute Book of the Sunday School, now in possession of
the Walthamstow

Church, gives

an

account of its beginnings $

August 27th, 1798.

The underwritten by unanimous consent
transacting
Sunday
follow viz.
Johnson,
Fairey, Wyatt, Palmer, Chambers, Capes.30

formed themselves into a committee for the purpose of
the business relative to an Intended Institution of a
School in the vicinity of Goodman's Fieldsj
Names as
Mr. Squire in the Chair.
Messrs. Wilkinson, Bull,

The

new

committee considered Rules and Order for

regulating the

school, which the pastor revised and submitted for their approval
tember

10, 1798.

Reference Is made to the twelve rules

adopted, but the secretary failed to record them.

or

on

Sep¬

articles

Two amendments reads

Mr. Fairey moved the following amendment to the 2d Article
"that the children attend at Mr. Booth's Meeting only."
Resolved.
Resolved that this Institution bs denominated the Goodman's
Fields Sunday School and that it open (Providence permitting)
the first Sabbath in October next.31
viz.

Originally the school
the subscribers
tee.

Watts'

managed by

was

a

committee appointed fro®

supporting it; later the teachers constituted the Coras ait-

In October

1798, this

group

decided to purchase 100 spelling books,

Songs, Watts' Catechisms, candles, slates, pasteboards, Inkstands,
30

Ibid.. quoted on pp.

31

Ibid.. quoted on p.

97-8.
98.
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and articles of clothing for poor and ill-clad children.

pens,
was

hired

four o'clock

church, and the hours of the school were from two until

the

near

Sunday afternoons.

Within

a

few months,

that

a

public service

progress

32

the pupils of the school made such rapid
was

catechism before the benefactors.

the

held for them to read and repeat their
An

order, recorded in the Minutes, for

printing of 10,000 tickets for the School indicates a progressive

spirit in the body.
after

Teachers were volunteers, and were accepted only
There seems to have been no lack of volun¬

period of probation.

a

Six teachers

teers.
was

A room

taught each Sunday, and the girls' and boys' work

In October, 1799# it was further decided "That Twelve

kept separate.

of the most forward Boys be

day evening."

instructed in Writing for one hour every Mon¬

This later led to the employment of

on

October

13, 1801, Mr. Pendrid

on

his

conditions and.

own

A

new

.

was

.the Allowance annexed.

development in March, 1801,

was

few free schools in

of the church's work appears
made later in

from six until

tion.

1801, when
eight

p.

an

m.,

.

.2s 6d. per

day."33

the summer day school, open-

ing at eight and closing at four-thirty daily.
were

school master, and

appointed "Master of the Boys' School

V

there

a

It must be remembered that

England in those days, hence the magnitude

the greater.

A further progressive move was

evening school was begun, meeting each Sunday
for the exclusive purpose of religious instruc¬

Mr. Thomas

Coles, A.M., of Aberdeen, Booth's assistant pastor,

32

JEifl.,

p.

33

Ibid.. quoted on p. 100.

99.
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directed this work.
Booth

3A

preached

August, 1801.

a

special

sermon on

behalf of his Sunday School in

In 1803, when the Sunday School Union was founded, the

Goodman's Fields School joined

it®nedlately, and its records show that it

participated in all the great children's rallies in the succeeding years.
William Hiett, one of the first

scholars, later became Superintendent,

occupying the position for fifteen years.
first

thirty-five

ren.-^
means

years

Thus it will be
of

Statistics show that in the

of its work, the School admitted over 4-, 500 child¬
seen

that this

one

organization had "been the

leading hundreds to Christ, either in childhood,

ing effects of the teaching, in the later years of life."

or,

by the abid-

36

BOOTH'S LEADERSHIP OUTSIDE HIS OWN CONGREGATION

IV.

The

Society of London Ministers of the Particular Baptist Persuasion,

better known

as

the

Baptist Board, was founded in

concerned with the needs and

172/,.^

This

group was

problems of most of the Baptist churches in

London and vicinity.
In the

Spring of 1771, when Booth had been at Prescott Street

Church for about two years, he was invited into the Board.For the next

34

Loo, cit.

35

Ibid.. quoted from Sunday School Minutes on p. 101.

36

Ibid., p.

37
Fund, p.

38

102.

Seymour J. Price, £ Popular History q.g the Baptist Building

15.
Transactions of £hg Baptist Historical Sopj.ety, VI, 32.

59

thirty-five years, he appaara aa perhaps the leading member of this group.
Scarcely
Booth*s

important matter is recorded in the Board Minutes without

an

name

President, Secretary, Chairman, or member of committee.

as

In this

connection, Booth participated in the deliberations and

decisions of the

Managers of the Particular Baptist Fund,

formed in 1717 whose "chief
the

keeping

up

are

the honour of God,

of his public worship in several parts of this kingdom, the

edification of the

Lord'#

designs in this affair

organisation

an

churches, and the relief of many poor labourers in the

vineyard."39
Problems of

This organization will be discussed in Chapter V.

discipline of ministers occasionally

In connection with their exclusion of Mr. Thomas

came to the

Board.

Oliver, pastor at Hammer¬

smith, in May, 1793, Booth was asked to frame the notification*

Sir, I here return the Testimonials given you by the Church
care of Mr. Garaiss.
Am glad to find you acknowledge
your disorderly conduct toward that church in leaving it as you
did; and that the members of it bear such a testimony in your
favour.
I laid your papers, on Tuesday last before the Brethren
at the Coffee house} and after soma conversation respecting
those papers, the ministers present unanimously agreed in re¬
questing me to inform you, That your company at the Coffee house
is not desirable to them.
I most sincerely pray for your happi¬
ness, & remain, Sir, Tour cordial well-wisher.
under the

A.
Mr. John Martin also
statement in

a

sermon

was

excluded from the

Booth40

Board, for hi3 seditious

that if the French should Invade

England,

Dissenters, both Baptists and Paedobaptiats, would join them.
called upon

Booth to participate In the investigation of the

many

The Board

matter.^"

39

».

40

Transactions of the Baptist Historical Society. VI, 89.

41

Ibid., p. 92.

T. Whitley, A History of British Baptists, p.

203.
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The issue between Martin and the Board continued

five years.

some

through the Minutes for

Two of Mr. Booth's members, James Smith and his son-in-

law, Joseph Gutteridg®, appeared along with others seeking to persuade
the Board to reinstate Martin.
concession

as

we

sider he has

would not

They agreed that if Mr. Martin made "such

think should be

satisfactory to Mr. Booth whom we con¬

grossly insulted both in conversation & in print," they

object to Christian intercourse with him.

Booth'3 response,
Ms generous

in the forra of

a

LS.

letter to the Board, revealed

spirit:

.My own mind is made up on the disagreeable subject, yet
.1 am utterly averse from the thought of his being kept out
.because I think he is undeserving. . .1 therefore depricate its being hereafter said, "Mr. Martin would have been long
.

.

.

.

.

.

ago restored
been for the

Booth."43

to his connection with the General Body had it not
prejudice, the pride, and the obstinacy of A.

Churches with internal
matters of doctrine

in

addition, their

limits, such

as a

were

disputes, discord between churches, and

considered

concern

The Minutea indicate,

for occasional matters outside denominational

hearty support of vaccine innoculation, and a pledge to

spread of information regarding

it.^

In the Minutes of the March
the Board's

by this group.

26, 1799 meeting, evidence is given of

regard for their long-time member, Abraham Booth:

The Brethren from their great respect to their worthy
President Mr. Booth and sympathizing with him under his present

indisposition, Resolved unanimously, to afford him, in rotation,
assistance in their power, which he may find convenient.
Resolved that our Secretary transmits a oopy of this resolution
any

42

IM£.,

PP.

43

Ibid.,

p.

98.

44

Ibid.,

p.

99.

97, 12A.
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to Mr.

Taylor

one

Two lecture

of the Deacons of Mr. Booth's

church.^

series, outsida the Baptist denomination, the Lord's

Day Morning Lectures, and the lord's Day Evening Lectures, sought Booth's

assistance, and his
through the

years

name

appeared repeatedly in the schedules of ministers

at the turn of the

The Particular

century.^

Baptist Monthly Meetings in London, a regular ac¬

tivity for about the last twenty-five years of Booth's life, indicate that
he

eminently active in promoting the denominational fellowship during

was

that

period.

John Rippon records the lists of these services with all

ministers and their

participation in each service.

The ten Particular

Baptist churches in London and Southwark, constituting the Particular Bap¬
tist Fund,

led in rotation at these meetings.

Mr. Booth seldom missed his

turn, and he and his church were among the most faithful supporters of the

Fund>7
Thus, the scope of Booth's service
to the Prescott Street Church.

wa3

far wider than his ministry

As his activities

multiplied and his health

began to fail, two assistant pastors, first Thomas Coles, then William
Gray,

were

engaged to aid him in his later years.

letter to Mr.
ful

The congregation in its

Gray's church in Wiltshire, recognized their pastor's faith¬

service, both to his

own

congregation and the denomination:

.For a long course of years he (Mr. Booth) has maintained
honourable and laborious station in the Church of God.
His
attention of lat® years has not been confined to his Pastoral
.

.

an

A5

Ibid., p.

46

John Rippon, The Baptist Annual Register. Vol. III.

47

Ibid.. Vols. X-IV.

95.
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duties, but, in
the churches has

it may truly be said, "The care of all
been, and still is, upon him.'"*8

a sense,

CANDIDATES FOR THE MINISTRY FROM BOOTH'S CONGREGATION

V.

Evidence of the church's
members

spiritual vigor

cates that the

Messrs.

Thomas
to

the number of its

A careful study of the

entering full-time Christian service.

Prescott Street Church Minutes for the

was

period of Booth's ministry, indi¬

following members began preaching before that congregations

Gill, Crawford, Homblow, Ed. Greene, Thos. Hunt, Mackenzie,
Sheraton, Joseph Harris, Chamberlain, and George Capes.

In addition

these, Booth's two assistants, Thomas Coles and William Gray, doubtless

received valuable

training and inspiration in their associations with

Booth.49
A few of the group

Thomas Sheraton, 1751-1806,

bly beyond.

in addition to
as

well.

became well-known throughout England, and possi¬

publishing work3

In 1798 he

on

was

his craft, did

brought to the Church

villages around London and led in carrying
of

success.

some

form of

the furniture designer, who,

a

a

few devotional studies

scheme for evangelizing the

on

the work, with

a

good

measure

This work is not described in the

Minutes, but evidently was

open-air preaching and teaehing.

In 1800, Mr. Sheraton

cepted the pastorate of the church at Darlington.
Mr. Thomas

50

Hunt, ordained in 1793, has left

48

Ernest F. Kevan, og. cit.. p.

49

Prescott Street Baptist Minute Books.

50

Ernest F. Kevan, op. clt.. p.

ac-

us an

account of the

105, quoted from Church Minutes.

102.

Church's

procedure in encouraging its

nightly the Church held
the young men

a

conference

young men
on

in the ministry.

Fort¬

religious subjects, at which time

interested were given opportunity to try their preaching

ability before the congregation.

When

one

summarized the

gave

his opinion upon the subject.

leading idea, then

Hunt said that after

preach in

one

a

few of these

of them had preached, Booth

practice

sermons,

of the regular church services.

application, the Church accorded the

Mr.

he was invited to

After six months of such

young man an

appropriate acknowledg¬

ment of his progress:
.a time of solemn prayer was set apart for divine direc¬
tion, and suitable portions of Scripture were read by our pastor.
At the following meeting, held May 18, 1791, the church unani¬
mously agreed to give me a call to the work of the ministry,
which I cordially accepted in the fear of God, looking up to him
•

for

.

assistance.51

Following
dressed Mr.

Hunt

one
on

of the regular services some time later, Booth ad¬

the attitudes and

Sunday, said Hunt, "I entered
discourse, being

my

Books Indicate this

upon

problems of

standard

minister.

The next

the public ministry, and delivered

xxvii.lA."''2

first sermon, from Psalm
was

a

procedure with

one

a

The Minute

after another of these

young men.
Thomas Coles

came

to assist Booth in

1801, having just finished

his work at Aberdeen and been awarded the A.M.

degree.

53

He served

as

temporary assistant for some six weeks before the Church formally invited

51
52

53

John Rippon, op. clt.. pp.
p.

119-20.

120.

Til® Evangelical Magazine. X, H7.
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him to

come

stated assistant

as

After

pastor.

a

short time, the Church

reluctantly released him that he might succeed the late Benjamin Beddorae
at Hourton on the

Water.^

The Bourton

Goodman's Fields Church that

they

were

congregation, in writing to the

desirous of having Mr. Coles as

pastor, entreated the church to allow him freely to consider their invi¬
The Prescott Street Church acceded to this

tation.
gree

request "with a de¬

of Christian resignation, which does them great
On

August 4» 1813, Mr. Coles preached a sermon at Broadmead Church,

Bristol, before the Bristol Education Society, which
described
It

was

the

by

very

a

reviewer as

".

.

published and

.plain, solid, and judicious

over

discourse."56

his assistant.

replace Coles, the church extended

the Wiltshire Church.
from the Minute

He

a

call to William Gray of

accepted the invitation, and, in his own words

Book, was "sensibly affected with the prospect of standing

by the side of such
London in

a

was

similar to Booth's Pastopal Cautions. indicating a degree of

pastor's influence
To

honour."55

a person as your

venerable

pastor."57

Arriving in

1802, he remained with the church until Booth's death in 1806.

In October of that year, he was ordained pastor over the

Baptist Church, where he served until 1809.
fruitful ministry at

Plymouth Dock

He then entered

Chipping Norton, utilizing his house

upon a

as an

most

academy

54

Ernest F. Kevan, op. cit.. p. 105.

55

The Evangelical Magazine,

56

The Baptist

57

Ernest F. Kevan, op. cit.. p. 105, quoted from Church Minutes.

loc. cit.

MagaziaS, VI, 168.
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for the

training of young

several

village stations, and religion flourished in the town and

During his pastorate, the Church served

man.

rounding villages.

Long lists of baptisms

corded

the purity

concern

exercised

over

rigorously.

are given,

and there

sur¬

was re¬

of the fellowship, with discipline being

The evangelistic and educational emphasis, carried

over

into his

that

"Gray had the great advantage of being the assistant of Abraham

Booth."

Mr.

own

pastorate from his Prescott Street training, confirm

Gray resigned in 1825 to become pastor of the College Street

Church, Northampton.

58

Thesa young men were
mind of Abraham Booth.

A

fortunate to have

a

pastor with the spirit and

correspondent of The Baptist Magazine, after

visiting Booth not long before his death, wrote down some of his conversa¬
tion for
resume

publication.

Two sections of advice to young ministers,

of his Pastoral Cautions,

are

a

brief

peculiarly fitting here:

Advice respecting the Pulpit
study a sermon with the design of displaying your abili¬
ties; but always aim to promote the glory of God.
Endeavour to improve your understanding by reading the scrip¬
tures; and praying for divine assistance.
Never forget while you are preaching to others that you are a
sinner yourself.
Take care and not attend to publick work as the mere duty of
Never

office.

Pray not as a minister, but as a poor sinner.
If you wish to
be comfortable in your work, pray for much of the life of relgion
in your own soul.
Advice respecting Conduct
Be not frequent in your visits to any lady living alone; I
have seen much mischief resulting from such conduct.
Never visit any of your hearers who are rich, without a par¬
ticular invitation; give them no cause to think you want either
their food

58

or

their money.

The BapUflfr

Cfoar^erly, XI, 28^.
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Be home with your

wife and family early in the evening; many
the in¬

minister's wife has been rendered miserable through
attention of her husband.
a

Have nothing to do with making matches among your people; let
the men find their own wives, and the women their own husbands;
this is no part of your business, Sir.
Be cautious how you make a will for any of your people; and
never be an exeoutor or guardian for any.

advise not the rich to lend to the poor, nor lend any thing
yourself, unless you are first satisfied that you can afford
to lose it all.
Be not

surety for any one.

THE DAUGHTER CHURCHES OF PRESCOTT STREET CHURCH

VI.

The

new

workmen from

many

London, where several of them had been members of Prescott

Street Church.
at

calico-printing industry in Lancashire attracted

In

1782,

a group

of these workmen founded

a

Baptist Church

Preston, receiving the full approval of the home church and the bless-

ing of Abraham Booth.
In
to become

Benjamin Davis became their pastor.

1796, Sarah Hears
one

was

60

dismissed from the Prescott Street Church

of the first members of the

Baptist church at Connellsville,

Pennsylvania.
Mare Street

Church, Hackney,

was

organized in 1798, with Booth's

assistance, from four members from the Prescott Street Church, and four
other

Baptists.

Deborah
were

Thorns Burford, Elizabeth Burford, John Holman, and

Marsora, after considerable conference with Booth and the deacons,

dismissed to unite with

others, in forming themselves "into a

59

The Baptist Magazine. II,

60

The Baptist Quarterly. New

Series, V, 38^.

61

Ernest F.

p.

Kevan, og. cit..

18.

103.

67
distinct

church, of the

The
on

faith and order with ourselves."

same

Haelmey Church 3ook gives

a

full account of its organisation

May 13» 1798, with Abraham Booth conducting the service.

the church

of

the

on

solemnity of this situation, and read

faith, signed by the eight people who made

ther addressed them

for

a

was

ordained

on

the

habitation of God
as

Scripture, "In whom

long statement

the new church.
also

are

2:22.^

He fur¬

builded together
Mr. John Ranee

pastor on October 3, 1798, and remained there, successful,

1807.^

SOME OUTSTANDING DEACONS UNDER BOOTH'S MINISTRY

VII.

thirty-seven

years

Street, the Church produced
the

ye

through the Spirit." Eph.

honored, and beloved until his death in

In the

up

a

He addressed

Abraham Booth was pastor at Prescott

number of outstanding Christians.

a

Some of

greatest of these were the deacons serving the Church, who also became

useful in service of the denomination.

Personal association,

perhaps the

strongest character forming power existent, seemed to provide mutual

blessing and inspiration for Booth and his deacons.
Mr. William

Taylor,

twenty years of age.

He

a

hosier,

was one

uel Wilson, pastor at Prescott
deacon from

62

63
64

1768, the
Loc.

cit..
p.

year

came

to London in 1750, at about

of the last persons baptized by Rev. Sam¬

Street before he died, and he served

as

before Booth's arrival, until his death in

quoted from Church Minutes.

104.

Transactions of the Baptist Historical Society. VI, 124.

63
1311.

65

"Mr.

Taylor,

bachelor, and apparently having

a

no

relatives de¬

pendent upon him, was free to devote his means to the Societies which
interested hia.He
of which he

was

openly contributed to the Particular Baptist Fund,

of the

one

treasurers, and on various occasions, his

pastor, Booth, presented fifty pounds from an anonymous friend, which Mr.

Ivimey

he had reason to know was Taylor.

says

accustomed to say,

were

A more

"We hope Mr. Booth's friend will live for ever.

complete discussion of Mr. Taylor's benevolences will be given in

the next

chapter.

In his will he
from the

who left

requested that if Booth took

any

notice of his death

pulpit, he wished that nothing should be said of him by
He appears

character.
a

similar

of

way

to have 3hared the spirit of his pastor and friend,

injunction, "that nothing should be said of him in

funeral sermon, and
his

The founders of the Fund

that

no more

a

than twenty pounds should be expended in

funeral."^®
Taylor had given generously to hi3 church, the Particular Baptist

Fund, ministerial education, the relief of aged ministers, and to him goes
the honor of
"This
of the

was

purchasing the premises of Stepney Green for Stepney Academy.

the stroke that entitles Mr.

Baptist denomination."

Taylor to the homage and respect

69

65

Joseph Ivimey, og. ci^., IV,

66

George P. Gould, The Baptist College at Regent's Park,

67

Joseph Ivimey,

68

Ibid.,

69

Ernest F. Kevan, og. clt.. p.

p.

og.

cit.,

p.

pp.

535, 539.

539.

583.

136.

p.

21.
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Transactions of the Baptist Historical Society
statement

gives

a

condensed

concerning Joseph Gutteridge, another of Booth's deacons:

Gutteridge, Joseph, 1752-1844s Member Frescot Streetj Treas¬
Particular Baptist Fundj Treasurer of Baptist Education
Society, 1804.} Deputy chairman of the Dissenting Deputies;
Founder of Stepney College, 1809; Mill Hill School, Camberwell
Church, and Sunday School Society; Early supporter of Baptist
Missionary Society, Treasurer Stepney, 1811-1827. ^
urer

When his father
He succeeded

business.

devote
year
He

died, Mr. Gutteridge, still
so

well that

soon

he

was

vast amount of his time to Christian

a

a

independent and able to

enterprises.

In 1778, the

after their marriage, Mr. and Mrs. Gutteridge were baptized by Booth.

was

Church

elected deacon in
to

as

"moved and

1786, but made

a

statement to the Prescott Street

why he should not accept the office.

remained

a

He

The Church, however,

unanimously resolved, That the objections

view, sufficient to justify his declining the
deacon until his death

was

the earliest

one

over

fifty-eight

of the founders of the

he

not, in our

were

office."^
years

He accepted, and

later, in I844..

Sunday School Society,

one

of

supporters of the Baptist Missionary Society, and was largely

responsible for moving its central office to London.
years

youth, inherited his

was a

For about twenty

member of the executive committee, and for a while the

treasurer of the

Society.

72

Mr. Gutteridge also served as manager, along

with William Fox and William

Taylor, of the Society for the Relief of the

Necessitous Widows and Children of Protestant

Dissenting Ministers.

70

Transactions of the Baptist Historical Society.

71

Ernest F. Kevan,

72

Log. cit.

og. eit., p.

137.

VII, 205.

70
He rendered

Baptist Fund.
erous

in its

outstanding service as Treasurer of the Particular

The Prescott Street Chureh, aided by Gutteridga, was gen¬
support, as the following statement indicates:

Let it not be forgotten that to the influence
of this church, especially to that of Mr. Booth,
its deacons, Joseph Gutteridge, Esq. the Baptist
indebted.
Mr.

of the pastors
and to one of
Fund is chiefly

Gutteridge also became treasurer of the Baptist Education Soci¬

ety when it was formed in 1804, and though it was not all they had hoped

for, Gutteridge and Taylor supported it, prayed, and waited.

Soon their

hopes materialized in the founding of Stepney Academy in London.
was

the first treasurer of the

the first

Tutor, and was

a

Gutteridge

Acaderqy, was the one instructed to engage

In 1836,

Committee member until his death.

when he sat for

a

bust for the

Church

a

similar bust, and ordered it to be placed in the

try.^

procured

An observation

and church may be

as

Managers of the Fund, the Prescott Street
ves¬

to the value of Gutteridge's life to his pastor

quoted here:

This was th® type of man Mr. Booth had to support him.
is true that Mr. Booth shines by the brightness of his own

but who is to say how
church owed to such a

much his successful ministry and prosperous

deacon?^

William Fox is the third great deacon of
shall consider.

He

London, he built

up a

was

born in

large business

as

74

Ernest F. Kevan, oj>. cit.. pp.

75

IM£.,

76

Ibid.. pp. 139-40.

139.

eit.. IV, 590.

138-9.

we

After coming to

draper in Cheapside.

Joseph Ivimey,

oq.

Booth's church whom

1736 in Gloucestershire.

73

p.

It
light,

7ft

He joined

71
the Prescott Street

Gutteridge;
urer

Church;

was

elected deacon at the

same

time as Joseph

the organiser of the Sunday School Society; first treas-

was

of the Home

Missionary Society;

77

and

Manager of the Society for

a

the Relief of the liecesaitous Widows and Children of Protestant

Dissenting

Ministers.7^
At the Jamaica Coffee House in

London,

a group

of Baptists held a

meeting in May, 1785, and William Fox first publicly proposed his plan for
the universal education of the poor

pointed

a

to which

invited.

The

group ap¬

Committee, offered subscriptions, and planned another meeting

clergy, ministers, and laymen of other denominations
Before the next

bly voted for

a

proposed.

were

to be

meeting, Fox learned of the work of Robert

Raikes, corresponded with him, and

first

in Biblical knowledge.

as a

result of those letters, the

Sunday project rather than

week-day

a

one as

assem¬

Fox had

At this large and representative gathering on September

7, 1785, presided over by Jonas Hanway, an organization, "The Sunday School
Society"

was

formed "for the support and encouragment of Sunday Schools

in the different counties of

England."7*?

Questions have been raised
Raikes

as

founder of the

Raikes gave

as

to the credit due either Fox or

Sunday School movement.

freely of his counsel and cooperation.

terest Fox and his

In its first stages,

He followed with in¬

fellow-workers, and his brother, Thomas Raikes, at one

time Governor of the Bank of

England,

was a

member of the Committee.

77

Transactions of the Baptist Historical Society.

78

John

79

Seymour J. Price, op. cit., p. 15.

Rippon,

op.

cit.. Ill, 428.

VII, 202.

72
The
Fox

as

Society's records clarify the relative positions of Raikes and

evidenced in

We shall

a

1785#

letter which Fox wrote to Raikes in September,

quote it in part:

The fire which you have had the honour to light up in Glou¬
cester having now reached the Metropolis, will, I trust, never
be extinguished but with the ignorance of every individual

kingdom.®0

throughout the
In
on

June, 1787, Raikes

the basis of his

was

voted honorary membership in the Society,

being the "original founder as well as

supporter of Sunday Schools."

was

as

the "statesman of the movement who

the

short

a

hundreds of

its church

other

81

a

Sunday school

Fox promoted the idea that every

as an

integral and

necessary

part of

life.®^

The modern

cott

than any

time, through the vigorous policy of Fox's Society,

Sunday Schools sprang up.

church should have

founder, while

more

individual helped to make it national and world-wide."
In

liberal

Documents show that Raikes conceived and

worked out the idea and thus is to be credited

William Fox

a

Sunday School owes much to this Baptist deacon of Pres-

Street, inspired and supported by his pastor, Abraham Booth.

Ivimey describes Fox as, "the glory of the Baptist Denomination and
of its

83

brightest ornaments.""

80

Loc.

cit.

81

Loc.

cit.

82

Ernest F.
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Ibid., p. H2.

Kevan, op. cit..

pp.

1A1-2.
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CHAPTER V

BOOTH'S PAST IN THE GREAT RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS OF HIS TIME

The

pastoral ministry of Abraham Booth, primarily in connection

with the internal affairs of the Prescott Street

Baptist Church, makes

a

comparatively complete picture of a busy and faithful spiritual leader,
but the

great heart of the man would not permit him to limit his activi¬

ties to his

own

congregation.

Other

causes

needed his vision, his intel¬

lect, and his spiritual wisdom.

I.

THE PARTICULAR BAPTIST FUND

A few weeks after the Act of Toleration in

tion from the Particular

William Kiffin, Hansard
was

sent to

1689,

a

general invita¬

Baptist ministers in and about London, signed by

Knollys, Benjamin Keach, Richard Adams and others,

Baptist churches far and wide.

More than

a

hundred churches

represented in the meeting in London, September 3 to 12, 1689.

were

Among other things, they resolved to raise by free-will offering
to be

applied to the following

a

fund

purposes:

To aid churches unable to maintain their

ministry} to
preach both in city and country, where the
Gospel hath, or hath not been preached, and to visit the churches;
and finally, to assist those members that shall be found in any
of the aforesaid churches that are disposed for study, having an
inviting gift, and are sound in fundamentals, in attaining to a
knowledge and understanding of the languages, Latin, Greek and
own

send ministers to

Hebrew.2
1

George P. Gould, The Baptist College at Regent's Park,

2

IbJcJ.,

p.

2.

pp.

1-2.
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This effort
educational

collapsed, largely it

appears

policy of the Assembly, and nearly

a

from opposition to the
quarter of

a

century

passed before the London Particular Baptists renewed the attempt to organ¬
ize.

Their aim

was

the

same

but the next effort

was

limited to

Six churches
managers was

held

as

before,

a

fund being

a

prime objective,

congregations in and about London.

responded to the appeal, and the first meeting of the

on

June 6, 1717.

and the Fund increased

Other churches joined the next year,

until, within five

years,

it had reached between

£2000 and £3000.

A part of this was set aside for education of ministers,

but the Education

Society

never

was

not organized until 1752.

The amount

was

great, and even in 1771 the managers had less than£700 at their

disposal for all

purposes.^

Toward the end of the century, however, with

the strenuous efforts of Booth and
amount and usefulness.

ferred its

In

some

ISO5, the

of his

deacons, the Fund grew in

inactive Education Society trans¬

now

capital,£1300, to the Fund, stipulating that it

to assist in its educational

The

to be used

work.^

object, here, is not to give

but to show the

was

a

detailed history of the Fund,

significant part Abraham Booth played in supporting and

promoting its work throughout his London ministry.
During the last quarter of the eigtheenth century, the Fund
ization

was

made up of ten

London churches.

organ¬

The annual reports in Rippon1s

Register also list gifts from outside of London, citing Joseph Kinghorn*s

3

Ibid.. pp. 13-A»

A

Ibid.. p.

16.
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church

particularly, and encouraging other churches to follow the example.

Klnghorn

was

educated from the Education Society funds.

Collections

were

made

annually in the ten London churches, but the greatest amounts carae

from

wealthy individuals who

at death.
of

gave

were

many

Abraham

These

are

left property
listed

as

.annuities

or

giving

a

total

only the larger bequests.

are

donations of the ^ 50, annual gifts by the members of the

church who wished to be
The

sums or

Eight members of Booth's church

£24,050 between 1777 and 1821.

Thar©

large

Managers of the Fund.

support and leadership given to the Particular Baptist Fund by

Booth, through the Prescott Street Baptist Church, and through his

personal influence beyond, cannot be measured.

multiply his ministry
II.

many

aider the education
recommended that

able to

times over through this agency.

that, in 1720,

was

appointed to eonIt

f300 South Sea Stock and the income from it be set aside

was too

London,

committee

a

phase of the Fartieular Baptist Fund (1717).

immediately for educational purposes.

In

was

LONDON BAPTIST EDUCATION SOCIETY FOR ASSISTING STUDENTS

Mr. Gould reports

gifts, but

Perhaps he

This amount

small to accomplish much.
on

August 6, 1752,

others founded the London

a

grew

from specific

f.

meeting of twelve ministers and

Baptist Education Society for Assisting Students,

resolving:
1.

Agreed unanimously that it is

a

desirable thing to make

5

Joseph Iviraey, A History of t&e English Baptists. IV, 589-90.

6

George P. Gould, op. ci£.,

pp.

13-A.
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provision for assisting young men in their education for
ministry.
2.
agreed that the Persons to be encouraged in this Design
be members of some Particular Baptist Church, and that they be
recommended as having promising gifts for the ministry by the
Church, and that they be approved by the Society.7
coisa

the

The

plan

was

apparently for the students to live together in London,

and to be instructed
ba under the direct
to be

by

a

tutor appointed by the Society.

They

were

to

supervision of the Committee, and £20 par annum was

paid for the board of each student.

disappointing, and had to be dismissed.

The first two students proved

Problems of tutors, of student

lodgings, of unsatisfactory students and such plagued the venture the
whole

forty

the students

ers, but

lect.

of its existence.

years

moving from London and being dispersed among different teach¬

eventually the project lapsed into

Dr.

Whitley comments

of the students, "Indeed,
tists

was

Different plans were proposed, with

on

a

state of inaction and neg¬

the difficulties encountered with

a

number

if the besetting temptation of the General Bap¬

heterodoxy, that of the Particular Baptists was antinomian

immorality.n®

As before mentioned, in 1805 Mr. Taylor, the sole surviving

trustee, transferred its capital of £1,300 to the Particular Baptist Fund,
with the

provision that it be employed in its educational

work.^

London Baptist interest in ministerial education had not abated,

however, and

a new

seventieth year.

attempt was backed by Abraham Booth in 180A, in his

On August 10, of that year, at

King's Head, in the Poultry,
7

JM£*»

8

*W, T.

9

George P. Gould,

P»

a

Society

was

a

formed to assist in the training

1<4*

Whitley, Baptists o£ London. &, 55.
og.

ait.,

pp.

meeting held at the

Li-6.
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of young men

for the Christian

ministry.-*-0

Foremost

among

the promoters,

along with Booth, were Mr. Gutteridge and William Taylor, two of his
deacons, and William Newman, Pastor of Old Ford.
office of treasurer and Booth prepared the
cates the purpose

appeal for support which indi-

and scope of the Society.

Booth also drafted the rules of the
to assistance and all matters

vidual

.

.no

11

Society, governing admissions

pertaining to responsibility of the indi¬

Some of the rules are as follows:

accepting aid.
.

Gutteridge accepted the

Person shall be taken under the

patronage of this

a Member of a Baptist Church, that avows
those doctrinal sentiments which are generally denominated Cal-

Society, who is not

vinistic, and is recommended by such Church. . .Any person so
be placed under the care of a
sentiments: and a suitable com¬
pensation for board and tuition shall be made to such Minister
.that no person be continued longer than two years on the
Society's Fund.^
recommended and approved may
Minister professing the same
.

.

As in

1752, there

were

those who desired to found

an

Academy in

or

near

London, but others deemed it "expedient to attempt something

more

humble, though perhaps not less useful scale, than had been origin¬

ally projected.

Although overruled in 1804., in their academy plans,

Booth, his deacons, and others waited for
died in

1806, but his spirit moved

his death, his

upon a

on

a more

opportune time.

in the enterprise.

deacon, William Taylor, made

a

Four

Booth

years

gift of £3600 to the Soci¬

ety which purchased property in Stepney, and made plans for opening a

Ibid.. p.

16.

11

Ibid.,

12

Ibid., p.

13

Ernest F. itsvan,

pp.

after

16-7.
18.
London's Oldest Baptist Church,

p.

121.
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school.^
Commenting

on

Mr. Taylor's gift to the Baptist Education Society,

Joseph Gutteridge, Treasurer, declared that when he recalled the .influ¬
ence

exerted

to say,

on

Taylor by hia pastor Abraham Booth, he was almost ready

"Here we behold, in this establishment, the fruit of his

(Booth's)

labours."15
The

Baptist Academical Institution, Stepney, opened its doors to

receive its first three students
Newman

as

and his

President.

on

Monday, April 8, 1811, with William

Through the efforts principally of Abraham Booth

deacons, William Taylor and Joseph Gutteridge, the Particular

Baptists of central and southern England now had a college serving their

region just
shire

as

Bristol Academy, in operation for

a

generation, and York¬

Academy, recently opened, were ministering in their

III.

localities.^

BOOTH'S OPPOSITION TO SLAVERY AND THE SLAVE TRADE

When Wilberforce Introduced his motion to abolish the slave

February 26, 1793, much work had been done to
manner

of evidence calculated to

business
of

was

seamen

as

assembled;
found

prepare

the nation.

trade,

17

All

align Parliament against the inhuman®

the revolts in French Santo

Domingo; the testimony

by Clarkson; and the testimony of slaves themselves,

1A

George Pritchard, Memoir of the

15

George P. Gould, og. clt.,

p.

21.

17

TM Mmml Register .for 1793.

pp.

18

Ibid..

90.

Ihld.. pp.

William Newman. D.D.,

19, A3.

1792,

p.

77f; 1793,

p.

85-90

18

p.

230.
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Petitions fro® every

part of the kingdom were being presented to Parlia¬

ment for its abolition.

Abraham Booth took

an

active interest in

promot¬

ing and circulating a petition, expressing his abhorrence and that of the
Presoott Street
a

special

Baptist Church, of the slave traffic.

He also preached

the subject from Exodus 21s 16, "Commerce in the Hussars

sermon on

Species, and the Enslaving of Innocent Persons, Inimical to the Laws of
Moses and the
the

Gospel of Christ", which

church, and. widely

circulated,"^

was

published at the request of

going through three English, on®

Dutch, and one American edition.
David

Lawrence, Philadelphia, published the American edition, be¬

fore the end of
the

1792, with

s

special note to American readers, preceding

text, in part as follows:
The

following discourse on a subject, which grosses the atten¬
HUMANE, being exceedingly scarce in this country, and
very great inquiry made after it, by many who have heard it; it
has been suggested, that an American, impression of the same,
would prove highly acceptable to the man of Benevolenee, and the
tion of the

Christian.

.

.

Booth and his church also made

penses
not

a

generous

offering towards the ex¬

which attended the application to Parliament.

The slave trade was

suppressed until eight years afterwards, but there is no doubt that

Booth

essentially contributed towards its abolition

as

the following

statement indicates?

.this is the

opinion of the most competent judge of the
subject, the celebrated antislavery advocate, Clarkson. In his
.

.

19

Joseph Ivimey, og. clt.. IV, 369.

20

Abraham

American edition.

Booth, Commerce In the Human Species. Preface to the
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work entitled "The Abolition of the Slave Trade," Sc. that in¬
estimable philanthropist has given a list of names of the prin¬

cipal benefactors, who by their writings, money, and influence,
enterprise of mercy? and among them, to his
is found that of our never-to-be-forgotten,
and still-lamented, Abraham Booth.21
assisted in this
immortal honour,

IV.

The

BOOTH'S SUPPORT OF THE FOREIGN MISSION MOVEMENT

Baptist Missionary Society, organised in Kettering on October
It naturally turned for support to the

2, 1792, needed every assistance.
London

Baptists,

Booth has been

a

large body possessing considerable wealth.

Abraham

misrepresented on his early support of the Missionary

Movement, due to the overcautious attitude of two of his deacons, which
was

wrongly put to his

account.22

Some interesting details appear in the

report of the first London meeting on behalf of the mission enterprises
By the invitation of T. Thomas, to whom, amongst others,
written, twenty three laymen and eight ministers
(more than half of the whole) met in Devonshire Square. Abra¬
ham Booth was absent, unwell.
Stennett urged caution. Booth's
deacons, Fox and Gutteridge were definitely hostile.23
Fuller had

Actually the support in London, in great
the Committee in

Dr.

centered in Booth, and

measure,

Northampton looked to him for much London leadership.

Whitley specifically informs

us

that "Abraham Booth was the only Lon¬

don minister who at first backed the

Baptist Missionary

The

Society at their November 13 meeting,

21

Joseph Ivimey, loc. sit.

22

Ernest F.

23

3. Pearce Carey, William Carey, p. 113.

24.

The Baptist Quarterly. New Series, I, 20.

Kevan, op. clt..

p.

a

Society."^

month after their

123.
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organ!zatlon, faced the problem of finding
as

their first

a

suitable

person

to appoint

The minutes relate thair consideration of Mr.

missionary.

John Thomass
.the Committee was informed that Mr. John Thomas (a Baptist
minister, who for a few years past has been learning the Bengalese language, and preaching to the natives), was then in London,
and that he much wished, by subscription, to return to his work,
.

.

and to take

some

fellow-labourer with him.

The Committee then

agreed to make inquiry into Mr. Thomas's character, principles,

&e.25

Mr.

Andrew Fuller

He talked with

written from

journied to London and inquired concerning Thomas.

Booth, looked over the graphic letters which Thorns had

India, met Thomas, and invited him to coma to Kettering to

Society.2^5

meet the

Fuller learned that Booth had known John Thomas and his relatives
In his

early days, and that he had considered him at

and enthusiastic to be

accepted for

careless and erratic manner,
the

Baptists.

take

a

baptism,"2'?

Thomas did maintain

one

time "too wild

In spite of this evident
an

occasional contact with

Serious financial difficulties, it seamed, caused him to

position as surgeon on one of the ships of the last India Company.

Following this period of service he returned to London by the close of
178A-

Supplementary accounts reveal that Thomas

nett and

baptized by Booth, 7 and that he was baptized in Soho Chapel,

was

converted by Sten-

2Q

25

John Rlppon, pp. oit.. I,

26

3. Pearce Carey, pp.

27

Ernest F.

Kevan, pp. eit.. p. 124.

28

Ernest A.

Payne, The First Generation,

29

W. T.

Whitley,

oit..

485.
p.

104.

pp.

°£ British Baptists,

69-70.
p.

252.

on
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Christmas

Day.

Thomas tried to set

the desire to become

a

restraining hands

the young man.

on

in practice again, and expressed

up

Again Booth, joined by Stennett, placed

minister.

Together they dissuaded him from a

decision.^"5

hasty

Returning to Bengal, John Thomas studied and worked there for five

learning Bengali, and beginning Sanscrit, with the

years,

ing himself to

evangelizing.^

purpose

of giv¬

In 1792, the year the Society was organ¬

ized, he came back to London, and renewed his friendship with Stennett,
Booth and

others, seeking their aid in establishing an Indian mission.

He still labored under the

32

handicap of the unfavorable impression he had

given these conservative pastors.
A

singular coincidence converted Booth into

Indian mission

proposal.

bell, afterwards
course

of the

a

came

in.

In the

visit, the topic of conversation turned to MaIda, and Camp¬
ever

heard of

preaching to the natives in India.
about his work

a

Mr.

Thomas,

a surgeon

who had been

Campbell explained that he had heard

through one of the bishops in Scotland, who had received

reports from

a

friend in MaIda.

Campbell, identified himself
moved

advocate of the

Thomas was visiting Booth when Rev. John Camp¬

distinguished missionary to Africa,

bell asked Thomas if he

enthusiastic

a warm

as

the surgeon.

Thomas, to the surprise of

Booth's hesitation

was re¬

by this unexpected corroboration of Thomas' reports, and "he became

from that time forward

a

strenuous

supporter of the missionary cause,"

30

Ernest A. Payne, loc. clt.

31

W. T. Whitley, loc. cit.

32

Ernest A. Payne, OR. clt.. p.

71.

33

being the one who recommended Thomas to the new
At the next

findings

ware

Society.33

meeting of the Committee on January 9, 1793, Fuller's

presented, and the following statements concerning their

acceptance of Thomas are recorded in the minutes:
That they had received a satisfactory account of him.
After
all the information that could be obtained on Mr. Thomas's late
labours in India were communicated, it was Resolved, That there

to be an open door for preaching the gospel to the Hin¬
doos.—That, from what we have heard of the character, principles,
abilities, and success of Mr. Thomas, an union with him in this
important business is desirable; and That should Mr. Thomas
accede to the proposal, the Committee will endeavour to provide
appears

hi®

a

companion.3A

That

evening, Thomas arrived, accepted the invitation happily, and

joined forces with William Carey of Leicester, who also was present.

agreed to go out in the

He

spring.^

Andrew Fuller discloses farther evidence that Booth

sympathy with the mission enterprise.

was

in full

Thomas and Carey were ready to

em¬

bark; passage had been arranged when Carey's wife and her sister suddenly
decided to go.

The Society lacked

time to raise it

sail.

Fuller

200. for their passage, and had

through the churches before the ship

33
arc!

p.

scheduled to

immediately wrote to Mr. Newton, Mr. Booth, and Dr. Rippon.

H© told them of the situation and asked that
he assured

was

no

they advance the money which,

them, could be immediately repaid.

John Clark Marshman, The Life and Times of Carey, Marshman,

Ward, I, 51.

139.

34

John Rippon, ojj. elt.. I, 4.35.

35

Loc. elt.

36

John Ryland, The Life and Death of the Rev. Andrew Fuller.
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It is recorded that "Mr. Booth and Dr.
to the full extent of their

credit,"^7

Rippon cheerfully assisted

until the Society could reimburse

them.
Abraham Booth
Two

corresponded closely with both Carey and Thorns.

examples will suffice.

On December 6, 1794, Thomas writes Booths

.you will shortly hear of over pursuing our original
plan, with more activity than we have been able hitherto; and
we both hope to become helpers of our good society, rather than
burthens.
W© often speak together of your kindness to us on
leaving England;. . .
.

.

Carey's letter to Booth from Mudnabatty, November 23, 1796, reads
in

parts
Your vary affectionate letters have been as cordials to my
soul,
tour counsels, your prayers, and good wishes excite my
gratitude; say they be long

continued!39

Correspondence, at home, between Booth and Andrew Fuller and others,
shows him to have been in the very

center of things in these early years.

The Committee

was

young pastor,

Samuel Pearce, to join Carey in India.

November
"I cannot

called upon

to consider the application of the beloved
In

a

letter dated

3, 1794, regarding this valuable man's desire, Booth counselled,
by any means encourage his going abroad as a missionary".

(although Booth believes) "the turn of his heart to be strongly for
moting the honour of Christ.,

The Committee refused Pearce's

37

John Clark Marshman, op. cjt., I, 59.

33

"Baptist Missionary Society" Periodical Accounts. I, 119.

39

Ibid.. p. 147.

40

The Baptist Quarterly. VI, 218.

.

.

pro¬
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request only because he could not be spared to the Society at
Problems

horae.^

arising with launching the work in India caused

in the ranks of the

Society and its supporters at home.

crisis

a

Because of in¬

adequate support, extreme difficulties in gaining a foot-hold, and their
previous understanding on the subject with the Society, Carey and Thomas
took

outside

on

Thomas informed Sooth in

a

letter, dated

6, 1794, that Mr. Udney, of Malda had given them charge of hie

December

Indigo works.
and its

employment.

/J

A storm of protest arose over the "kind" of employment

secularizing influence on the missionaries1 minds.

The Committee

sought the counsel of the London Baptist Ministers, by whose "strong
language" they
of
&

were

"almost overset" for

tisne.^

Booth called

a

meeting

Timothy Thomas, Dore, Keen©, and Giles, to discuss the matter, and in
letter to Andrew

under eight points.
In

of Thorns1
now

Fuller, March 30, 1795, he summarized their judgment
All of them signed the statement.

short, their opinions

off from the

Carey and Thotaas have cut themselves

Society by their secular employment; they strongly disapprove

discharging his

without

are:

a

own

debts from public funds; the Society is

missionary at all; they would turn down "Mr. B's" offer

(may be Thomas Bluadel of Arnsby); they
be

a

agree

that another mission should

started, and recommend Africa; and for avoiding prejudice against

missions, they suggest that as little notice

A1

Fuller.

P.

as

possible b® taken of the

T. E. Fuller, A Memoir of the Life and Writings of Andrew

217.

A2

The Baptist Quarterly. VI, p. 219.

A3

T. E. Fuller, og. olt.. p. 105.
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affair.^

Carey and Thorns
agrees

In the letter, Booth indicated that he

with the above opinions, unless Carey has some reasons for his

conduct of which he is not
son

to the Indian mission at

Sierra Leone
with Dr.

He is against sending any

aware.

other per¬

present, but he refers to the report of the

Director, and thinks two should be sent there.

He agrees

Ryland that if two ministers cannot be found for that work, one

minister and
The

a

private Instructor or schoolmaster might be sent.

45

Society weathered this crisis, arising over the missionaries•

employment, and Fuller, writing to Carey in August, 1796, said, "You
may
he

think

we

have treated the Londoners with too much tenderness," but,

concluded, there is

that he is

Evidently he referred to Booth and Timothy Thomas, for

one.

he then went

to judge any man an enemy until he proves

no cause

to

on

cordial friends.

assure

In

a

Carey that these two remained th© Society's

recent

attempt, Mr. Swain and other young London

ministers had tried to establish
Booth and Thomas

an

assistant

Society in London, but

opposed it, saying, "If the Londoners form into

a

Soci¬

ety they will perhaps, have an ascendancy in the managementj you have
hitherto conducted the business

influence?"

Booth also

friends in the
In
group

well, and should it

come

under other

managed successfully to conciliate Swain and his

affair.^

1799, the Marshraana, Mr. Brunsdon, and Mr. Grant, the first

of reinforcements, went to the Indian mission.

44

The Baptist Quarterly, pp. 219-20.

45

Ibid.,

46

T. E.

p»

220.
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0£. cit., pp.

105-6.
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Accounts narrates their leave-taking in the

followingj

.the missionaries

accompanied by Mr. Puller set off for
they met with their brethren from Bristol, and
presently felt themselves to be of one heart, end of one soul.
It was expected that the ship would sail in a few days, but
it being detained in the harbour beyond the time, opportunity
was afforded for a public meeting in London; and which was held
at Mr. Booth's place of worship, on Friday, May 10.
Brethren
Thomas Thomas, Timothy Thomas, and Button, engaged in prayer,
and Mr. Booth addressed the missionaries at their own request,
and in a very serious and suitable manner, on the interesting,
honourable, and arduous nature of their undertaking. The Lon¬
don Brethren were much interested in the work, and carried it
very affectionately to the missionaries.^
.

.

London.

There

Financial support of the enterprise was through private

subscrip¬

possible, and the gradual enlistment of whole church

tion, as far

as

gregations.

The Periodical Accounts published annually the lists of sub¬

scribers ,
his

name

and from the beginning of the work to the and of Booth's life,
appears on

these lists, along with

Street members, two of his sons,
the

con¬

and

many

a

good number of Prescott

additional large gifts under

title, "Anonymous from A. Booth.
Doubtless, Abraham Booth did

missions than is shown in the
mentioned

here, and

is the influence his

more

more

to further the cause of foreign

preceding paragraphs.

Evidence which may be

fully discussed In connection with his writings,

published works exerted

on

Adoniram Judson.

In the

preface to his statement of his change of sentiments from Congregational¬
ism to the

Baptist position of baptism of adult believers only, Judson

acknowledges his great debt to Booth's Paedobaptlsm Examined.

49

This

4.7

"Baptist Missionary Society" Periodical Accounts. I, 520.
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Ibid., Vols. I ff.
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Adoniram Judson, £ Sermon on Christian Baptism, p. 1.
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change of conviction gave America its first Baptist foreign missionary,
and

was

directly responsible for the organization of the American Baptist

Missionary

Society.^
V.

Before the
two to Sierra

century ended, seven men had been sent to Bengal and

Leone, and the conscience of the Baptists had been awakened

to the heathen in

tist Mission

ABRAHAM BOOTH AND HOME MISSIONS

At the September 16, 1795 meeting of the Bap¬

England.

Society, in Birmingham,

a

proposal

was

made for extending

Society assistance for the encouragement of village preaching in England.
It

was

the

revealed in the discussion that many

support of missionaries in

remained at home.

It appeared,

terest in home mission work

a

foreign land

of

long

as so many

was

heathen

considerable in¬

Inspired by the foreign mission

program,

en-

51

27, 1796 meeting of the Society, two men, Steadman

Broughton, and Saffery of Salisbury,

about ten weeks of itinerant
tracts from their

so

however, that there

tiroly apart from the coaplalners.
In the June

people objected to giving to

were approved and sent out

preaching in the County of Cornwall.

for
Ex¬

journals show that they held services in Baptist, Meth¬

odist, and Independent churches, private homes, in and under town halls,
market
sise

houses, back yeards, streets, at the Horse-block, the Pit, the As¬

Hall, in meadows,
50

p.p..

pp.
51

an

orchard, and

an

H. C. Conant, Tlje Earnest Man*

inn yard.

Crowds ranging from

A Memoir o£ Adoniram Judaon.

59 ff.
"Baptist Missionary Society" Periodical Accounts. I, 153.
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thirty

forty to over 1,000 attended the efforts of these man.

or

missionaries

The home

paid tribute to John Wesley's endeavors in the county, but

concluded that something more permanent should be attempted, since temporary

and sporadic work is of little permanent value.
A year

the

52

later, in 1797, Abraham Booth backed the organization of

"Society for the Encouragement and Support of Itinerant Preaching."

John

Rippon gives

some

basic information

on

the formation of the Society,

publishing the rules covering constitution and activity.
made up as

It

was

to be

followss

The

following Ministers, Abraham Booth, John Martin, John
Rippon, William Smith, William Button, James Dore, Timothy Thomas,
Thomas Thomas, and Thomas Hutchings, with any other Baptist Min¬
isters they may think proper, shall be considered as members,
who, together with one member, being a subscriber, of each of
their churches, and eleven others, whether members of churches,
or not, chosen from among the subscribers at large? shall form
a Committee, for conducting the affairs of the Society.
This
Committee shall meat in the afternoon of the day of each monthly
association; five of whom shall be deemed sufficient to transact

business."

William Fox, the Prescott Street deacon, was elected Treasurer,
Abraham Booth drafted the first

appeal of the Society calling for suitable

volunteers,
.not merely to propagate a set of theological sentiments,
though ever so true, much less to disseminate political opinions,
or to canvass the affairs of state; but in the fear of God, with
much prayer, circumspection and self-denial, to warn sinners of
the wrath to come, to preach the unsearchable riches of Christ,
and to render their ungodly fellow-creatures truly wis®, holy,
.

and

.

262 f.

52

Ibid.. I,

53

John Rippon, 53. cit., p.

469.
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and

happy.

The

organization's

name was

later changed to The Horns Mission Soci¬

ety, and it is the oldest of the three societies which

Baptist Union of Great Britain and
zation's
one

Ireland.^5

now

comprise the

Some idea of the organi¬

growth is indicated by the report that by 1835 it was employing

hundred full-time missionaries.

for the year

ending that date

That Booth

was

was

56

In

March, 1845, the income reported

-£4,981. 13s, 3d.

57

deeply concerned with the missionary

cause

is sup¬

ported by the following opinioni
The doctrines of Sovereign Grace are sometimes disparagingly
spoken of as stunting evangelical endeavour. Let it be noted
that this was a man who, maintaining and preaching these same
doctrines, combined with them an outstanding evangelical zeal.
He was a practical illustration of how these doctrines provide
the vexy impetus to gospel enterprise.5®

BOOTH'S CLOSING YEARS AND DEATH

VI.

Throughout most of his thirty-seven years of London ministry, Abra¬
ham Booth

was

described

as

blessed with

having

when he neared

during the
54

a

good health and

a

strong constitution.

He was

muscular frame, never inclined to corpulency, but

sixty, he suffered increasingly with asthma, particularly

winter.^
Seymour J. Price, Upton:

Years. 1785-1935.

quoted on

55

Ernest F.

56

Robert G. Torbet, A

57

The

53

Ernest 9*

59

Memoir, o^. cit.,

The Story of Ojie Hundred and Fifty

17-8.

pp.

Kevan, op. cit..

p.

123.

Bi^ory o£ the baptists,

p.

Baptist Memorial and Monthly Record. V, 50.
Itevan, og. cit.,
pp.

p.

iix-lx.

125.

109.
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A letter in the

February 1A, 1799,
unusual

possession of Mr. Percy Stock of Shadwell, dated

published in The Baptist Quarterly, presents

now

impression of the unassuming pastor by an "Admirable Crichton,

in buckled

shoes, velvet knee breeches, and swallow-tailed coat" from the

Bamoldswich Church.

".

.last Sabbath I heard Mr.

.

greater advantage in writing than in the pulpit.
of

a

an

decline.

So

plain

was

ascended the rostrum for

a

Booth, he appears to

Ha is rather in danger

his appearance that I mistook him before he

poor

layman.

An
.

.

.

Though his health prevented his visiting his relatives and friends
in

Nottinghamshire during his latter years, Booth displayed

and close Interest in them

through correspondence.

a

continuing

A letter to his brother,

Robert, December 5, 1800, reads in part as followss
Dear

Brother, I here send you an Old Great Coat for Uncle Ellas
Bradley. If, however, you think he has no occasion for it, you
may give it to William A11ayn, or any other person whom you may
consider as having the most need.
I should be glad to be informed by you, the first opportunity,
whether you think Uncle Elias stands in present need of assist¬
ance, for it would be our sin and our shame to suffer him to
want the necessaries of life.
Should be glad of information,
poor;

what

rates

are

how it is with the labouring

are the prices of Provisions} and what your Parishto the Poor.
Should be glad to hear, whether you think

Sister Morrell is comfortably situated at Grantham. .
How goest the cause of religion on at your Meeting,
the Baptists at Sutton?. •

.61

itr. Thomas Coles

during

an

recover

was

.

& among

secured for about six weeks to assist Booth

illness in the winter of 1801.

Apparently the pastor did not

sufficiently for the Church to consider him able to continue

60

The Baptist Quarterly.

61

the Baptist Quarterly. New Series,

VI, 232.
V, 232-3.

without

an

assistant, and on March 22, the Minutes record the following;

Agreed, That on account of our Pastor's confirmed Asthmatic
Complaint, and advanced Age, it seen® expedient he should have a
Stated Assistant in the Public

Ministry.''2

This is tha first record of his

Mr. Coles was in¬

failing health.

vited, and accepted the position as stated assistant.

When ha left to

Benjamin Be&dome at Bourton, the Church secured William Gray who

succeed
remained

as

assistant Pastor until Booth's death.

On® of the greatest services Booth rendered in
to the young

young men

his later years was

ministers in his congregation, his assistants, and to other

in and about London who sought his advice and assistance.

influence in the life of William Newman, the young pastor

His

at the Old Ford

Church, who became first president of Stepney Academy, serves to illus¬
Newman's copious diary records that they met in

trate.

while Newman lived at Walthas Abbey, and they began
Newman
one

letter he says,

"Pray, dear sir, do indulge

not too such engaged.

a

preacher.in another, he writes, ".

young

as

with

a

Xou know what it is to be
.

line

or

a young

In

two, if
christian

.May I take tha liberty

requesting a few lines, elucidating the last part of I Peter, iv. 1.
There

in

corresponding, with

constantly seeking friendly advice from tha venerable Booth.

you are

of

1792, apparently

are

frequent references in Newman's Memoir to Booth's counsel

study methods, personal attitudes, and ministerial deportment.
62

.

Ernest F.

Kevan,

or>.

oit..

p.

105, quoted from Preseott Street

Church Minute®.

63

George Pritehard, 0£. cit..

64

Ibid..

p.

65.

p.

On©

56.
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Sunday, In connection with his preaching, Newman wrote, "Lord, give raa
what ay

In

a

dear friend Booth wished m® lately—liberty, with humility."

longer entry in his diary,
The pastor

with him.

we

find

an

65

account of an afternoon spent

told him of the evening, seven or sight years pre¬

vious, when, as h© sat at home, he became impressed with the thought that
h© had

never

spent many
he

a

devoted

whole day to

one

reading his Bible, although he had
This realisation shamed him, and

day reading human authors.

determined, if the Lord permitted, that he would read nothing else

until he had read his Bible.
the New Testaments and the

perience, Booth advised his
connected

on

from Exodus

a

In three weeks he covered both the Old and

Apocrypha.
young

Following the telling of this

friend to road

particular subject, for instance,

19 to the end of Deuteronomy.

Hebrew Bible

now

and then,

but he

was a

a

ex¬

series of chapters

on

the Sinai Covenant,

Booth himself consulted his

"smatterer."

H© began each day,

however, with the reading of a chapter in his Greek Testament.

By this

method, before his death, he had read it some fifty times.
After
wrote in his

thusiasm in

one

of the

diaryj

Monthly Meetings of the London Baptists, Newman

"Spent

an

applying promises.

hour with Mr. Booth; cautions against
He said there was

no

Bible that would ascertain that he should not die in
Nearer the end of Booths

life, Newman records:

"

65

Ibid.. p.

66

Ibid.. pp.

67

Ibid., p.

69.
77-8.
154.

en¬

promise in all the
a

workhouse."

£jy

"Visited Mr. Booth, who

94
Is but very

learning, the first
A little

and it

was

Term of

and

He thinks Mr. Hall, of Cambridge, in parts and

poorly.

man

in our denomination."00

later, Booth revised

a

short work on communion for Newman,

published in 1305 under the title of "Baptism,

Conmunion."69

His counsel

on

an

Indispensable

almost every matter of

personal life

pastoral ministry found rich soil in Newman; his ministry at Old Ford

flourished; and the unconscious preparation of Newman for his presidency
of

Stepney Academy continued.

Newman purchased a part of Booth's library,

and

spent considerable time in the presence of the great man discussing

his

publications.

7fi

Joseph Xvimey, who later became an honored minister and author, was
another young man

who had the coveted privilege of

with Booth in his

closing days.

a

close association

Ivimey recorded bits of his experiences

It was the privilege of the writer to become
this excellent minister about a year and a half
called to his reward.
He hopes never to forget

acquainted with

before he was
his affectionate
counsels, and he has a strong and lively recollection of the
ardent piety evinced, while he laboured under the violence of
an asthmatic complaint.
"I have never", said he, "thought so
much of the words of Daniel to Belahasaar, as since I have been
thus afflicted, 'the God in whose hand thy breath is!'. . .1
trust I can say, to the honour of divine grace which has assisted
me, that since I first professed religion, I have been so much
preserved from every evil way, that if the secrets of ry life
were written by one who was not an enemy to me, there would be
nothing to tell the world of which I should be ashamed to hear, "71

Ivimay describes Booth's style of living as being most economical,
68

Ibid., p.

163.

69

Ibid., p.

179.

70

Ibid.. p.

130.

71

Joseph Ivimey, op. cit.. IV, 369.
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recalling that he
This mode of

When

once

dined with bins in the kitchen on

a

plain meal.

house-keeping enabled him to be "given to hospitality".

counseling Ivimey to

economy

in living on the income of

a

minister,

Booth told him:
I have

got some money by publishing my writingsj but nothing,
depend on it, for what I have published for the use of the Bap¬
tists.
X have had some few legacies, but none amounting to more
than on© hundred pounds.
I have put ray children to boarding
school} and had at times, a dozen of win© in ray house5 but never
have I been able to do either at ray own expense out of nt$r income
as a minister.
If you do not take care, my friend, you will
spend twenty pounds a year at your tea-table. 2

Although Booth continued
him until his
of Dr.

E. A.

death,

a

Payne give

as

active as his strength would permit

collection of personal letters in the possession
a

body in his closing days.

graphic account of the state of his mind and

On June 19, 180/,, Booth wrote his brother,

William, at Annesley Woodhouse:
In the late winter I preached but little nor did I expect to
have survived the winter.
Now, however, through divine goodness
I appear in the pulpit once every Lord's Day.
finished the seventieth year of my age and my

But having lately
asthma increasing
as my age advances, there is no reason t© suppose that I shall
survive another winter.
Well, be that as it may, if I do but
live to Christ while I am in the world I shall have little
to be anxious about the time of my continuance hers.

rea¬

son

Eight days before his death, he wrote again to William, thanking
him for "a brace of hares sweet and
been able to

preach for

some

good," and reporting that he hadn't

time, but continued to attend services as

private worshipper, sitting beside the fire in the vestry.
72

Ibid.. p.

73

Abraham

a

He continued:

377.

Booth, Manuscript Letter, Collection of Dr. E. A. Payne.
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This

week, however, I have been and still continue to be bo
that unless I be better on the next Lord * s day I must
probably keep at home. My respiration is more labourions, my cough
more frequent and my strength less, all which connected with the
idea of my being in the seventy-second year of my age, imperiously
urge the necessity of considering myself on the verge of the grave.
much worse,

Diligently examine, Brother, the state of
spiritual things. . .

your

heart, with regard

to

His final letter to his brother

was

written five

days before his

deaths
Dear

Brother,

One® more I take up my pen to send you a line before I leave
this present evil worldj but am in full expectation of quitting

in a little while. I am become very feeble,
labour!ous both night and day. It is with
difficulty I can engage for a few minutes morning and evening in
family prayer. I am scarcely fit for any employment of either
body or mind. My life is so nearly run out that scarcely any¬
thing besides the dregs remains.
I have reason however to be unspeakably thankful; for I have
a hope of eternal life.
Yea, and old sinner as I am, all imper¬
fect in my best services, and absolutely unworthy of any spirit¬
ual blessings, as I certainly aa; I have hope of beholding the
glory of Christ, and of being forever with him. Oh that I may
bear with patient submission, and complete resignation, every
application which yet awaits me and be helped to finish my
course with joy.
Forget not, Brother, that you also are an old man, and
hastening to the end of life. Remember that the present life
is the seed time of an eternal harvest.
This is a very solemn
thought. OhJ that it my rest upon your mind and operate more
fully in your conduct I 'May you live as bordering on the grave
and be prepared to depart at any time.
my earthly t&bemacle
and my respiration is

Yours affectionate &c
Abrm. Booth

London
22nd Jany.

180675

Five days

later, about nine o'clock, the night of January 27, 1806,

74

Abraham Booth, Manuscript Letter, Collection of Dr. S. A. Payne.

7$

Abraham Booth,

ianu3cript Letter, Collection of Dr. E. A. Payne.
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Booth died in the presence

of Gray, his assistant pastor, and Mr. Granger,

his son-in-law.

His death called forth

impressive tributes from his friends and

the press.

A memorial in the Church's records gives the facts of his

death, with

an

account of the thirty-seven year period of service to the

Prescott Street
year;

Baptist Church; the last sermon in September the previous

celebration of the Lord's Supper on the first Sunday in 1806; his

attendance of the
fact that

a

Monthly Baptist Meeting

on

January 23, 1806; and the

large portion of his congregation visited him

fore his death.

Then follows

and Booth the minister.

a

on

the day be¬

eulogy in glowing terms to Booth the

man,

77

William Newman wrote in his diary, "This evening, my ever to be
lamented

friend, Mr. Booth, died;.

respects, I had on earth."

78

lished sketches of his life.

notice, and later

a

.

.He

was

the best friend, in some

The religious periodicals almost all pub¬
The Evangelical Magazine gave an

obituary

short memoir by John Hippon, introduced with the

statement, "We have seldom, if ever, been called upon to record, in this

Miscellany,

a

departed saint and minister of more sterling worth than the

late Rev. Abraham Booth.It also contained

lines,

upon

Memoir, og. cii*., p. lxix.

77

Log. cit«

78

George Pritchard, og. cit..

79

The

epigram of twenty-five

(Mackenzie).

Booth, written by "Mr. M

76

an

p.

180,

Evangelical Hagaz^e, XIV, 288.

a

well-known

98

Painter, after having indefatigably exerted himself in producing

Portrait
a

likeness of his
An American

an

departed Friend, Abraham Booth."

gn

magazine made some highly appreciative statements in

obituary notice of Mr. Booths
.This apostolic servant of the Lord terminated his career
tranquility and Christian joy; and of him it may be fairly
said, in honour of the grace of God, that viewed in all his char¬
acters, in his family, in his church and in the worldj in his
learning, in hia influence, and in his piety, he was truly
eminent.®*
.

.

in

The deacons of the Prescott Street Baptist

by the Church to order
was

placed

ied it

near

a

Church

were

instructed

monument to the memory of Abraham Booth which

the vestry door.

As the church moved, the tablet accompan¬

successively to Commercial Street, and the present Church Hill chap-

el, Walihamstow.

ftp

The inscription

on

this tablet reads in part:

As a man, and as a Christian,
esteemed:
As a Minister, he was

he was highly and deservedly
solemn and devout: His addresses
were perspicuous, energetic and impressive:
they were directed
to the Understanding, the Conscience, and the Heart.
Profound
Knowledge, sound Wisdom, and unaffected Piety, war® strikingly
exemplified in the Conduct of this excellent Man. In him, the
poor have lost a humane and generous Benefactor; the Afflicted
and the Distressed, a wise and sympathetic Counsellor; and this
Church, a disinterested, affectionate, and faithful Pastor:
nor will his name, or writings be forgotten, while Evangelical
Truth shall be revered, Genius admired, or Integrity respected. ^
Perhaps the eulogy that would have been most pleasing to Booth
himself

was

the advice he gave

Ibid., p.

to the sinner in his own Reign of Gracei

336.

81

The Massachusetts Baptist Missionary Magazine, p.

82

Ernest F.

83

Memoir, jgo. eit.,

Kevan,

on.

clt.,

p.

Irxx.

p.

106.

288.

99

-

Be It your constant endeavour that, whenever your fair, your
glorious, your heavenly Bridegroom shall come, he may find you
readyj having your loins girt, your lamp burning, and waiting
for his glorious advent.
So shall yourftsoul be peaceful, your
life useful, and your death triumphant.

Mr. William Jones,

of Liverpool, prepared an Essay on the Life and

Writings of Abraham Booth which

was

published in 1308.

Booth's collected works evaluates this memoir

ably eked out.
Dr.

Abraham

in

"meager sketch, miser¬

William Newman, recognizing the need for a better

Booth, with

a

a

resolution to write

a

work, entered

volume of reminiscences of

review of his publications.

In 1827, he wrote to

Wayland, a grandson of Booth who had graduated from Stepney Academy

1821, telling biia he longed for retirement particularly to

better account of Abraham Booth than had

uable

yet appeared.

He had

prepare a
a

few val¬

manuscripts at the time, and asked for Wayland's help in assembling

others.
is

a

.not worthy of the character of Abraham Booth.

diary in 1826

in his

Mr.

.

as

A reviewer of

86

Newman did not find his

evident, for

no

opportunity to prepare this work, it

full biography is extant.

84

Abraham Booth, Reign of Grace,

g5

The Baptist

86

George Pritchard, og. cit°,

p.

290

Magagip®, VI, 164.
p.

353.

CHAPTER VI

BOOTH, THE CALVINIST

Eighteenth century Particular Baptists, influenced by England's
great awakening, and aware of the stultifying effect of hyper-Calvinism,
faced the

problem of reconciling the duty of preaching and winning the

unconverted, with the conviction that God has eternally chosen the partic¬
ular persons who

shall be saved.

Abraham Booth, John Rippon, and Joseph

Iviraey, all London pastors who had

come to

the city from the rural dis¬

tricts, took the lead in leavening the high-Calvinism they found in the
churches of the British
Abraham Booth's

shared the ardent

early experience with the General Baptists, who

evangelism of the Moravians and Methodists,

be dismissed when he
to

capital.*

Calvinism, after

a

2

could not

intellectually made the transfer from Arrainianiara
study of predestination.

The

years

of warm, soul-

saving experiences rang too true for Booth to abandon the means of preach¬

ing and seeking,

even

though his convictions were turned to

the doctrine of election.

The latter

was

due to

a

support of

study of the Scriptures,

a

and probably the works of various writers on the subject, although

prayer,
he makes

no

mention of them.

existence of eternal decrees.

purposes.

.

.were

He
.

held, "However firmly
.we

never

suppose

designed to supersede the

use

1

W. T.

2

Ibid.. p. 3A»

3

Abraham Booth, The Reign of Grace, p.

we may

believe the

that those everlasting

of means.

Whitley, Calvinism and Evangelism in England,

86.

p.

1.
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The Relsm of Grace,
of

published four

or

five

years

after his change

position, clarifies Booth's new stand, and reveals that he did not
On the doctrine of election, he

his Calvinism to the extreme.

cany

stated:

.complete provision is made for the certain salvation of
every sinner, however unworthy, who feels his want, and applies
t© Christ.
The gospel is not preached to sinners, nor are they
encouraged to believe in Jesus, under the formal notion of their
being elected. So: these tidings of heavenly mercy are addressed
.

.

to sinners considered

as

ready to

A further indication of his

perish.^

strong evangelistic bent is the unfail¬

ing invitation to sinners to read and consider their condition which ac¬
companies every chapter of his published works, and almost certainly every
one

of his

In illustration:

preached sermons.

Remember, disconsolate soul, that the name, the nature, the
ENTHRONED, loudly attest, that the greatest unworthiness and the most profligate crimes are no bar to the sinner
in coming to Christ for salvation; in looking to sovereign favor
for all that he wants.
Nay, they demonstrate, that the unworthy
and sinful are the only persons with whom grace is at all con¬
cerned :
This is amazing!
this is delightful!*
office of GRACE

The record in the

series of

in

a

he

was

ter to

great missionary movements provides conclusive proof that

evangelistic in practice.

explore his doctrine,

to prove
are

preceding chapter of Booth's initiating influence

as

It

now

will be the

the Particular

as

this chap¬

it appeared in his published works, and

the consistency of his Calvinism.

repeatedly acknowledged

purpose of

Andrew Fuller and Robert Hall

the moderators of the hyper-Calvinism of

Baptists in England, bringing about a change in sentiment

A

Ibid,

p.

83.

5

Ibid.. p.

51.

j-
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throughout the denomination, but it will be seen that Booth, who preceded
their work

Hone,

by

a very

few

in hie Reign of Grace and Death of ksml

years

pioneering along the same lines.

was

Booth's Confession of Faith, delivered at his ordination in
and

1769,

published with succeeding editions of The Reign of Grace, presents

the very core

of his new Calvinism.

This profession, with further and ex¬

supplement in The Reign of Grace. Death of Legal Hope. Glad Tid¬

tensive

ings to Perishing Sinners, Divine Justice Essential to Divine Character.
Thoughts

on

Dr.

Edward Willlama's Hypothesis Relative to the Origin of

Moral Evil, and his
next

prodigious works

on

Baptism to be discussed, in the

chapter, follows conaistenly the thirty-two articles of faith and

practice, known

the 1689 Confession of Faith, adopted by the Particular

as

Baptists.
It is the writer's purpose
famous old
of

to utilise the general outline of this

Confession, showing Abraham Booth's stand on the various points

doctrine, with

necessary

limitation to the basic issues despite the

wealth of illustrative material his writings
consideration of his individual

will be examined.

provide.

Following

a

brief

works, the theology of Booth, the man,

The natural divisions that his

writings as

a

whole

suggest, are Calvinism, Baptism, and miscellaneous theological subjects,
and that pattern

will be followed in this and the succeeding chapter, with

Miscellaneous Works

appearing

as

dix II, a "Table of Dates" of the

Appendix I.

Attention is called to Appen¬

principal events and publications of

Booth; and also to Appendix III, "The Complete Works of Abraham Booth",

listing all editions discovered in this research.
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HIS CALVINISTIC PUBLICATIONS

I.

The Reign of Grace*

work, produced in the early years of his

This

connection with the Particular Baptists,

position of Romans 5»21, "Evan
unto eternal

so

life, by Jesus Christ

and published in 1768, is

an ex¬

might Grace reign, through righteousness,
our

Lord."

After defining and discuss¬

ing the term, "grace", Booth proceeds to develop the theme under the head¬
ings of grace reigning in our salvation in general, in election, calling,

pardon, justification, adoption, sanetification, and
closing part of the work
from whom and

concerns

perseverance.

The

the person of Christ, the work of Christ,

by whom grace works, and the consummation of the reign of

grace.^
This work has been mentioned earlier in connection with Booth's

change of sentiment, the London pastorate which it opened to him, and the
favor the book has

eleven

enjoyed through the

editions, including

before the death of

a

years.

It went through at least

Dutch translation and four American editions,

Booth, and its ministry continues to the present,

forty-two editions having been discovered in the course of this research,

including the latest,

an

American edition, in 19A9»

Confession of Faith.

This summary

of his doctrinal stand, Booth

presented before the congregation of the Little Prescott Street Church at
his ordination in 1769.
of all
and

His statement acknowledged God, the divine creator

tilings, revealed in his creation and in the Godhead, Father, Son,

Holy Spirit; the Scriptures
6

Abraham

as

God-inspired, and the only rule of his

Booth, Thg Reign of Grace, pp. 37-291.
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faith and

practice; Man perfect

exercised to
ren

created, but with free will which he

as

disobey God, from whence all men are now by nature the child¬

of wrath and dead in sin; Christ the atoning Savior,

crucified and

risen; justification of sinners in the sight of God is purely, solely,

entirely, by the righteousness of Christ imputed to them; regeneration of
the sinner
faith and

absolutely

necessary

and only by divine agency, as also are

sanctification; Jesus Christ is the great head of the church;

Baptism is immersion in water and is
resurrection of

with

a

lively

enter into
ment

an

emblem of the death, burial, and

Jesus; The Lord's Supper is designed to Impress the mind

sense

of the evil of sin; at death, the righteous insnediately

glory, and the evil into the abodes of darkness until the judg¬

day; resurrection of the dead, judgment, and eternal rewards.
The Confession closed with

a

pledge before Christ and the listening

congregation that the statements he had made would be the guide and sub¬
stance of his

preaching and his

ministry.^

The Death of Legal Hone.
Booth

In

1770, the

year

after he was ordained,

published The Death of Legal Hope, the Life of Evangelical Obedience,

an

essay on

it

seems

Galatians 2:19.

Following by two

to have been intended

from the extremes of Arminlan

as

a

years

The Reign of Grace,

supplement to it, guarding that work

legality and Antinomlan licentiousness.

He

expressed the hope to his readers that, "you will take the happy mediumrevere

the

7

law,

as a

Abraham

transcript of the Maker's will and rule of your

Booth, Works. I, pp. xxviii-xxxvii.
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obedience to him."

8

Booth set out to prove that

law

as

covenant of

a

with God
Christ

until

a

sinner becomes deed to the

works, and recognises he can never obtain acceptance

through his own obedience, until he is brought to believe in

as

the end of the law for

acceptably unto God.

Grace is

a

righteousness, he cannot possibly live
doctrine producing godliness, not moral

laxity.^
From the time Booth

Joined the Particular Baptists, he set hiraself

to combat the Antlnomiania® toward which
a

friend not

they tended, and h® remarked to

long before his death, that if he were

a young man,

he would

spend his life confuting the system of one particular, outstanding Inde¬

preacher!*0

pendent

The Deity of Jesus Christ

Socinianism

was

of the Church of

rife in the

Kngland

Sas^lql £o £he Cfarjatlap Religion.

eighteenth century, and many of the clergymen

even

resigned their beneficences, and cast their

lot among the Dissenters of Soelnian sentiments, because

conscientiously conform to Trinitarian worship.
talent
on

they could not

A formidable array of

including Lindsay, Disney, Jebb, 'akefield, and Priestly, appeared

the side of the

tarians

Socioians, attacking the orthodox

opposed then with strength,

"

""a
9

IbidT,

pp.

331-2.

Ibid., pp. 335-437.

10

Memoir, eg. clt.. p. xli.

11

Ibid.. pp.

*H-xlii.

one

belief.**

The Trini¬

of the ablest works being, The

106

Seity of Jesus Chrls»y Essential to Jjh® GhrisUan Religios, W
Abb&die, Dean of Klllaloe in Ireland*
and later translated into
a

new

edition.

His

It

was

first written in French,

In 1777, Booth was induced to present

English.

prefatory statement explained:

The doctrine of
different grounds,

Lord's Eternal Divinity

having been, on
the object of long and violent opposition?
ni&ny learned, ingenious, and able pens have been engaged in
defence of that capital truth.
Few, however, have repelled the
adversary with those powers of genius, and that force of argu¬
ment, which were employed by Dr. Abbadie in composing this
our

admirable Treatise.
An

English translation of this work had appeared

but Booth

many years

before,

revised, corrected, condensed and concentrated the author's

reasonings to the end that the value and usefulness were "much enhanced."
Elliot is vary

R.

critical of Booth's translation, however, calling

it "too scholastic and obscure for
and ovasive.
The work

was

.

.not

a

clear

common

reasoner.

England,

Latter on the Arlan Scheme.

.In

well

as

some

.

.subtle, overbearing,

instances,

a

wrangler.

as

by his Dissenting

brethren.^

A latter regarding the Arian hypothe¬

sis, fro® Booth to the "Rev. E, S

reasons

.

readers.

published by subscription, and received wide approval by

members of the Church of

for doctrinal

h of London", shows his concern

purity among his fellow ministers.

Booth listed eleven

why h© eould not embrace the Arian hypothesis, summarising them

~~~12

13

James

Abbadie, The Deity of Jem& Christ EgiasiM to thg
phrjatftfifl Relifttop, p. 11.
13

Memoir, og. clt..

M

R. Elliott, The Consistent Protester^, p.

15

Memoir, loc. cit.

p.

xlli.

36.
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representing "Jesus Christ

as

that Arianiaa

as

neither God nor Man.He concluded

represents Christ as

a

created God, and

It gives him the names and honors of God, but
a

He is either too

worm.

angelic excellence of

an

leaves him

adorable
as

man.

dependent as

high or to© low, for as Son of Han, h© is "auperhumanity;" and

mere

as

Son of God, he is "the first

link in the immense chain of dependent beings," and is reduced to the
size of

a

mere

creature.^

Glad Tidings to Perishing Sinners.
the late

Differing opinions existed in

All

sixteenth century as to the application of the gospel.

agreed that there must be

a proper

state of mind and spirit for its effec¬

tive reception, but

questions arose as to what constituted that proper

state of mind.

sentiment, imported from America, was that regenera¬

tion consists
or

The

wholly in

change of the will or heart, not of the Intellect

The Spirit Is the sol® agent, and the gospel has no

understanding.

part.

a

Those who have

never

been reconciled to God in

any

other

way

than

by first seeing and believing in the grace of God through Christ, are yet

ignorant of the truss grace of God, and enemies to
In
Genuine

it.^

1796, Booth published Glad Tidings to "erishing Sinners;

Gospel

in which h®

a

or

The

Complete Warrant for the Ungodly to Believe in Jesus Christ,

strongly opposed the above teaching, holding that it subverted

the doctrine of Divine grace

In the justification of th® ungodly.

5#

Jlagtjst Magazine. II, 62.

17

hoc, cit.

18

Memoir,

pp.

li-lii.

It made
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the

gospel of no effect

as a means

of regeneration contrary to

list of Now Testament invitations to hear and accept

Calvinism exerts itself
teaches the

it.

a

long

His moderate

strongly in Ms insistence that the Hew Testament

great object of a gospel ministry is to hold forth the divine

testimony to

men

believes it.

In

of all sorts, and to give salvation to everyone that

fact, Booth went

so

far as to

say

that if regeneration
1Q

precedes believing, men would be in a safe state without coming to Christ. 7
Andrew Fuller commented
his

own

warrant to

ner

may

cise
The

on

Gosoel Worthy of All Acceptation, in

which he contended that
a

critically

com®

have

to

this work, which resembles
a

letter to Br. Rylsnd, in

Booth, all through his second chapter "confounds

Christ, with coming to him."

Fuller held that

a

sin¬

warrant to come to Christ, but if he is unwilling to exer¬

a

it, he cannot receive eternal life in his state of unwillingness.

objection that Fuller found to Booth's total denial of human merit was

that, "one half of his reasonings are aimed, if they aim at anything, to
prove

that

warrant

no

our

holiness Is necessary to coming to Christ, any more than to

coming; and if so, faith must be

As will be seen in s later

have

split

on a

an

act of an ungodly mind."

20

discussion, these two Baptist leader? seem to

fine line of disputation, and in basic doctrine, were

brothers.

Hvine
published

a

iMm&Mk M kZslM

In 1®03» Booth

work opposing the Socinian belief that when God inflicts penal

19

Abraham Booth,

20

John

£lgd Jidipge %o ferfohijig Bipngya,

Rylend, Life and Death of Andrew Fuller,

p.

pp.

2A2.

2-162.
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evil upon

the transgressor of his law, it is not because of

in his natura that demands the
to do so.

to the

Booth

contends, as his title indicates, that it is essential

perfection of divine character for God to punish creature-sin, and

In the

of th® essay,

course

tion, and particular redemption

own

glory.

the subjects of imputation, substitu¬

are

discussed, but Booth adds

Appendix in which he deals with these subjects
A

ceptation.

A

more

as

consider-

thoroughly.

more

21

Thought?
of Moral Evil.

o£

of the conflict will

appear

in the dis¬

succeeding section.

Dr. Edyayd William's Hypolftq^e SlMUl 4° J&8 SeMAB

Booth

humously, in 1813.
absolutely

attacking his Gospel Worthy of All Ac¬

detailed report

cussion of the atonement in the

as

a

controversy between Booth and Andrew Fuller resulted from this

work, which Fuller interpreted

cept,

property

punishment of sin, but because he is pleased

that he does it in wisdom and to his

able

any

replies to Dr. Williams in

an essay

published post¬

He attacked the author's claim that rebellion is

necessary

and inherent tendency in the creature.

an

Edwards'

con¬

Booth saw it, was "a vast system of intelligences, every one of

whom, from the first moment of his being, could not but have a tendency
to

renounce

the dominion of his

Creator, and to hate him for ever;".

To

Booth, this hypothesis blasphemed against divine perfection and libelled
the souls

now

residing in heaven.

consistent with God's
eventuate to the

Abraham

22

Ibid.. pp.

are

perfection, and his conduct in reference to evil will

praise of his

21

Evil's existence and prevalence

glory.^

Booth, Works, III,

393-4-08.

pp.

3-95.
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THE STRUCTURE OF BOOTH'S THOUGHT

II.

Booth did not
as

will be

seen

a

complete system of theology

throughout this discussion.

His preoccupation with the

attempt to set forth

subjects of Grace, Election, and the Atonement, caused him to treat other
doctrines with

fully

a

comparative brevity and simplicity.

theological system would

tion with the Calvinistic

seem to indicate

His failure to develop

his apparent satisfac¬

Interpretations he followed.

Booth's Confession of Faith stated his dependence on the
the sole
were

authority for his faith and practice.

their

own

Bible

as

To him, the Scriptures

spokesman for their divine origin, and in this Confession

he enumerates the

reasons

for his

own

acceptance of them as God's revela¬

tion, quoted in parts
The

sublimity and spirituality of its doctrines. . .The purity
precepts—The prophecies. . .The character of its penmen—
The perfect harmony of design subsisting amongst them, and the
grandeur of that design—Their unreserved freedom in relating
matters of fact.
.the long series of uncontrolled miracles
which were wrought in proof of its doctrines being divine.
of its

.

With still other evidences of its power

in the lives of men and the happen¬

ings of time, he finds it worthy in every way of Its infinite
Booth encountered

no

problem in accepting the infallibility and

complete authority of the Scriptures as the Word of God.
ment of his

position did not discuss

and it is reasonable to

not every

23

Author.2-'

assume

any

His brief state¬

of the theories of inspiration,

that he followed Calvin in his belief that

word of Scripture leads to faith, but that it is assuredly the
Abraham Booth, Works.

(Confession of Faith),

pp.

xxlx-xxx.

Ill
Word of

God.^

The Trinitarian controversy

reached its peak in the eighteenth cen¬

tury in England, with such writers as Leslie, Whiston, Robinson, Wells,

Potts, and Jones defending the orthodox position.
tended with Dr.

Priestly.^5

stating, ".

three distinct

be in respect

.

.in the unity of the Divine Essence there are

Persons, the FATHER, the SON, and the HOLT GHOSTj.

in

one

the Father

Clark®, and Dr. Horsely distinguished himself in opposing

Abraham Booth made clear his own stand on the aide of the

Triune God,

must be

Dr. waterland ably con¬

essence

.

.

equal in glory, whatever inferiority there may

and

His concept of

to office in the economy of redemption."

represented him as holding forth majestically and powerfully

the rights of Deity,

while his eternal Son, through his !!araszing condescen¬

sion", displayed with honor every divine perfection, and "in his lowest
state of subjection,

could claim

Booth's doctrine of the
ments from his two earliest

gion. which

equality with God."

27

Trinity is largely confined to these state¬

writings, The Helen o£ Grace, and his Confession.

Perhaps his relative silence
Janes Abbadie's

an

on

the subjeot is explained by his translating

T£e M&X o£ Jegus

Essential %o

gftrMllP Mllr

represented his thinking on the subject without further need

for elaboration.

In the Introduction to this

work, Abbadie defended his

ZL

John

25

J. Abbey and J. H. Overton, The English Church is the eighteenth

Century, pp.

Calvin, ^^tqtqs of the Chrlatjaq Baliglqn, III, ii. A95.

197-224..

26

Abraham Booth,

27

Abraham

works. (Confession of Faith), I, xxxi.

Looth, Heign

Qrece. p. 250.
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own

simple stand by saying, "We shall hav® no recourse to metaphysical

speculations, to shew HOW the thing is; but we shall make it appear, from
divine

Revelation, that it REALL?
Booth's statements

are

too brief to touch upon

logical analogies of Augustine,
fathers in his
Abbadie

IS."28

or

either the psycho¬

the social analogies of the Gappadocian

speculative construction of the doctrine.

answers

Here again

for him:

Many learned and pious men have laboured hard to find out perti¬
similitudes, by which to illustrate a subject which is un¬
searchably deep and beyond all comparison. Such attempts, however
well-intended, cannot fail of proving abortive, and are often in¬
jurious to idie cause they were designed to serve.—These compari¬
sons are not adapted to answer the end, as they speak only to our
imagination. Now it is not the imagination, but reason that must
nent

be satisfied.

It may

be concluded even on limited evidence from Booth and from

Abbadie, that the Londoner accepted the Western doctrine of the Holy Spirit
proceeding from the Father and the Son, as opposed to the Eastern or Greek
belief that the Spirit proceeded from the Father
Abraham Booth
sin and the total

acknowledged his belief in the doctrines of original

depravity of man, assarting that in the fall of Adam,

the natural and federal head of

and fell with

alone.

mankind, all his offspring sinned in him

him, the guilt of his first sin being

not suffer under Adam's offence

imputed.-^

Men do

merely by imputation, however, because

28

James

29

Sate',

30

Abraham Booth, Works. (Confession of

Abbadie, The Deity of Jesus Christ Essential to the
.Christian Religion, p. H.
P-

310.

Faith),

p.

xjacii.
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his sin

legally belongs to all who

are

of his nature and descent.

31

Booth, in subscribing to the Angustlnian theory of Adam's Natural
Headship,departed somewhat from Calvin's contention that God willed
33

that all

men

to man's

helplessness in the face of transmitted guilt in stating that

man,

since Adam should be

so

born.

He answered the

objection

by his federal relationship to Adam was involved in the first trans¬

gression before it

imputed to him, or it could not have been justly

was

him.^

charged to

Hence it is that all

men are by nature the children of wrath;
spiritually good, and prone to evil; dead in
sin, under the curse of the righteous Law, and obnoxious to eter¬
nal vengeance.
From which state of complicated misery, there is
no deliverance but by Jesus Christ, the second Adam.35

to all that is

averse

In

a

period when Christ's position in the eternal plan was subjected

to the widest

variety of interpretation, from complete humanizing to total

deification, Booth staunchly held to the Orthodox,
view of Christ

the

as

Chalcedonian

(451)^

Mediator, both God and man, eternally reigning on

high, and interceding for
ax-

or

For Christ to deliver man, the transgress/
by his vicarious sufferings, it was necessary that he himself be man,

derived from th® root of

men.

Adam, and yet conceived entirely without sin.

He partook of the nature that knew

Abraham

sin, without sinning in the least

Booth, The Reign of Grace,

p.

248.

32

A.

33

John

34

Abraham

Booth, loc. clt.

35

Abraham

Booth, Works. (Confession of Faith),

36

A.

H.

H.

Strong, Outlines of Systematic Theology,

Calvin,

Strong,

052.

00.

pp.

165-6.

clt., II, i. 7.

clt..

p.

181.

p.

xxxli.

1H
himself.

He

was

God

as

surely

as

he was

Christ's extreme sufferings,
endured deaths

as

man.3^

in comparison with other

men

who have

physically agonizing as his, Booth saw as proof of their

vicarious character.

His

substitutionary role, too, is the only logical

explanation for the Father's conduct toward him in his
Confession Booth summarized his

sorrows.

In his

concept of Christ's atoning work as

follows t

.having all the sins of all his people imputed to him and
charged upon him, he died the Ignominious, the painful, the cursed
death of the cross.
.a vicarious atoning sacrifice, for their
sins, and to expiate their innumerable and enormous crimes.
In
these sufferings of the Son of God on the cross, I behold, in the
clearest light, the infinite evil of sin displayed, and the awful
wrath of God revealed against it, the law magnified, justice sat¬
isfied, and God himself well-pleased. . .Jesus. . .arose from the
dead the third day. . .he ascended triumphant to the right hand
of the Majesty on high, where he shines and reigns the Incarnate
God.
.king of Zion and ruler in his church; but also, as the
God of providence and governor of the world:. . .a faithful
.

.

.

.

intercessor.3

It is true that Booth's statement is crude and
was

in

keeping with that of Calvin, to whom he looked for much of his

guidance.
James

inadequate, but it

Before the end of the nineteenth century, R. W.

Denney^

presented much more pleasing re-statements,

Dale39
as

and

witness

Denney's interpretation of the Person of Christ and the Atonement:
He is

look

on.

doing the will of God on our behalf, and we can only
It Is the judgment and mercy of God in relation to our

37

Abraham

38

Abraham Booth, Works.

39

R. W. Dale, The atonement, pp. 492-3.

40

James Denney, The Death of Christ,

Booth, Reign of Grace,

pp.

245-9.

(Confession of Faith), I,

pp.

317-8.

p.

xxxiii.
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sins which
a

we see in Him, and His Presence and work on earth are
gift, a divine visitation. He is the gift of Qod to
not the offering of men to God, and gives Himself to us in

divine

men,
and with Him.

We

to Him all that

owe

we

call divine life.

On

the other

hand, this divine visitation is made, and this divine
life is imparted, through a life and work which aire truly human.
The presence and work of Jesus in the world, even the work of
bearing sin, does not prompt us to define human and divine by
contrast with each others
there is no suggestion of incongruity
between them.
Booth did
in the

attempt to safeguard the Anselmic or objective element

atonement, namely, that something objective was wrought here where¬

by the relation of God to
Soclni&n

man was

Bxaraplariat theory.

Modern

theology has reacted vigorously against the liberal movement

of the late nineteenth and

Moral

us

s

et forth by Abelard, "Christ creating

by His passion a love which itself delivers from sin.The

search, once more, is for
of God and his

judgment

Forsyth, in

a more

an

are

Brunner, in The Mediator.

the

early twentieth centuries, which stressed the

Theory of the Atonement as

within

mended, against the inroads of the

12

objective atonement in which the just claims

made and in which the tyranny of sin is broken.
undertakes such

a

statement, and we find P. T.

gracious way, safeguarding the objective element which

Calvinlsts, Booth included, stressed*
The work of Christ was thus in the same act triumphant on evil,
satisfying to the heart of God, and creative to tha conscience of
man by virtue of His solidarity with God on the one side, and on
the other with the race.
He subdued Satan, rejoiced the Father,
and set up in Humanity the kingdom—all in one supreme and con¬
summate act of His one person.
He destroyed the kingdom of evil,
not by way of preparation for the kingdom of God, but by actually

41

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. I, IS.

42

Emil 13runner,

Mediator,

pp.

516-35.
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establishing God's kingdom in the heart of it. And he rejoiced,
filled, and satisfied the heart of God, not by a statutory obed¬
ience, or by on® private to Himself. Which spectacle disposed
God to bless and sanctify man; but by presenting in the compend¬
ious compass of His own person a Humanity preaanctified by the
irresistible power of His own creative and timeless vork.^
Booth's later work, Divine
expresses

Justice Essential to Divide Character,

his belief in divine justice as the central note of his doctrine

of the Atonement.

He

recognized the reality of sin and the judgment, the

reality of God and his just and essential claim for payment of sin, and
the Atonement

as

just and necessary for reconciliation.

Both the Satisfaction and Penal elements of the Atonement
be found in

tional and

Booth, in

a

His

focusing

on

the twofold imputation of man's

guilt imputed to Christ and his righteousness imputed to

concentration upon
of the Penal

aan,^-5

is subject

ignoring the life and teachings of Jesus in its

his death.

Dr. Dale, in his far more recent support

Theory, has been subjected to this

same

criticism.^

Booth's "Latin" view is in marked contrast with the "Classic"
of the Atonement which

century,

as a

theory

Bishop Gustav Aulen advanced, in the past quarter

revival of the doctrine of the early church and of Luther.

Aulen classifies the Satisfaction and
doctrines that

to

form that today is viewed as excessively transac¬

mechanical.^-

to critieiam for almost

are

Subjective Theories

as

rationalized

provoked the Reformation and have continued the schism.

?he Work of Christ,

43

P. T. Forsyth,

4A

T. H. Hughes, The Atonemept. p. 32.

45

Abraham Booth, Works.

46

T. H. Hughes, eg. cit.. p. 82.

pp.

224-5.

(Divine Justice), III, 54«
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His Classic

Theory, briefly stated, is "A Divine conflict and victory;

Christ—Christus

of the

Victor—fights against and triumphs over the evil powers

world, the •tyrants1 under which mankind is in bondage and suffer¬

ing, and in him God reconciles the world to Himself.
In

Appendix to Divine Justice, Booth elaborated further on the

an

doctrine of the
He

saw

Atonement, particularly in connection with its application.

the atonement itself made

makes its

application.

work done

solely by Christ, while the Holy spirit

The atonement is objective, but its application

is

a

in

Jesus", but it is not to be confused with the atonement

this

subjectively.

The application can be known as "believing

itself.^

In

distinction, he was taking to task Andrew Fuller with whom he sus¬

tained

a

controversy over the question of Particular Redemption.

position, in his Gospel Worthy of All Acceptation,
is sufficient for the salvation of the whole
to embrace

was

Fuller's

that the atonement

world, if the whole world

were

it, but is particular in connection with God's sovereign appli¬

cation of it.
In his "Six Letters to Dr.

Ryland Respecting the Controversy with

the Rev.

A.

iate and

satisfy Booth In his repeated attacks

Booth", Fuller lamented that he had tried far

their mutual

their

on

concil¬

his theology, but despite

high regard, they continued to differ

thinking.

years to

on

minor points of

Fuller related to Dr. Ryland the position he had tried

47

Guetaf Auien, Christus Victor,

48

Abraham

49

Andrew Fuller, Complete Works. II, 374.

p.

20.

Booth, Works. (Divine Justice), III, A3.
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to make clear to Booth

prior to the latter's printing of Divine Justice

Essential to Divine Character,
the

only to find himself openly attacked, in

Appendix, on the original grounds, of confusing a thing with its

application.^
Fuller
which the

replied to Booth in

small work, Three Conversations. in

Peter (Booth), James, (Fuller), and John, the

speakers were:

moderator, (Ryland).

a

Their subjects were:

tution", and "On Particular Redemption".

The material for the latter was

lifted

bodily from Booth's Divine Justice.

sy was

largely

a

debate

on

"John", in

consequence.

cludes, "You

are

"On Imputation", "On Substi¬

It appears that the controver¬

the force of certain terms, and came to little

a summary

statement in the Conversations. con¬

agreed in all the great doctrines of the gospel.

.

.The

greater part of those things wherein you seem to differ my be owing to
a

difference in the
Booth

which

was

in

not his

own

of

expressing yourselves.

complete accord with Fuller

they both interpreted

sufficiency.

"There is

as

on

.

the limited atonement,

limited in its application, but not in its

no reason

at all to wonder, that He that soared

Sop, but delivered him

death of the cross,
care

manner

up

to the curse of the law, and the

to make atonement for sinnersj should take effectual

that the all sufficient atonement should be applied to every

ual for whoa at

so

vast

an

expence,

Individ¬

it was made. "-*2

550

John Ryland,

51

Andrew Fuller, og. alt., II,

52

Abraham

Life and Death of Andrew Fyller,

pp.

501-28.

Booth, Works (Divine Justice), III, 87.

240-2.
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In
with the
author

a

final word

the atonement in his Divine Justice. Booth dealt

on

problem involving God's attributes of Justice and Grace.

saw

the atonement

as more

truly the evidence of God's lova to the

sinner than the manifestation of his hatred to sin.

the purity of God's nature that
of bis
to

The

It is not

primarily

prompted the atonement, but the comoassion

heart, his determination to pardon is stronger than his inclination

punish.Booth did not reveal

ing within God, but might be

embarrassment over a tension exist¬

an

seen to agree

with P. T. Forsyth in his

statement, "There can therefore be no strife of

speaks of this tension

as

attributes."^

resolved in the Cross.

Aulen

Grace breaks through

««

and

triumphs over death.
Booth's Reign pf Grace my be considered hie masterpiece, and as

shown

in

earlier, it

von

hi® the recognition that lifted hi® from obscurity

Nottinghamshire, to the pastorate of London's moat important Baptist

church.

He chose to

give further substance to this work by the addition

to the last corrected

edition, of

renders the doctrines

more

an

entire chapter on Election, "which

complete, and the contents of the book

more

answerable to the title.Booth's understanding of this doctrine of
election motivated his change from General to
and determined the rol© he
found in the latter

was

position.

to

Particular Baptist position,

play in moderating the extremes to be

The most suoclnt statement of his Calvinlstlc

(Divine Justice), III, 90.

53

Abraham Booth, Works.

5L

P. T. Forsyth, 22. £it., p.

118.

55

Gustaf Aulen, 0£. clt., pp.

75-6.

56

Abraham Booth, Eeian o£ Grace, pp.

3-4.
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stand

on

election appears In hie Confessions

The eternal

Sovereign, before the world began, of his own good
pleasure, and to manifest the riches of his glorious grace, fore¬
seeing the fall of man, chose a certain number of this apostate
race to eternal salvation, whoa he predestinated to the adoption
of children by vesua Christ, according to his own sovereign will;
and, In pursuance of this grand and gracious design, he entered
into a covenant of grace and peace with the Son of his love on
their behalf, in which a Saviour was appointed, and all spirit¬
ual blessings provided for them. '
The end of election is God's

glory, whether it is found in the

complete salvation and endless happiness of some of his creatures, or in
the

righteous condemnation of others.

the

grand design, but is made subservient to it.

Sin is not permitted to subvert

It would appear that Abraham Booth was

eg

supralapsarlan in sentiment,

placing the decree of election before the decree to provide redemption.
His

hyper-Calvinism

on

this matter, in establishing the supremacy of God's

sovereign will (although Brurmer argues this is not Calvin's emphasis)
over

all other considerations, he

God's choice
the

was

based

59

on

60

sought to Justify by his claim that

love, in his

selecting na certain number out of

\ C\

apostate race of Adam" to psriteioate In grace on earth, and glory

hereafter.
of the

Booth's statement that the Love of God is the dominant note

Scriptural atonement, is contended with considerably more emphasis

by such modern writers as Forsyth, Penney, Lidgett, Mackintosh, Robinson,
~

57

"Ibrafaam Booth, Works, (Confession), I, xxxii.

58

Abraham Booth, Reign

59

Heinrich Heppe, Reformed Dogmatics. p.

60

sail

61

Abraham

gf Grace,

p.

5A«

147.

Brunner, Hie Cfcrjstfon Doctrine of Go£, p. 324.
Booth,

op.

pit.,

o.

55.
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and

Walker, reviewed in The ktonensnt. by !. H. Hughes.
Booth based his entire

that men,
His

62

interpretation of election

on

the belief
63

"considered

as

guilty creatures deserve to perish forever.*' *

acceptance of the total depravity of man enabled hia to pass over the

question as to whether the damnation of any can give glory to God.
considered it

declared the
God's

own

blasphemy to

God finds delight in human misery and

suppose

only end of election that satisfies

glory.

6/

3e

reason or

Scripture is

He reasoned that it is only just for these who dis¬

obey Cod13 will to have to "honaar him passively and perpetually" through
their deserved

God's nature, in the light of his laws and his

sufferings.

majesty, demands punishment for the crimes and apostasy of his rebellious
creatures, but this punishment is deserved and just—not arising as the
Soeinians

claimed, from his arbitrary practice of inflicting suffering

merely because it pleases him to do

65
so.

Does he execute vengeance on any of the works of his hands?
it is to demonstrate the infinite opposition of all his perfections
to moral evil, and for the honour of his ©tera&l justice, as a

the rebellious subjects
the death they deserved?
to display his mercy in connexion with truth and righteous¬
and for the glory of all his unchangeable attributes. ^

righteous

governor.
Does he spaire any of
of hi3 vast dominions, and save them from
it is

ness,

A little

over a

half

ing concept of punishment

century ago, Dr. Dale stated this uncompromis¬

aa

.ths penalties of sin

.

62

T. H. Hughes,

63

Abraham Booth, Helm £f Grace, p. 93.

61

Jbid.,

65

Abraham Booth, Works.

66

Abraham

p.

og.

cit..

are

primarily

p. xv.

71.

(Divine Justice), III, H-5.

Booth, Ratgn of Grace,

p.

72.

an
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expression of the principle that the sinner deserves to suffer."
The

system of Double Decrees set forth by Calvin,

identified

68

67

cannot be

In his treatment of Romans 9s17-8, he

positively in Booth.

passes over

the double decree clauses, stressing only the sole cause of

election

the

as

sovereign pleasure of God, and its end the glory of

C. H. Dodd and others
that "It

bad

was

see

in Paul's

not necessary

argument here, a false step, holding

for his argument to show that God also creates

dispositions in those who
The

are

not to be saved.

saw as

nature of the

clay.

70

purposes,

irrespective of the

One part cannot dictate hew it is to be formed

than another.

The

punishing without

as

decreeing unwisely, governing without recti¬

justice.^

Apparently Booth thought it suffi¬

cient to stress the elect and leave the non-elect to divine

would

seem

to be in

any

potter's choice is assuredly righteous, because

Jehovah cannot be conceived
or

.".

illustration of the Creator's free choice in

designing different vessels for different

tude,

.

picture of God as the potter, exercising sovereignty over man¬

kind, the clay, Booth

more

God.^

justice.

He

agreement with the simple, spiritual stating of Bail

Brunner, that "the eternal election of God should always be spoken of only
in correlation with faith.

67

R. W.

68

John

69

Abraham Booth, Reign of Grace, p.

70

C. H.

71

Abraham

72

Sail

Dale, op. sit.,
Calvin,

op.

pp.

373-9.

clt., III, xxl. 140.

67.

Dodd, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans,
Booth, o£. clt..

Brunner, Ihe

pp.

p.

69-70.
Jiocauntar,

p.

39.

157.
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The author

recognized that this doctrine of election, or distin-

guising grace, in stripping away every vestige of human pride, leaving
no

difference between persons,

and divln©

and resolving the whole into divine grace

sovereignty, is "a tenet

expect ridicule and

of Universal Redemption now appeared to Booth

contrary to reason and revelation.
mediator for sinful

as

accept his sacrifice.

only

on

men

Faith,

as

He could not suppose that Christ would

without

knowing who, if

he saw it, was

come

from God.

His purposes come

The author found his satisfaction to the

chosen and others

a

it seemed

perfect level in the eyes of God.

from everlasting, and he

question of why some were

Christ gave his approbation

statement, "Even so Father, for so

good in thy sight.

Adhering firmly to the Calvinlst
faith in Christ and obedience
cause.

Ho new

He could acknowledge that all mankind is in

to the Father's determination In his

the

gift of grace bestowed

not, in God's answer, "I will have mercy on whom I will

mercy," Romans 9s15a.

sin, on

would

perfections.*^

unchangeable in his

have

a

anyone,

those whom God eternally determined should receive it.

determinations
is

impolite", its professors must

reproach.^

The Arniinian concept

serve

so

There would be

no

are

position,^

the fruits and effects of

need for

Abraham Booth, Reign of Grace, p.

7A

XbM*»

PP*

75

J6M-,

P*

76

John

56.

59-60.

61.
og-

election, not

election, he Masoned, if

73

Calvin,

Booth declared that

cj&., IIT, xi. 657.

men

could
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be

faith and holiness before they were

to possess

seen

This doctrine of election thus set
and sacred love

on

the

my

me

one

be not of God's

I choose him for ap¬

own:

seen

in his

reply to the objection

elect, he Is helpless no matter how much he

The author denies that there is any

desires to be saved.

sinner to

for his

all."7®

Booth's moderate Calvinism is
that if

forth, gives rise to gratitude

part of the elect, whose Joyous expression is,

"Jehovah has condescended to take

portion, I love him as

chosen."''7

need for the

"peruse the eternal roll of God's decrees, and read his name

in the book of

salvation."

life, before he

No sinner is

can upon

solid grounds apply to Christ for

required to prove his election before he is ac¬

cepted, because God's word gives every encouragement needed for the sinner
who

recognizes his perishing condition to rely completely on Christ far

his

pardon and peace.Andrew Fuller elaborated on this same theme in

his

Gospel Wprthy of All Acceptation:
If

God, through the death of his Bon, have promised salvation
comply with the gospel? and if there be no natural
impossibility as to a compliance, nor any obstruction but that
which arises from aversion of heart; exhortations and Invitations
to believe and be saved are consistent; and our duty, as preachers
of tiie Gospel, is to administer them, without any more regard to
particular redemption than to election;. *
to all who

On the other
and

hand, the Antinomian who believes himself to be elected

indulges in spiritual Indifference
77

Abraham Booth,

78

Ibid., pp.

78-9.

79

PP-

82-3.

80

Andrew

or

Reign o£ Grace,

Fuller, Complete *orks.

moral looseness, is abusing the
pp.

p.

62-3.

3?A.
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doctrine of grace
of

an

object of sovereign mercy.
The way

did

and marks himself

vessel of condemnation instead

out of every theological difficulty, Booth resolved, as

Calvin, by reproaching

diminutive

as a

gl

roan

for his high opinion of himself, and his

This misconception of man's position

thoughts of his Maker.

in relation to God caused hia to rebel
matter of election.

The author

against God's sovereign will in the

urged that the matter be submitted to

"clear reason"?
.it is impossible to conceive how his choosing some to life
happiness, and his rejecting others, can afford the least oc¬
casion for the charge suggested in the objection.
For the election
of those whom God determined to save, does not injure the nonelect.
Their situation would not have been at all the better, if
none had been chosen, nor any saved.
For non-election is not a
punishment} it is only the with-holding a free favour, which the
sovereign Lord of all may bestow on whomsoever he pleases."^
.

.

and

Following
of Effectual

upon

the doctrine of election, was Booth's consideration

Calling, the work of the Holy Spirit in leading the perishing

sinner to the Father after he has received the invitation of grace

83

gospel.

in the

The Holy Spirit convinces man of sin by the law and brings him

to the realization that he deserves divine wrath and the damnation of hell.
He must face the fact that he is
ation for his
are

too

utterly helpless without Christ's propiti¬

sins, before he can seek or accept the atonement.

Those who

proud to rely entirely on sovereign grace must not be surprised

if that grace does not assist them.

81

Abraham

82

Ibid.,

pp.

$3

Ibid.,

p.

"They appeal to the law, and by it

Booth, Reign of Grace, p. 84.

91-2.

99.
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they auat stand or fall."

gi

Booth's position

in

Chapter VII, neceasarily eliminates

as

an

instrument of
After

a

any

Baptism, to be reviewed

on

consideration of the ordinance

regeneration.

sinner has received his effectual

calling, there is the

question of Justification which Brunner identifies as "the most incompre¬
hensible

His.^

thing that exists," with Christ taking our place and we taking

Booth defined it

with God."

"no other than the way

as

of

a

sinner's acceptance

Judiciously, but graciously, God absolves the sinner of his

guilt, frees him from condemnation, and gives him the right to eternal
life

solely through Christ's obedience imputed to him and accepted by

faith.

Thus, "The Triune God justifies."

The Father appoints the

way,

and

gives his Son to perform the conditions of acceptance.

the

atonement, and the Holy Spirit reveals the Saviour's work to sinners,

The Son makes

enables them to receive it, and testifies to them of their

complete justi¬

fication.®^
Booth affirmed that
as

opposed to works.

The

justification is accomplished by grace alone,
one

justified is judged in a state of complete

unworthiness at the moment he is accorded the
ance.

The faith

and not

an

by which

man

element of man's

blessing of divine accept¬

is justified la in itself

own

righteousness.

perfect obedience, either performed by them

or

84.

Ibid..

85

Sail Brunner, That Mediator, p. 524.

86

Abraham

pp.

Men

p.

gift of

grace

dependent upon

a

imputed to them, since God

105-8,

Booth, Reign of Grace,

are

a

147.

127
does not accept anyone

wrought by the Holy
that

any

Spirit.^

"evangelical faith is

tion."

a

holiness existing within him,

though

even

It is apparent in Booth's body of doctrine
dependence on Jeaua only for eternal salva-

Grace, the dominant note of Booth's theological thinking, reigns

supreme

in man's salvation.

cation other than
his

by

as

a

The good pagan finds no grounds for justifi¬

friend, Henry Venn, Booth

sufficient

was

careful to make clear,

moralists, and devout cheats,

less honest men,

are

.self-

.

criminals alike:—that

hypocrites and

For which

cause

the

same

perdition

unbelievers."89

God's gracious admission of strangers and aliens into the

ship of children, through Jesus Christ, is known
fulfillment of the

promise that "I will be

7sH).

Adoption, and is

a

Father unto you, and ye shall

Booth distinguished this doctrine from reconciliation, where¬

by the sinner and God
he is

a

as

relation¬

and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty," (from Heb. 1:5 and II

be ay sons

Sam.

prayer-

and hymn-singing villains, are much more nearly related,

than either will choose to believe.
is reserved for

Borrowing the words of

sinner, saved by grace.

are

made frlands, and justification, through which

pronounced righteous.

the eternal

Adoption assures that he is now

heir of

an

inheritance.^

Although his belief in election might have led him into
37

Ibid., pp.

88

Ibid., p.

a

laxity

151-64.
181.

89 Abraham Booth, Works. (Divine Justice), III, 71 (quoted from
Henry Venn, Mistakes in Religion Sxposed. p. 192.
90

Abraham Booth, Reign of Grace, p. 190.
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of

conduct. Booth considered Sanctification as a blessed fulfillment of

calling and justification.
whereby God's heirs

are

He defined it

as

the work of divine

True holiness and

renewed after his image.

conformity to the moral perfections of God are its effect.
tion is

grace

progressive, and is the end of election.

It is

Sanctifica¬
fruit of

a

a

re¬

demption, God's design in regeneration, "the primary intention of justi¬
fication; the scope of adoption, and absolutely necessary to glorifica¬
tion.

"91
Booth

seek to

explained that the redeemed, in lov© out of

please the Father, but

"Though they

may

justly expect

are

a pure

heart,

not in slavish fear of eternal wrath.

more copious

manifestations of their

Father's love, whan they walk in obedience to him; yet they do not obey
to obtain

life,

or

to gain a right of inheritance.

So, they are already

heirs."92
The eternal debate

over

the place of

good works in the plan of re¬

demption and in the life of the Christian, Booth settled to his
satisfaction by

regarding works

redeemed state, but as of no

as

highly

necessary

own

for showing forth the

value at all in justification

or

salvation.
*

To avoid the fatal extremes of Arminian
ness,

he urgeds

legality

or

Antinoraian licentious¬

"We should therefore be exceedingly careful rightly to

distinguish between the foundation of

our

acceptance with God, and that

superstructure of practical godliness which must be raised upon
"

91

Ibid.. p.

92

Ibid.. p. 2H.

93

Ibid., pp. 222-23.

199.

it."^3
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Although Christ provides absolute freenesa, the conduct of his followers
«/

is the

key to their true spiritual condition.
The Death of

Legal Hope, which, in effect, was

Reign of Grace, deals

In

a

supplement to The

extensively with the utility of works and the law.

illustration, Booth cited the Judaiaers who relied

on

their own duties,

considering themselves co-partners with Jesus in obtaining salvation.
so

In

doing, they "became debtors to do the whole law, and were obnoxious to

its dreadful curse."

The

in their insistence upon

Arainians, he suggested, are likened to them

supplementing the work of Christ and denying the
QK

complete efficacy of Grace.
The doctrine of The Eternal Perseverance of the

Saints, contested

by the Arminlans are! Romanists, Booth supported with his statement that
God's "love must

saints)

finally fall."

can

died should
a

abate, or his purpose rendered void before they

(the

H© argued that if one soul for whoa Christ

perish, then divine justice would be demanding double payment,

situation not to be countenanced.

96

Christ's example of fervent prayer

despite the fact that his happiness and eternal reward were assured as
Mediator, is

an answer

to the perversion of the doctrine, that as one is

saved, he has no reason to live carefully.
that his
sin.

people shall

never

Although the Lord has promised

perish, he has not assured them freedom from

Backsliders "have severely smarted under his correcting

hand."

foundation for the believer's security is that he is in covenant with

God,

228.

94

Ibid.,

95

Abraham Booth, VJorka.

96

Abraham

p*

The

(Death of Legal Hope), I,pp. 338, 340.

Booth, Reign of Grace,

pp.

231, 235.
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as

adopted child, and does not depend on man's

an

The Lav of God takes its
of

own

obedience or

efforts.^

place in the mighty plan as the instrument

teaching the sinner the holiness of God and the evils of sin, Paul's

pedagogue, in Gal. 3:24.
him to

From this recognition, the Holy Spirit leads

acknowledge the equity of God's sentence.

"happily useful" in showing forth the freeneas and

Thus, legal sanction is
power

of saving grace.

98

Luther, with far greater power, argues the utility of the Law of
God, in showing forth the consistency and righteousness of divine will.
He identified the Wrath of God
his

as

his "strange work", in contrast

"proper work" of forgiveness and

he is forced by human

proper

work."

grace.99

with

That strange work into which

pride, "is at the service, not in control of that

The Reformer divorced such

pure

and holy love from all

suggestion of legalism.

Its willingness to forgive "at the cost of utter

self-sacrifice" delivers

man

God when it is

Man,

separated from his

as a

on

out.*-®*-

all, the Wrath of

Love.*-®®

reasonable creature, designed to propagate his species,

and fitted for social

placed

from the worst tyrant of

life, needed

a

rule of conduct and limitations

his duty, to God and to his fellow-creatures, the author pointed

This rule

was

97

Ibid.. pp.

98

Abraham

provided in the Law which Booth described as follows:

241-2.

Booth, Works. (Death of Legal Hope), I, 360.

99 Martin Luther, Commentary Upon the Epistle of Paul to the
Galatlans. pp. 141-2.
100

Philip Watson, Lg£ God Be God, p. 124.

101

Abraham

Booth, 0£. clt.,

p.

420.
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As in the hand of

Christ, it is a friend and guide, pointing
in which the Christian should walk, so as to express
his gratitude to God for his benefits, and to glorify the Re¬
deemer.
It shows him also, how imperfect is his own obedience,
and so is a happy mean of keeping him humble at the foot of
sovereign grace, and entirely dependent on the righteousness of
bis divine Sponsor. . .Thus the law and the gospel are mutually
subservient to one another, while both agree to promote the
happiness of the redeemed, and the glory of their divine Author.
out the way

Booth

recognized the universal impulse to Imagine that obedience

to the law will

one's

bring reward, hoping that

endeavours, recognize

an

a

merciful God will respect

upright heart, and on this foundation,

apply to the sinner the merits of Jesus Christ.

However, the only salva¬

tion, he argued, lies in dropping pretensions to one's
and
that

acknowledging Jesus

Substitute.

as

Believers

are

own

worthiness,

dead to the law

they might live to God, not commit iniquity freely, or sin with

impunity.*0^
On the matter of
because of the

does the

Repentance, God connected it with his forgiveness

regard It shows to Christ's expiatory death.

repentance itself compensate for sin

ishment.

It cannot be offered

by man

The Pardon that God affords is

fullness, and eternal qualities;
must be vouchsafed without

and it must be absolutely

any

as a

or remove

work of

In

no way

it3 deserved

pun¬

righteousness.*0^

necessarily perfect in its freeness

"That is, it must extend to all sin; it

condition to be

irreversible.r,*°-5

performed by the sinner;

The salvation of

102

Ibid., p.

103

IMd.. pp. 343,

104

Abraham Booth, Works.

105

Abraham Booth, Reign of Grace, p. 115.

435.

346, 361, 396.

(Divine Justice), III, 33.

Saul, the

132

persecutor, stands, not as a particular instance of sovereign bounty, but
as

an

example of what multitudes would enjoy in the

pardon afforded the thief
foundation of

on

the

cross

reveals that

years to
men

follow.

The

have no solid

hope except in the blood of Christ, and the vilest need not

despair.
Booth

again crossed swords with the Analnlan tendency toward licen¬

tiousness in the face of
instead to "bias your
in all its evil

forgiveness.

affections

on

He contended that pardon operates

the side of virtue."

against the purity and will of

The doctrine of grace so

Sin stands out

God.*®'''

possessed Booth's heart and mind that he

saw

it to dominate every

as,

"the eternal and absolutely free favour of God, manifested in the

vouchs&fement of

unworthy."

other doctrine in his theology.

He defined it

spiritual and sternal blessings to the guilty and the

Grace has no connection with works in any degree.

It is

no

respecter of persons, and no one of any rank or character has grounds for

application for admission Into the kingdom of God.
ing with regard to
Booth

access

own

vrr.it ings s

.grace

awareness

107

ing

of grace that colors all of his

does not only appear? it shines, reigns, triumphss

"

"^106

equal foot¬

to God, and their expectation of relief.

through with the same

run

.

are on

pointed to the doctrine of Paul and the early disciples which

was

.

All

Ibid., pp.

Ibid.,

p.

Ihid.. pp.

123, 130, 132, H3.
1^3.
47, 52.
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it is the only thing. . .All those fine distinctions, invented by
the proud philosopher, or the self-righteous moralist, which tend
in any degree to support the opinion of human worthiness, and to
obscure our views of divine grace, are by them entirely set aside,

totally

and

annihilated.*^

Booth, of

course

affirmed the doctrine of the Resurrection of the

dead, and understood that the spirit, when separated from the body at
death is

"lodged in eternal mansions, and abiding at the

felicity.

.

,«,**0

The author continues, ".

.

source

of all

.glorious is that sublime

blessedness which is possessed by the separate spirits of saints in

heaven; it, nevertheless, comes short of that happiness which shall be

enjoyed in their whole

persons.

.

tinues until the resurrection and

.«.***

This celestial fellowship con¬

judgment.

When the body, itself, is

raised, it will possess its personal identity, but will be of such different

quality

as

to fit it for its reunion with its immortal spirit.

He followed Paul

details.
no

the

His

(I. Cor. 15), in the main idea, but filled in

some

emphasis on the bodily resurrection is strong, and there is

suggestion of the Greek concept that the body is merely the prison of
spirit.

Moss states this important truth;

Unless the body were destined to rise again, the spirit, though
immortal, would still be separated from the body; man would still
be rent asunder.
But the Resurrection of our Lord brings to us
the good news that what is rent asunder by death is to be joined
together again; it is as complete persons, not as disembodied
spirits, that we are to be united with God in Heaven.**3

109

Ibid.,

p.

AO.

110

ifeid.,

p.

273.

111

Ibid., pp.

278-9.

112

Ibid., pp.

270-A, 279.

113

C. 8. Moss, 2M Christian Faith, p.

121.
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As

man's
an

a

surmise

on

vhat lies

beyond, Booth ventured the thought that

capacities for heavenly enjoyment will increase, "For the Deity is

infinite

source

cf

blessedness} and finite vessels

may

be forever

expanding, and forever filling, in that ocean of All-sufficiency.
this is the SID of the victorious reign

114

of

grace.

Abraham Booth, Reign of Grace, p.

23$.

.

.

CHAPTER VII

COMMUNION AND BAPTISM

The relation of believer's baptism to the Lord's
issue
are

which

on

divided

Baptists

on

An

It.

were

Supper raised

divided in the time of Booth.

early record of the controversy

goes

an

They still
back to the

protest made by William Kiffin, Baptist preacher, merchant, and Common¬
wealth M. P., who attacked Bunyan for sitting at the

Paedobaptists.1
London
state

As late as 1742,

a

Lord's Table with

Mr. Baskerville, member of one of the

Baptist churches, was expelled for communing occasionally in the
churches, a disciplinary action approved by all of the London

churches.^
I.

Two of Booth's

OPEN AND CLOSED COMMUNION

contemporaries, Daniel Turner of Abingdon, and John

Ryland of Northampton, advocated
"Pacificus" and

matters.*'
pear

open

"Candidus", insisting

Turner

communion under the assumed names of
on forebaaranee In

thought the Lord's Table should be open to all "who ap¬

to love the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity.

external

such "non-essential"

pledge and

means,

.

.a

standing, visible,

of that divine union and fellowship all true

Christians have with Christ and

one

another in

one

body, as morally dis¬

tinguished and separated from the world.With this principle of the
1

Ernest A.

2

Richard B.

3

Memoir, Works. I, xlii.

4

Ernest A. Payne,

Payne, T£ie Fellowship of Believers.
Cook, Thg Story of the Baptists.

loc. alt.

p.

p.

55.

179.
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open

table, neither Abraham Booth

Robert
most

Hall,

an

nor

Andrew Puller could

agree,'*

equally influential Baptist leader, supported

but

it.^

In

matters, Booth was a high Calvinist, but in his views on Communion,

he resembled

Zwingli.^

It Is

erroneous

to attribute either to all

the view that the Lord'3

Lord's passion and

Baptists,

or

to Zwingli,

Supper is only a token and "memorial" of the

death.®

Referring to Zwingli's Confession to King

Francis, Dr. Wheeler Robinson shows that

even

the Swiss Reformer acknowl¬

edged the spiritual presence of Christ at His Supper, to be realised by
the

believer.^

British
be it
the

In this he resembles the

Baptists that the Supper is

a

present day statement of the

"special

means

of grace, but not,

noted, a means of special grace.Christ is really present at

Supper, as he Is present in the preaching of the Word, in prayer, and

in other
A

means

of

worship.

3aptist minister friend of Booth had been called to the pastoral

office of

a

London church which observed mixed communion.

ervations in his own mind relative to the
went to Booth for counsel.

which Booth stated his

Having some

propriety of the practice, he

The visit resulted in

a

series of letters in

position and arguments on the communion question.

5

Joseph Ivimsy, A History of the English Baptists. IV, 124 n.

6

A.

7

Ernest A.

6

The Lord's

9

H. Wheeler Robinson, 141®

13

C.

res¬

Underwood, A History of the Brj.t3,sh Baptists, p. 182.

Payne, loc. clt.

Supper, A Qaptfot Statement,

IfeS Lord8a Supper,

p.

20.

p.

19.

laltbj of Jjfae Baptists,

p.

118

n.
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These letters

were

the basis of his work

Anology for the Baptists. with the
cated from the
nance

of

Imputation of laying

published in 1778, entitled An

sub-title, "in which they

unwarrantable Stress

an

are

on

vindi¬

the Ordi¬

Baptism; and against the Charge of Bigotry, in refusing Communion

at the Lord's Table to

oppose the

Paedobaptista."

principle of mixed

The object of the work was to

communion.^*

Booth sets forth his stand:

The

point controverted between us and our Paedobaptist brethren,
unbaptized believers may, according to the laws of
Christ, be admitted to communion; for here we have no dispute;
but, What is baptism, and who are the proper subjects of it?. . .
They, in general, admit, that immersion in the name of the triune
God, on a profession of faith in Jesus Christ, is baptism, real
baptism: while our fixed and avowed persuasion will not permit
us to allow, that Infant sprinkling, though performed with the
greatest solemnity, is worthy of the name. Consequently, though
they, consistently with their own principles, may receive us to
communion among them, yet we cannot admit them to fellowship with
us at the Lord'3 table, without contradicting our professed sent¬
iments.
For it appears to us, on the most deliberate inquiry,
that immersion is not a mere circumstance, or a mode of baptism,
but essential to the ordinance:
so that, in our Judgment, he who
is not immersed, is not baptized,*2
is not whether

Is it not

possible, however, Booth inquired, to attain peace and

harmony without having to condone infant sprinkling as
in direct opposition to the
the Lord's

Supper

was

Baptist

intended

as a

conviction?^

a

divine ordinance,

He could not see that

test of brotherly love among Christians,

contending that sitting down at the holy Supper should be considered
"the criterion of my
does not appear

love to individuals, or to

from the word of God.

11

Memoir, op. cit., xlii.

12

Baptist Library.

13

IbM-»

P.

63*

.

.".

any

Christian

Tho Father had

a

as

conn unity,

greater

(A Vindication of the Baptists), I, 41.
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purpose

in establishing it

and Christ's death for them.

of

memorial of his lore for his children

as a

These two great facts are to be the

subject

contemplation at the Lord's Table.
Free

clude

communion. Booth reasoned, eventuated in a "tendency to ex¬

baptism from the worship of God.If it is permissible for on©

believer to participate

simply

as a

only just to offer the table to
The author

believer, without baptism, then it is

anyone

who desires

it.^

distinguished between receiving Paedobaptists into

communion, which would be "openly to connive at an error," and inviting
their ministers into

Baptist pulpits.

In the latter instance, he con¬

tended, it is not necessary to overrule

any

al

These ministers

on

man-made accessories to

worship.

command of God
are

or

place

approv¬

invited in the

expectation that they will preach the gospel which Baptist and Paedobaptiat
hold in unison.

17

It would appear

from the foregoing statement that Booth had only

limited idea of the Lord's Supper as an instrument of

pel,

as

as

"proclamation" and

a

efficacious

would agree.
the

preaching.

as

gos¬

A. J. B. Higglns refers to the Supper

remembrance,^

Booth does not accept

proclaiming the

a

an

as a

interpretation with which Booth

logical

consequence,

however,

necessity for letting the Supper preach to whoever it will, and he
1A

Ibid.,

15

Ibid.. p.

16

Ibid.. p» A9»

1?

ibid.« p.

pp.

A. J. B.

A5—
53.

66.
Wiggins, The Lord's Supper in the Hew Testament,

p.

53.
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does not account for this aspect

in his references to the preaching of

Paedobaptists in Baptist churches.
The differences in communion
continue in British

practice, noted in Chapter II, still

Baptist churches.

A few continue the tradition of

permitting non-members to remain for the observance of the Lord's Supper
as

their

answer

the cup, ye

11:26, "As often

eat this bread and drink

as ye

proclaim the Lord's death till he come."

Strict
in the

to I Cor.

Baptist churches, which included the Prescott Street Church

eighteenth century, maintain a "closed table", to which only bap¬

tized believers

are

invited.

The

proclaiming

power

of the ordinance is

thereby restricted to the assembled group of baptized believers.
other churches open

the Table "To all believers in Christ."

At the close of his Apology.

Booth

answers

a

Still

19

critic, Dr. Mayo:

According to this gentleman, then, we are vaterv bigots. Well,
greatly distress me to be thus represented by a sneer¬
ing antagonist, because I really believe that much water is nec¬
essary to baptism and am no less confident, that baptism is nec¬
essary to communion at the Lord's table.
it does not

Booth did allow some variation.

In

a

letter to Orlando Buckley, in

1785, he said he would not think it unlawful for
ally to

commune

with

a

a

baptized person occasion¬

Paedobaptist church, but he would inform the presid¬

ing minister that neither he nor his people regard it as identifying
infant

sprinkling with Christian baptism.

it is worth while to travel

even

19

The Lord's Supper, p.

20

KM-,

P.

71.

He added the recommendation that

twenty miles

11.

a

few times

a year

to hold

HO
communion with the

baptized.2*

A reviewer of Apology for the Baptists,
the

writer, and proceeds to state his conviction that if Booth had written

nothing

the reviewed work "might well excite the observation of the

more,

religious world."
munion
no

"pointed, and strong, that

so

are

task to

easy

His diversity of arguments

answer

Apology
a

was

did not

the side of strict com¬

free comraunionist may find it

because no immediate reply to tb®

forthcoming and Booth seemed to have closed the controversy

time.2^

has gone

a

on

hia."22

Such seemed to be the case,

for

speaks of the eminence of

The work was

widely circulated in England, and America, and

through four editions.

It is just possible that Paedobaptlsts

judge the work worthy of reply, but in the light of Booth's stand¬

ing in his denomination, and the replies his other works provoked, it can

only be said

no

antagonist felt moved to engage him on this particular

ground at this particular time.

It may attest to the force of Booth's

argumentation that Paedobaptiats no longer are offering classic New Testa¬
ment texts

The

as

direct

proof for their stand.

joining of the General and Particular Baptists in the Baptist

Union of Great Britain and

strict

Ireland, in 1892, went far in moderating Booth's

position among the members of his own denomination.

claim is that the

The Baptist

"Supper remains the Supper of the Lord," and except in

21

Isaac Mann Collection of Manuscript Letters.

22

The

23

Joseph Ivimey, ojj. cit., IV, 36.

EvapgeHcal Magazine. XXI, *60-1.

HI
instances of Strict Communion

believers

sentiment, British Baptists admit fellow-

the basis of "oneness of

on

membership in

claim that it is the Lord's Table is used
as

well, however, in their insistence

ment

practice

as

they

see

The

by the Strict Coamunionlsts
observance of ti&v Testa¬

upon the

it.

BAPTISM

II.

In

Christ."2^

178A, Booth entered the baptismal controversy, publishing

a

work

entitled, Pqedobqptlsm Examined. on Principles, Concessions, ar*d Reasonings
of the most learned Paedobaotists.

In the preface, he said

observed for

many

when

a

number of years,

of the most learned paedobaptists,

discussing theological subjects, "frequently argue on such principles,

admit of such

facts, interpret various texts of scripture in such

and make such concessions
For his

infant

own

use,

as

are

greatly in favour of the Baptists.

.

.".

sprinkling, and arranged them under different heads of the paedo-

done,

a

After

a

considerable amount of this compilation had

posthumous work of Mr. Matthew Henry on infant baptism, edited

by Mr. Robins of Baventry, came from the press.
Booth determined to
oranda from

that

a manner,

Booth made up a collection of these references against

baptist controversy.
been

how

that he had

was

answer

it.2^

He added

Upon reading this work,

extensively to his file of

paedobaptist writers, and prepared from these materials

destined to be used

as

a

source

book

on

2A

ghg Lord's Sqppfr,

25

Abraham Booth, Paedobaotlsa Examined.

pp.

a

baptism for over one

27, 31.
I, iv. ff.

mem¬

work

142
hundred years.
Each

chapter opens with

a

collection of quotations from such out¬

standing paedobaptlst writers of all ages as Dr. Doddridge, Bishop Taylor,
Jonathan Edwards,
to

nam®

sues.

but

a

Stapfsrus, Vitringa, Hoornbeekiua, and Bishop Hoadley,

few, to support his positions

Then follows

favorable to the

a

aeries of Booth's

Baptist position

on

own

on

the various topics he pur¬

reflections, pointed conclusions

baptism, drawn from the preceding

statements, and replete with additional reinforcing quotations.
Baptism is considered in exhaustive detail from the standpoints ofj
a

positive institution} the significance of the term} its design} the

practices of John the Baptist, the Apostles, and the church in succeeding
ages,

design

including Greek and Oriental churches} pouring and sprinkling} the
more

fully expressed by immersion}

in the New Testament for

no express

precept or precedent

paedobaptism} the origin of paedobaptism; the

utility of baptism; old and modem grounds for paedobaptiss; and infant
communion.

The summary

immersion of

illustrates and confirms Booth's main argument that

professing believers is New Testament

baptism.2^

Throughout the intricacies of his study, Booth returned to ChillingSworth's statement,

incontestable

"THE BIBLE ONLY IS THE RELIGION OF PROTESTANTS,"

stand.2?

Ha

as

his

explained%

Baptism being a gracious appointment of God, it must have an
important meaning} and as it is a positive ordinance, the whole of
its design must bs fixed by divine institution:
for we have no more
authority to invent a signification for any rite of holy worship
~~

26

IMd.. Vols.

2?

Ibid.. I, 20, 3H.

I-II.

H3
than we have to appoint the rite itself.
The design of baptism,
therefore, must be learned from the New Testament, and from such
parts of that sacred volume as have an immediate reference to It.
Dr.
that "The

John

Clifford, at the Baptist World Congress of 1911 affirmed

deepest impulse of Baptist life lias bean upholding the sole and

exclusive authority of
To

,

Jesus Christ against all possible

encroachment."^

this, Marcel, in his masterful study of the Reformed belief, declares,

"We

regard Holy Scripture

as a

ally the concept of baptism

as

whole," and proceeds to develop scripturthe seed of the Covenant of Grace,

sarily including the children of believers.
upon

He condemns the dependence

New Testament texts, which Barth employs in his new position, as

cutting the Bible in two, causing
ment.

neces¬

He

sees

an

essential

&

oneness

wide chasm between Old and New Testa¬
in the sacraments of the Old and New

Testaments, in their significance, content, the nature of their efficacy,
and their

religious and moral

demands.^0

Booth finds almost unanimous
intention of
of

baptism

as

agreement among his authors on the

representing, "the death, burial, and resurrection

Christ; the communion his people have with him in those momentous facts;

and their interest in the

blessing thence resulting.It follows, he

reasoned, that if baptism is to
from sin,

"23

serve as a

perfect picture of cleansing

immersion is the only mode that represents a total
Ibid., p.

washing.^

159.

29

B. A. Payne, Fellowship of Believers, p. 17.

30

P. C.

31

Abraham Booth, Paedobantlam Examined.

32

Ibid.,

Marcel, The Biblical Doctrine of Infant Baptism,

p.

162.

I, 160.

pp.

23, 16.

1u

His further
immersion

the

investigations indicated to him that the practice of

preceded sprinkling

reign of James I.

that then

or

pouring, and orevailed in England until

John Calvin was largely responsible for the change

followed, coupled with

growing spirit of false modesty and

a

"nicety" in the society of the day.

"Calvin's form of administering the

sacraments," Booth observed, "was probably the first in the world, that
prescribed pouring

absolutely."^

The Mew Testament passages

usually referred to in support of infant

baptism, he concluded, could only prove that it is permitted, or not for¬

bidden, since all instances where baptism is commanded pertain to adults.
Faedobaptlsm, therefore, depends entirely on analogy and inference.
Marcel, Cullmann, and
of

Barth,^

of direct

Flsmingfcon^

agree

3L

with the recent criticism

that the Paedobaotist position cannot be defended on the basis

Scripture, but they contend for the authenticity of indirect

evidence and

analogy.

ductions from

"In theology, that which follows try legitimate de¬

scriptural

norms

is as exact as that which is explicitly

stated.7

On these very

sistence

believer's baptism for believers' children, when no such neces¬

on

sity is cited in

grounds they attack the Baptists for their in¬

Scripture.^

It is pertinent here to not® the statement

~

33

"ibid..

34

Ibid..

35

W. F.

36

Karl Barth, Thg leaching of the Chprch K^rd^ng Baptism, pp. 42-

37

F. G. Marcel, op. elt.. pp.

38

Oscar

pp.
p.

249, 262.

309»

Flemingtoo, The New Testament Doc^ripe of B^t^am,

189-90.

CulLmstnn, Baptism in tiig New Testament,

p.

26.

p.

131.

H5
of Br.

Payne, in reply to T. V. Hanson's Baptism in the Church;
The abandonment of the

quest for scriptural or apostolic

authority In regard to those who should be the subjects of bap¬
tism surely raises much wider and more serious issues than the
immediate question before us. . .It opens the door to many
other departures from apostolic practice.39
From

a

morass

of

quotation and argumentation, w® lift Booth's

simple statement of the Baptist position:
When ws oppose the baptism of Infants, it is not because of
their tender age; but because they neither do nor can profess
faith in the Son of God.
Whenever we meet with such as are de¬

.believing children.* (Tit. 1:6)
their age, we
have no objection to baptize them.
A credible profession of re¬
pentance and faith being all w® desire, in reference to this
affair, either of old or young.^
nominated

by the apostle.

.

whoever may be their parents, or whatever may be

The author lamented that
mischief to the souls of
he has received the
of

God, by

an

new

paedobaptism "Is calculated to do immense

men," by misleading the recipient into believing

birth, been cleansed from sin and became

act performed before he was even aware.

u

child

Quoting his favor¬

ite

author, Dr. Owen, he agrees that, "the father of lies himself could

not

easily have invented

as

a

a more

deadly poison for the souls of sinners;

they are taught, by these unscriptural dogmas, to rest satisfied with
supposed regeneration by their

baptism."^-

This statement resembles the Baptist position that A.
has cited

39
Manson

on

4.0

.

nderwood

regarding infant baptism;

E. A. Payne, Scottish Journal of Theology.

Baptism"),

p.

("Professor T. W.

51.

Abraham Booth, Faedobaotism lacamined.. I, 367.

Ibid.,

p.

4-43»

U6
It bolsters up

the erroneous notion that infants are guilty
peril if they die unbaptized. It fosters the
superstitious idea that a Christian sacrament can hare any mean¬
ing or effect apart from the faith of the recipient. It obscures
the truth that salvation is by faith alone, independent of all
priestly ministrations and all ecclesiastical rites. It is in¬
compatible with the spiritual principles of the Protestant Refor¬
mation, and its retention leaves the work of the Reformation
Incomplete. When, therefore, Baptists persist in their testimony
against infant baptism they are not testifying against "an iso¬
lated and relatively unimportant custom; they are testifying against
the whole complex of ideas of which it was a symbol, out of which
grew the conception of the Church as primarily a great sacramental
institution, administered by a body of officials vested with spir¬
itual powers in which ordinary Christians could not share.^
at birth and are in

To such

objections, Marcel replies in his restatement of Calvinistic

doctrine;
The foundation of
one

is

baptism is not the supposition that each

simply the
that the
always regenerated by the Holy Spirit in their infancy,
nor even regeneration itself, but
No more Is it a question of proving

regenerated,

covenant of God.

elect are
before baptism or even before birth.
God is free in the distribu¬
tion of His blessings and can cause the fruit of baptism, as a sign
and seal of the promises of the covenant, to be received also at a

advanced age, whether baptism has been administered in adult¬

very
hood

In

or

It is

infancy.^

awkward, Booth Insists, that "Christ expressed

a

condescending

regard for little children without baptising them, or saying a word about
it; therefore

tizing
and

we

should manifest

an

affectionate

them!"^ The apostles surely

sought to follow his teaching.

reliable guides to his

care

for Infants by bap¬

knew their Master's position on this

Their practice and writings should be

will In the matter, but Booth found

12

Concerning Bpllpvers Baptism,

A3

?• 0#

op#

pp.

59-60.

cit>« p» 233*

4

M

Abraham Booth, Faedobantism Examined« II,

161,

no

justification

H7
for

paedobaptisra In the comands of Christ or practice of his
Again

wished the

disciples.45

turn to Marcel for the paedobaptist answer, "Had our Lord

w®

reception of children into this

continued He would have said

so

ever

in order that

valid covenant to be dis¬

no one

sight be in any

doubt.46
Booth comments

on

the occasional

Baptist practice of dedicating

children, when specifically requested by the parents.
included

scripture reading,

a

an

The usual service

exhortation to the parents concerning the

child's education, a prayer of gratitude to God for his gift of

closing with
such he

saw

earnest recommendation of the child to his Maker.

an
no

the child,

positive

In

rite.47

Today Karl Sarth has reopened the Baptismal controversy with his
move

onto the side of believer's

refers to Earth's
which has
essence

entire

ever

study

been

of this

as

baptism, based

on

faith.Cullmann, who

"the most serious challenge to infant Baptism

offered," holds, however, that "It belongs to the

general Baptism effected by Jesus, that it is offered in

independence of the decision of faith and understanding of those

who benefit from

it."49

Flemington seeks to

answer

the problem of faith in infant baptism

by shifting the responsibility for it to "the worshipping Chureh and
45

Ibid..

46

P. C. Marcel, op. cjt*, p.

K?

Abraham Booth, Paedobaotlsm Examined. II, 163.

48

Karl Barth, op.

49

Oscar

II, 134.

Cullmenn,

p.

og.

clt..

191.

43.
pp.

7-8, 20.

H3
Christian Parents."
for faith for any

their

own

the power

Ha

suggests that those who insist on the necessity

objective efficacy in Infant baptism may be betraying

"lack of faith concerning

the method of divine revelation and

of God to fulfill his

promises.

own

SMI Brunner lands his substantial support to
the other

on

hand, declaring that, "Where one separates the Word of God

and faith to this
then

extent, the character of the sacrament is invalidated;

ineluctably the proposition of the Reformation holds;

sacramentum sine fide.In this

and

believer's baptism,

Nullum

position, he is joined by H. G.

Marsh,^

by Br. Payne, who points out, "It is surely entirely arbitrary and

unsatisfactory, when setting out the main ideas connected with New Testa¬
ment

baptism, to omit penitence and faith. "53
Booth

laying

so

questioned the reason for protsstant paedobaptiats in general

much emphasis

on

proselyte baptism, Jewish circumcision, and

ecclesiastical tradition, in favor of infant baptism.

He concluded that

they must draw upon ancient custom or tradition in proof of their point
since the New Testament does not

provide

a

divine

command.54

"Few mistakes

in

theology have, indeed," he states, "either

an

influence upon the church and worship of the New Testament, as those

so

extensive or so pernicious

which tend to confound the Christian church with the Jewish

50

W. F.

51

Emil Brunner, Plyjae-Humap Encounter, p.

Fleraington, op. cit.,

52 H. G. Marsh, Thg Origin arid
Baptism, p. 202 f.

pp.

synagogue."55

I44, 136.
131.

Sigqlf|caqce of the Now Tes£gra§r&

53

E. A. Payne, Scottish Journal of Theology. 1950, III,

54

Abraham Booth, Paedobantlsa Examined. II, 243.

55

Ibid..

II, 92.

53.

H9
Barth speaks out

strongly

this questions

on

Circumcision refers to natural birth; it is the sign of the
election of the holy lineage of Israel, which with the birth of
the Messiah achieved its goal, so that therewith this sign lost
its meaning.
The succession of those who believed this promise
and in this faith were true children of Abraham, was, however,

already in pre-msssianie Israel (according to Romans iv) In no
way Identical with the succession of the race and the circumcision
of its (male!) members.
And so properly, the succession of those
called to the Church of the new covenant (according to John 1,

12f.) is plainly not dependent on a racial succession, not on
familv or nation, but comes in this ways
in the life of the In¬
dividual, now here in this manner, now there in another, there
cooes an

.
.of Jesus, a faith in His name.
It is
gives him the power to become a child of God.56

acceptance.

this which

Although John's baptism
into

without doubt,

a

rite of incorporation

Israel, "prepared to meet her God," Dr. Payne insists it

to which the essential

Culimann,
at the

preliminary, In John's mind,

on

repentance and

proselyte baptism and circumcision?

Marcel, who follows him, bases Ms entire
covenant of grace

wa rite

the other hand, states that "Christian Baptism takes

time the function of

same

was

was

sin."57

the confession of

over

was,

case

for infant baptism on the

with baptism replacing circumcision as the sacrament of

admission.

He contends that circumcision is robbed of Its true nature

when

as a

judged

carnal institution.

Portions of
manner

of

a

lengthy

summary

59

and conclusion will illustrate Booth's

argumentations

56

Karl Barth, o&. cit., pp. 43-A.

57

E. A. Payne, Scottish Journal of Theology.

58

Oscar

59

P. C. Marcel, 00. clt.. pp.

Cullmann,

og,

ait.,

p.

64.
151, 155, 158.

1950, III, 52.
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They have admitted the facts on which we reasoni. . .Do we
was the apostolic practice, and that,
except in extraordinary cases, it was the general custom for
thirteen hundred years?
They confirm our sentiment.—Do we
affirm, that immersion is the present practice of the Greek and
Oriental churches, and that those churches include one half of
the Christian world?
Their own pens bear testimony for us. . .
Do we assert, that the first instance of pouring or sprinkling,
instead of immersion, which is expressly recorded, was about
the middle of the third century, and then condemned; that the
apostate church of Rome. . .brought pouring into common prac¬
tice, and that Protestant churches received it from her pol¬
luted hands?
These being stubborn facts are all acknowledged.
—Do we laaintain that, in ordinary cases, immersion is not pre¬
judicial to health? Paedobaptist physicians without a fee, and
medical practice without hesitation, confirm our opinion.—Do
we assert, that no power on earth has authority to alter the
law of Christ, or to depart from apostolic example in regard
to issuersion?
So do they, in effect, when disputing with Papists
concerning the sacred supper. . .—Is it our opinion, that the
extravagant notions of the fathers, in the second and in the
beginning of the third century, concerning the great utility of
baptism, and their misunderstanding of John iii. 5, laid the
foundation of Paedobaptism?
It is allowed. . .Do we maintain,
that infant baptism and infant communion were introduced about
the same time; that they are supported by kindred arguments;
that they were equally common for a course of ages; and that
they are still united in the practice of half the Christian
world?
We have the happiness to find, that these facts are all
confirmed by their learned pens.60
maintain that immersion

Booth notes that the
them

(Paedobaptists) for

Baptists are "honoured with having some of

our

associates in everything except the conclu¬

sion."61
The

Baptists,
never

performance of this remarkable work
as

was

highly pleasing to

the Memoir attests, stating that the subject probably was

"handled in

a

more

toasterly

manner

by

any

writer in

language," by the expedient of turning his opponents'
60

Abraham

61

Ibi2., II, 292.

any ago or

own weapons

Booth, Paedobaptism Examined. II, 291.

against
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themselves.6~

Joseph Iviaey adjudged, "The Baptists confidently leave

their cause, so
and

far

human writings are concerned, to the reasonings

as

arguments of what they consider this unanswered and unanswerable

work."63

1787.

The work

was

This

Booth

one

popular that

so

which "exhausted the

paedobaptists.

circumstance

arose

controversy

a

on

which

65

Oswestry furnished

In his

two-volume reply for

an answer necessary

until

a

preface, Booth said he was informed by

tion of his sentiments.
bantiam Examined

work

Booth

unanswerable, and would declare for

disadvantages attending

an open

declara¬

replied vehemently, dissecting Antinaedo-

tirelessly, reiterating with another overwhelming

quotations the issues of his original work.

of each other in delicate and indelicate

Both authors

sarcasm

and irony.

were

array

unsparing

Booth expressed

opinions on both infant sprinkling and on Williams typically in the

following:
62

a

trustworthy source that Mr. Williams was spreading a story

infant baptism were it not for the

his

&

prompted him, in 1792, to publish A Defence of

that Booth confessed Williams'

of

question."6^

the Baptist side of the

Booth did not consider

Paedobaotisa Examined.

letter from

second edition was necessary in

considerably enlarged, expanding it into two volumes

Mr. Edward Williams of
the

a

Memoir, op. cit.

xlv.

p.

it

f

63

Joseph Iviiaey, og. c^t.,

64.

Memoir, oj). cit.«

65

Joseph Iviaey,

22*

p.

IV, 38.

xlvi.

<&£«■»

36.
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When I peruse his Discourse on the Christian'3 Reasons for
Glorying in the Cross of Christ, I approve, I aa pleased, I am
edified; but, when reading his Improvement of Christian Baptism,
and particularly of Infant Baptism, I am both disgusted and
grieved. In the former, our crucified LORD is exalted and pre¬
sented to view, as the only medium by which the blessings of
grace are communicated to >9rishing sinners.
In the latter,
BAPTISM, under the Jewish notion of a ceremonial purification,
is represented as producing a wonderful change in the relative
state of a sinner, and as the mean of obtaining an important
variety of spiritual blessings. Yes, to adopt his own very
singular terms, that ceremonial purification which Is operated
by a priest, when TINGING his fingers, or INTTRGING even his
hand, to put the subject Into a state of WETNESS, or to effect
a

COSTACTION between the

of

person

and the element.

is the medium

obtaining immunities, honours, and blessings, in rich
In his

variety!*5-"

conclusion, Booth fixed the reader's attention on the pecu¬

liarities contained in Williams'

work, and the grounds of his argumenta¬

tion, which he satirized thuss
.if the

scripture be not decisively express against infant
to conclude the apostles practised it;—that in¬
fants have a legal right to the Lord's supper; and that infant
comaunion is merely an Impropriety, prudential reasons lying
against it;—that the Jews owed their Bible to circumcision;that baptism ratifies the promises, and authenticates divine
revelation;—that baptism gives a legal title to read the scrip¬
ture, to all the contents of that sacred volume, and to all the
means of conversion;—that the obligation to repentance, to
holiness, and to obedience, results from being baptized; that
these who were baptized in their infancy, have a stronger and
more Indubitable title to numerous blessings, than those that
were baptized on a personal profession of faith;. .
.

.

baptism, we

are

Peter Edwards

was

for

some

years

pastor of the White's Row Baptist

Church, Portsmouth Common, but in 1795, he joined the paedobaptists.

He

strenuously opposed the Baptists, Booth in particular, in a work entitled

£jandi,d Reasons.
66

Abraham

6?

Ibid..

Booth, Paedobaptisra Examined. Ill, 361-2.

Ill, 366
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That

same

year,

James Dora wrote the preface and notes to an anony¬

Bsslz to M£- Peter E^way^s, "The Principles of Antipaedobaptisia, and

mous

the Practice of Female Communion

Completely Consistent In Answer to the

Arguments and Objections of Mr, Peter Edwards in his Candid Reasonst
Animadversions

on

His

With

The editor,

Temper and Conduct in that Publication."

who included this work in the three volume edition of Paedobantlsm Examined,

along with the Defence of Paedobantlsra Ex-aiained. noted:
Having ascertained, from unquestionable authority, that the
following Answer to the "Candid Reasons" of the Rev. Peter
Edwards, was written by Mr. Booth, it has bagg thought proper
that it should form a part of these Volumes.
Mr. Dore summarized

concisely the distinguishing principles of the

Baptists on baptism in his preface, but the ramifications of Booth's and
Edwards' argument are too
here.

The

involved to

pursue

in the limited space afforded

following excerpts show the tenor of their writing.

Booth

quoted repeated references to his character that appeared throughout Ed¬
wards' works
Mr. Booth's abilities

VIST SMALL.

are

.

.Mr. B.Ss talent is

quotation, and therefor© he must quote. . .He is GROSSLY IGNORANT
.It seems a marvellous thing, that to, B. should be so well
acquainted with Thales, and his biographer Diogenes, and at the
.

.

same time so EXCESSIVELY IGNORANT of his own Bible.
.
.He is A
SCANDAL TO ALL CONSISTENCY.
.He is EXTREMELY RIDICULOUS.
.
.

&* Booth has

TALMUD OF HIS OWN.

.

.1 think—that his book,
though written on the Baptist aide, will do MORE towards over¬
turning the Baptist sentiment than any on© that has been written
§

.

for many centuries. . .Mr. Booth Is ARTFUL AND CRAFTY. .
SHIFTER and a PREVARICATOR.
.Mr. Booth la very UNFAIR,

.He Is a
does not
sneak the TRUTH, hag lost his MODESTY, and is guilty of ABSOLUTE
FALSEHOOD.
.Finally; Mr. Booth is one of the STRANGEST MORTALS
thai ejoe appeared ig the religious world, and MIBT REPENT OF WHAT
.

,

68

Ill, 368.
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DONE.69

HE HAS

replied with

Booth

sarcasm,

though not with the

venom

that Edwards

employed against Mm:
What

prodigious loss must *the Baptists' side" hav© sustained,
by such a one deserting to th® camp of their opposers J The Bap¬
tists have, alasJ lost a great stock of mental abilities, together
with

a

immense
Those

quantity of Latin and logic, of modesty and of
accomplishments might have been employed in
defending and adorning their cause, had not that melancholy de¬
sertion taken place.
Over such a mournful event, they cannot
therefore, but greatly lament; and the very candid reasons h©
gives for taking leave of them, are wonderfully adapted to in¬
an

candour.

crease

The

William
a

their

rare

pungent

sorrow!^

only other paedobaptist opponent of Booth in this debate was

Miller, who, in his Catholic Baptism Examined, pictures Booth

bee in

a

garden surrounded by flower3 but with only

paedobaptista.

a

as

sting for the

He acknowledged the need for a work similar to Booth's,

but

charged him with bias, selecting his paedobaptist quotations to suit

his

own

opinions.

Examined,
use

in

an

Using more than eighty quotations from Paedobaotism

attempt to refute Booth's arguments, he admits that Booth's

of I Corinthians

Jenkins entered the
tists.

7:14 is "with vast force and

advantage."^

Joseph

controversy in 1805, publishihg A Defence of the Bap¬

primarily against Mr. Edwards.

In his introduction, Dr. Jenkins

stated that Edwards should find satisfaction In the fact that his work

being noticed to th© extent that it merited two replies.

Ibid.. pp.

was

72

421-4.

*70

Ibid.. p.

71

William

Miller, Catholic Baptism Examined,

pp.

vi-ix, 13, 156.

72

Joseph Jenkins, A Defence of the Baptists,

pp.

7-8.

460.
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Verbose and controversial
tism have served far
as

beyond his denominational and geographical circles

classic source-books

The

solution.

on

the

subject.

Baptismal Controversy continues today without promise of ready
Marcel states the

facts will not

change by

cussion of those who
weaoon

though they be, Booth's writings on bap¬

a

case

quite clearly when he says, These new

single jot the arguments

the method of dis¬

disagree with us; no more will they afford us a new

with which to oppose.There has been a marked improvement in

the tone and temper of these debates within the
years.

or

past one hundred and fifty

It is to be hoped that the next one hundred and fifty can bring

Baptists and Paedobaptlsts into happy accord

73

P. C. Marcel, og. cit.. p. 22.

on

Scriptural truth.

CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND ESTIMATE

The

Evangelical Revival had small effect upon London Baptists until

late in the eighteenth

century.^-

A new era began, however, with the com¬

ing to the city of Abraham Booth, John RIppon, and Joseph Ivimay.

leadership was fresh, vigorous, and spiritual.
the

was

Their

Booth, without doubt,

strongest of them, and mad© the greatest contribution to the re¬

vival of the London

Baptist work.

Dr. W. T. Whitley speaks of "Abraham

Booth, without whom nothing was complete for nearly forty years.

In

•a

thought he

was a

groat champion of Sovereign Grace.

.

.He strongly

preached the doctrine of election, but was in no way hampered in calling

all to repent and believe

upon

on

Christ.^

Abraham Booth cannot be rated

as

a

figure of first-magnitude, be¬

cause

his

but

rediscovery of the place of this "steady

of

a

name

has

passed into obscurity outside informed Baptist circles,

pioneer"^

in great movements

thought and action, in the eighteenth century, indicates that his

usual talents

were

invested in eternal matters.

I.

The writer's

un¬

BOOTH, THE MAN

impression of Abraham Booth, gained from his portraits,

1

A. C.

2

Robert G.

3

The Baptist^

4.

A. C. Underwood,

5

W. T.

Underwood, A History of the English Baptists,

p.

Torbet, £ History of the Baptists, p. 101.

£aarfreply, VI, 371.
cit.,

p.

179.

Whitley, £ History of Brjt^s^ grists>

P«

259.

178.
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his record of

service, his writings, and the observations of his con¬

temporaries, is that of
ance,

solemnity of

a

a

rocklik© character,

manner,

a

a

plain and humble

consistent Christian conduct, and

appear¬
a

keen

intellect, sharpened by the drive of sheer will in ceaseless study.
he

possessed wit and humor is

That

In his writings and recorded observa¬

seen

tions, particularly in his replies to Mr. Williams and Mr. Edwards.
Booth's portraits, a miniature in the possession of his son Isaac,
and

an

have

strong and spiritual face,

aquiline

an

a

a

engraving from this by Mackenzie, published in 1807, show him to

handsome

long chin, and

nose,
or

fine forehead, steady, serious ©yes,

a
a

He did not

stem mouth.

imposing man, but possessed of

bearing, self-possession and assurance.

appear

to be

dign5.ty and kindliness of

a

The engraving shows him consid¬

erably older than th® miniature, quite evidently broken in health, with
a

greater appearance of the solemnity which he always attached to his

ministerial office.

In his Kingdom of

ment that colored much of his conduct
are

we

to

as

a

pastor, "Where, upon earth,

expect solemnity, if not in the pulpit?

serious and solemn

as

filled with
intellectual

There

a man

should be

death.

Although his writings

are

warmly devotional and his

evangelistic zeal, Booth

seems to

have been of

sermons are
a

colder,

more

nature, perhaps, than Andrew Fuller—their personalities

contrasting in somewhat the

same manner as

their physical frames.

and muscular, while Fuller was large and fleshy.

w&3

spare

the

explanation for Fuller's
6

Christ, Booth expressed the senti¬

Abraham

memory surviving

Booth's

Sooth, The Kingdom of Christ,

p.

54-.

more

Booth

In small part,

positively,
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may

be the contrast between the temperament of the two men, Puller's

warmth

proving more appealing then and

now.

That both were possessed of

evangelistic spirit, sound judgment and Christian devotion is unquestioned.
Puller, however, went further than Booth in th® closure of the gulf be¬
tween the General and Particular
end of the nineteenth

Baptists which

was

to coma about at th©

eentury, and held the strategic position in the

development of the Foreign mission Society.
It has been much easier to find references to the "venerable" Abra¬
ham Booth than critical statements
from the

venom

have been

exhibited

by

some

assessing his short-comings.

Aside

few paedobaptist authors, Booth seams to

regarded with almost universal respect and love.

helpful insight into th# character of the

Andrew Fuller

which contrasts

provides

same

with the

complimentary statmenta almost always accorapanying references to

Booth.

man

Expressing himself on different religious sects, Fuller said!

than in London, (There is
standard against it. In¬
deed, they are all disposed to compromise matters with it. It
gets into all their churches, committees, &c., &c.) Mr. Booth,
though a vary good man, yet feels no alarm on that scorej I think
as highly of the integrity and piety of A. Booth as of almost any
man I know; but his prejudices are strong, and when once fixed,
almost immovable.
He and I are nearer together in sentiment by
far than he and many others with whom, nevertheless, he is on terms
of close friendship; while his conscience has, within a few months,
impelled hira to publish a book (Divine Justice Essential to Divine
Character?) against meI I have no intention to answer itT^
not

Nowhere does Antinomianism grow mare
a man there who properly lifts up a

Despite occasional references to Booth's rigidity, Fuller compli¬
mented him

7

p»

by speaking of his late beloved friend, John Sutcliffe, as

T. E.

Fuller, A Memoir of the Life and Writings of Andrew Fuller,
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"second in counsel

only to Abraham

Booth."4*

Booth reveals much about his

simplicity and integrity in the

own

Dedication he wrote to the members of the Prescott Street Church in Death
of

Legal Hope;
Tou will do wall to remember, that the true honour and the
real excellence of a christian church consist, not In the number
or affluence of its members,—not in any thing which may dazzle
the eye or command the respect of superficial observers, but in
its cordial adherence to the truths of the gospel and the ordi¬

of

Christ, in their primitive purity; in the exercise of
holy, heavenly,
useful conversation.
They constitute the principal glory of a
church.
In proportion as these abound, the Redeemer is honoured
and believers are edified.
In proportion as these abate, the
glory departs, and the interests of religion decline.*'
nances

mutual fervent love among its members; and in a

He
of his

was

faithful in all

respects

congregation before his

own

up

consequence was

that the church gave

almost everything to his decision.

up

unimpeachable Christian concept and practice, which made him
congregation, were

The Church Minutes records

a

account of his

In his Pastoral Cautions. Booth gave a

Ibid., p. 295.

9

Abraham Booth, Works.

10

of irritation

a source

our

Pastor's

fixing the standard of real piety too

8

a

complaint by Brother and Sister

Tuck who "declared themselves uncomfortable under
on

"He appeared always

almost everything to the decision of the church; the

beloved leader to many of his
to others.

pastor, holding the interests

without exception.

willing to give

His

as a

aide-light

ministry

high."^
on

his

own

Ill, 331.

Joseph Ivimey, A History of £hg English Baptists, IV, 375-

11 Ernest F. Kevan, London's Oldest
from Presentt street Church Minutes.

Baptist Church,

p.

129, quoted
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experience that presents another aspect of the shepherd-flock relation¬

ship than is to be found in the flood of eulogies at his death;
It is not unlikely that, in a course of years, some of your
people, who had expressed a warm regard to your ministry, and
perhaps considered you as their spiritual father; may become,
without any just reason, your violent opposera, asperse your
ministerial character, and wish to be rid of you. ...
Among the dissatisfied, it is probable, soma will complain
of your ministry being dry, legal, and of an Arminian cast;
while others, It may be, will quarrel with it under a supposi¬
tion, tiiat you dwell too much on the doctrines of divine grace,
and verge toward Antinomianism.
My own ministry, however, has
been the subject of loud complaint, in these opposite ways, and

iise.-^

that at the very same

The writer has been
occasional discord and

possessed of
He appears

avoided

an

impressed, that despite these evidences of

disagreement where Booth is concerned, he was & man

unusually admirable and consistent Christian character.

to have kept free of over-enthusiasm, at the same time he

dry formality.

In almost every instance, he showed himself to be

reasonable, kindly, understanding, possessed of sound
ing

a

comon sense,

steer¬

steady middle course through years of denominational awakening.

There is

nothing

and for all his

vague or

uncertain about the character of Abraham Booth,

plainness and humility, he

regard in his time for his
There is almost

no

pure

Christianity.

reference to Booth

fact that he

was

children,

mentioned in Chapter III.

as

happily married for forty

consideration for the

12

Abraham

to have won the widest

seems

as

years

a

family
and had

man
a

beyond the

houseful of

In Pastoral Cautions. he admonished

preacher's wife, "To this end, except on extraordinary

Booth, Works. Ill, 173-A.
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occasions, whan impelled by duty, spend your evenings at home.This,

coupled with hie repeated cautions against visiting unattached ladies of
the

congregation unnecessarily, indicate a thoughtfulness for Mrs. Booth

and his

family.

II.

There is

no

BOOTH, THE BAPTIST SERVANT

question that Booth's pastoral leadership in the then

strongest Baptist Church in the world was strategic.

spiritual and moral rectitude
and

His emphasis on

absolutely basic for Christian strength

as

accomplishment established these ideals in his church, and he

able to lead his
and service.

membership in

The

a

was

strong program of Christian evangelism

organisations of the Preseott Street Baptist Church:

the

Prayer and Alias Society, the Sunday School, the Evening School, and

the

village evangelistic

groups,

bear eloquent testimony to the vision and

leadership of this great pastor.
While Booth

was

the

pastor, the Prescott Street Church produced a

number of leaders who served in many

nominational work.
gave

William Fox

different areas of Christian and de¬

organised the Sunday School Society which

form and direction to the movement, causing it to spread through many

denominations

throughout England and beyond.

Taylor, wealthy deaeons, had
reviewed in

Chapter V, Taylor

the Education

13

a

vision of
gave

a

Joseph Gutteridge and William

Baptist college in London.

As

upwards of df5,000 for property and to

Society, resulting in the founding of Stepney Academy, which

IM£., Ill, 155.
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grew

into Regent's Park College, Oxford.

Ten

young men went

into the

ministry from the church membership during Booth's thirty-seven years as

pastor.

Beyond the limits of his

own

congregation, Booth gave

positive leadership in denominational affairs.

the Baptist Fund, in its aid to new

scope of

preachers, in city
Education
ary

or

or

struggling churches, and

country; he was instrumental in reorganising the

Joseph Ivimay

holy and benevolent

Baptist Firnd

owes

purposes

in the minds of his people, the

foundation."^

He it

was

who "laid down the lines"

Society for the Encouragment and Support of Itinerant Preaching,

existing now
Under Booth's

ter, led

as

the Home Mission Society under the present Baptist Union.

direction, Thomas Sheraton,

a group

one

of his members, and

from Prescott Street Church in

a

special

preaching the gospel in the villages around London.
had made

The

Baptist Mission¬

its chief endowments; and the Academical Institution at

Stepney, its entire

parts.

new

"To his exalted usefulness, in the

says,

formation of

of the

wis© and

He acted in widening the

Society; and supported whole-heartedly the

Society.

a

Northamptonshire

a

program

a

minis¬

of

"Hall and Sutcliffe

focus for propagating the gospel in foreign

Booth made London the twin focus for propagating it in England.

Champion of Grace

was

the Champion of Home Missions.

U

Joseph Ivimey, op. clt.. IV, 379.

15

w.

16

V. T.

T. Whitley, Baptist Quarterly and Transactions. VI,

Whitley, Calvinism

England,

p.

37.

lfj

371.
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III.
With his

BOOTH, THE AUTHOR

writing ministry, Booth reached

the London circle.

a

far wider

The Encyclopedia Americana makes the

area

than

following

summary

statement:
.His works

immensely popular in Baptist religious
editions of hie most noted works were published.
Some of them were translated into the languages of raost of the
countries of Europe where Baptist propaganda was then being
carried on.
Even today they are looked upon in England as the
most Important word on the Baptist question. . .7
.

.

circles, and

Dr. John

as

were

were

.

Appendix III in this work.

translated into Welsh.

reviewer in

.

transalted and printed abroad.

18

Research in the

Library of Holland revealed other of his works in translation,

will be noted in

works
a

Westby-Gibson points out that Death of Legal Hop® and
1 CA.fr"

Reign of Grace

National

wore

many

Certain also of Booth's

Of the importance of

Booth's works,

1814 said;

.From the time he became

a

christian the remarkably strong
were formed under the

lines of his mental and moral character

prevalent influence of evangelical truth. He could not be friv¬
olous—he gave the world no trifles from the pen or from the
press.
The volumes before us exhibit a monument of industrious
application, of laborious research, and of sharpened intellect,
united to exercise and increase the energies of a man of God.
In this light they will be regarded as long as the most important
subjects shall interest the christian world.19
The most
Grace.

When it

reviewer gave

enduring of Booth's publications has been The Rei.cn of
appeared in the collected works of Booth in 1813, the

the following judgment;

17

Ifee Encyclopedia Amaricaqa, IV, 251.

13

<4ctlonary of National Biography, II, 836.

1Q

IM

Magazine, VI, I64.
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To say

that It is a masterly performance is only repeating
public opinion, long since expressed in Holland as well as
in Britain, in a manner not to need our eulogy.
It is already
in possession of the approbation of the friends of vital godli¬
ness of every denomination, to an extent rarely attained by
the

divinity.2«

modern works of
This
it

judgement is amply attested in the fact that in the 133

was

first

years

since

published, in 1763, it has been printed in forty-two editions,

including at least

a

Dutch translation.

This information

may

yet be in¬

complete.
The Relen of Grace has

appeared in at least twenty-six American

editions, the last being in 1949.
da

Regarding this last edition, Mr. Peter

Visser, General Manager of the William B. Eardmsns Publishing Company,

says:
We re-published The Reign of Grace because it was in keeping
with our program of restoring. . .Calvinistic literatim© which
had been buried or forgotten, but for which we felt there wae an

underlying demand for study and reference. Our decisions in
these matters have been born© out by public acceptance. . .21
The reviews of this edition have been

highly laudatory.

A concensus of

opinion fro® them is that through the years, it has achieved
as

a

standard work of gracej

a

reputation

that the qualities of this classic reveal

why the publishers turned back the

pages

of Church History to satisfy the

theological mind; that it is food for the hungry and strong meat to
strengthen the weak.
Paodobaotism Examined
ceived the

was

highest acclaim fro®

20

hoc, cit.

21

Peter ae

Booth's most controversial work.
many,

and the highest

Visser, Manuscript Letter.

censure

It

re¬

from many
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The massive three-volume work,

others.
is

a

veritable storehouse

extensively

as a source

on

verbose though it certainly is,

the history of bantism, and has been used

book for other books on baptism.

Two British

authors, R. Pengilly and R. Ingham, quote Booth's materials on most of
the pages

in

of their works.

Ingham wrote A Handbook on Christian Baptism

1865, and Pengilly published The Scripture Guide to Baptism in 1836.

The influence of this work

on

British Baptist thought was

considerable,

reinforcing their confidence in what they considered to be the Scriptural

teaching

baptism.

on

It is the most exhaustive work on the subject aver

published by the denomination.
In
than any

America, Paedobantism Examined has bean used more as a source
other work on baptism.

works under different

all of the contents
American authors

Some of the authors have produced smaller

titles, using the entire outline verbatim, and almost

are

from Booth's three-volume work.

using Booth's material extensively are:

A

partial list of

J. Gilchrist

lawson, Thomas Westlake, Thomas Baldwin, John T. Christian, T. B. Kings¬
bury* and D. C. Haynes.
One far-raaeiing result of Paedobaptism Examined.
its American

influence, deserves mention.

for India under appointment of

in connection with

Adoniram Judson left America

the Congregationalists.

Kevan says:

Anticipating that he would have much to do with William Carey,
Baptist, he resolved to study Abraham Booth's work on the voy¬
age.
This he did in order that he might know beforehand all that
Carey might have to say on baptism, and so be ready to defend
self.
By the study of Abraham Booth's book, however, he became
convinced of the error of infant sprinkling and saw the truth of
believer's baptism by immersion.22
the

22

Smest F. As van, on. cit.. p.

X27.
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This is

supported, at least in part, by Judaon's

to the India edition of
the

publication of the

and that he

change.

sermon

sermon

might furnish

for his

reasons

a

an

words in the preface

Christian baptism,

tie stated that

is due to requests from those who heard it,

a more

In

on

ova

full and satisfactory- statement of the

"U.B.% Judson said, "For many of the

testimonies, inserted in this discourse, the author acknowledges himself
indebted to Mr. Booth's Pedohaotiam Examined.
On

Hey 18, 131A,

trict of

a

.

.Calcutta, Kov. 1812.

convention of Baptists from eleven states and the Dis¬

Columbia, organized, for the support of the Judsons, The General

Missionary Convention of the Baptist Denomination in the United

States.2^

a

The

Booth's

following quotation gives further evidence of the influence of

thought among British Baptists:

The Baptist Fund sends his publications, Qg the Kingdom of
Christ* and Pagtorft} Cqqfrjops, in every grant of books made to
young ministers.
If they would resolve to do this also in regard
to his Paedobaotiam Examined, it might lead to its republication.
It is not to the credit of the denomination, that work of so much
labour and research should be out of print.*
Footnote: Since
this was written, that work has been reprinted; the Baptist Fund
having taken one hundred copies of the new edition, for the use
of young ministers.)
It will be an evidence of great laxity,
and want of evangelical zeal, when the Baptists overlook and
forget the excellence of the works and character of—Abraham

Booth.25

Booth's

correspondence with Dr. William Rogers, pastor of the First

Baptist Church of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, indicates
with America, in addition to American

a

Baptists' extensive

personal touch
use

of his

23

Adoniram Judson, £ Sermon 2£ Christian Baptism, p. 11.

2L

annual

23

Joseph Jvimey, loc. clt.

Rgporfrfl of

fraerfo^ Bible Society. I, 392.
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two letters

published works,

are

of greater Importance,

slavery issue, dated March 7, 1795, and on® on

a

one on

the

question of baptism

being debated in the Philadelphia Baptist Association.

An excerpt from

the 1791 Minutes reads as follows?
Br.

Rogers read a paragraph of a letter from the Rev. Abraham
London, directed to himself, in which was intimated the
expediency of our reconsidering the decision of this Association,
in 1738, respecting "the invalidity of Baptism when administered
by an imbsptized parson." "Agreed to refer it to the next meet¬
ing of the Association.*26
Booth of

In the Minutes of the following year, there appears a not© which
indicates that Booth's

firmative.

suggestions were not always acted upon in the af¬

That entry reads as

follows?

A query

respecting the validity of baptism by an unordained
administrator, referred in the sixth section of
October 5, In our minutes of last year, was taken up, and deter¬

and unbaptized

mined in the

negative.27

Most of the

published works of Abraham Booth appeared in American

editions, numbering more than fifty, of his various works altogether.

haps the best Indication of the value placed
is

seen

in the

and in the

use

on

Per¬

his writings in America

strong endorsement by the Philadelphia Baptist Association,
made of them

From the Minutes of the

by the American Baptist Publication Society.

former,

w©

read:

This

Association, receiving information from Dr. Manning,
Bobson, printer in this city, has now published Mr.
Booth's Apology for the Baptists, and likewise proposes to pub¬
that Mr.

lish Booth's Paedobaotism Examined.

26

.do recommend both these

Minutes of the Philadelphia Baptist Association, from A.D. 1707

£2 Ai2» 1307..
27

.

p.

270.

Ibid., p.

232.
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places as worthy the perusal of all enquirers after truth, as af¬
fording the most convincing and demonstrable evidence in favor of
the principles and practice of our churches.
As such w§ recom¬
mend them to all
The
cates that

organization published during 1839 "three Tracts and three
The

report explains that, "The volume enterprise was be¬

by the issue of (1839) Booth's Reign of Grace.

diffused
very

best of its kind in each
work in

same

portage and evangelism
and Fuller.

.Booth.

.

are

department."2^
184,7 and 1850.

discussed, is

Reference

made in

was

and

bestowed

Wallin, to

name

on

section in which col-

"The teachings of Sunyan

powerful helps in the work

country. "30

upon

Booth in 1774.

Bis silence

on

the

Ryland, Beddoae, Gill, Fuller, Newman, Carey,

but some of Booth's contemporaries.
IV.

•.

P.

31

BOOTH, THE THEOLOGIAN

From the viewpoint of

29

a

be explained by his deep humility, and the fact that similar

were

Society, p.

our

In

Chapter IV to the A.M. degree which Brown

University, in America, conferred

degrees

.The information thus

The Society published new

seen,

.with many more, are

.

cultivating the moral wastes of

matter may

.

admirably adapted to the wants of the denomination, and the

was

editions of the

of

Associations.2

18,60 report of the American Baptist Publication Society indi¬

bound volumes."
gun

churches and sister

our

present-day eriticiara, Booth's theology

238.

J. Newton Brown, Hisfroyy of the Amprjcfip Bapfrjat ji&lMMos

106.

30

IbiS-»

31

Hj-atopjjcgl t-ntslOftue of brown University. Providence. |U K.,
P. 331.

p.

261.
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somewhat rigid, undeveloped and unoriginal in its approach.

appears

studied hard and

He

seriously the works of British and Continental writers,

but contributed little that

was

new

or

striking.

He followed Calvin

quite consistently except in regard to the sacraments, in which he would
be classified

as

Chapter VII.

It Is characteristic of the Baptist view that neither systems

Zwinglian, if Zwingli

can

be exactly classified, witness

claim to be the dominant

tradition, and it is interest¬
ing to discover that it has frequently been among the Particular
Baptists, that is, those Calvinistic in their attitude to ques¬
tions of election, that Zwinglian views of the Lord's Supper have
been most trenchantly advocated.^2
.

.

.can

Marcel calls into

question this paradox and declares that bodies which

"lay claim to Calvinist doctrine," and differ only

the question of bap¬

on

tism, have wandered far afield in other aspects of their
The

names

Calvinism.^

of Andrew Fuller and Robert Hall have lived

on

lustre than that of .Abraham Booth, as the moderators of Baptist
Calvinism.
this

This

more

hyper-

fact, however, cannot alter the evidence, discovered in

research, of Booth's contribution to the transition through his

writings and evangelical practices.
tual interest in the
new

with

emphasis

on

Both Booth and Fuller, with their mu¬

foreign and home mission movements, illustrated the

"deed rather than creed".

Whitley explains that the cir¬

culars of the Northamptonshire Missionary Association:

digested into one Body of Divinity, and though
deeply, their practical efforts
to spread the gospel, and to educate men who should state it more
clearly, did not leave them time to elaborate one general
.

.

.were

never

Fuller and Booth wrote much and

32

E.

33

P. C. Marcel, The

a.

Payne, Fellowship of Believers,

^j,bllcal ffoctrfoe

pp.

51-2.

Infant Baptism,

pp.

250-1.
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Dogmatic Theology.
A consideration of the

early difficulties he had to

overcome

in

educating himself while carrying on secular employment, providing for a

large family, creating his

own

advantages, the later demands of his pas¬

torate, his influential role in all of the work of his denomination, and
the

multiplicity of his interests—all

did not devote himself to

opportunity for
all of his

one

a

serve to

explain why Abraham Booth
Ke had little

fully systematized theology.

thing, and his intensely practical nature, which made

study and activity serve him directly in his pastoral and de¬

nominational work,

would indicate that he had

speculative matters for their

own

no

inclination towards

sake.

Perhaps the highest tribute that

can

be paid to Booth, from the

standpoint of his writings, is that he was the theologian of the consnon
He did not carry

man.

his studies to the point of becoming the scholar's

theologian, but he went far in presenting Baptist doctrine to his
people, in Britain, the United States, and to
He shared the

limited extent in Europe.

thoughts of greater thinkers with those who would otherwise

have been uneducated
his

a

own

language and

some

on

the eternal themes with which he dealt.

Although

of his concepts possessed many of the crudities and

short-comings to be found in eighteenth century writing, he did exert
safe and

up

sane

leadership theologically, moderating rather than stirring

and leading to schism.

at the

same

3A

a

time

He was immovable in his convictions, but he was

reasonable, his Christian temper fully

as

evident as his

V. T. Whitley, Calvinism and Evangelism £25 England, p. 37
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stem insistence and

reasoning.

The current movement of Christian thought is away from
and

toward the

ones more

"Let God Be God".
"But It may

Humanism

concept, caught so arrestingiy In Watson*s phrase,

Earth

brings a difference and a newness to Calvinism,

be claimed that in

a

real

way

the Spirit of Calvinism live3

again in it, and is now reappearing as a quickening force in the thought
of man."

A number of elements of

of the Old Testament

use

doctrine of
no

Calvinism, his view of Scripture, hi®

the basis for Christian

as

predestination, disparagement of reason, man's total inability,

longer grip

men as

they did in Booth's time.

The strength of his the¬

ology overshadows its weaknesses, however, and ".
fact of divine grace as
as

a

man's sole saving

the doctrine

proclaimed

so

is already winning its way
The Grace of

God,

theological thought.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

British Baptists have come a
since the death of Abraham Booth.

he to return,

long

way

in the century and a half

Much that the old

man

would discover

would seem quite alien to him in his exact orthodoxy,

with the terms "General" and "Particular"

1892.

.the insistence on the

ably by Abraham Booth, is reigning again in

V.

were

power

.

Idealism."^5

corrective to loose and ineffectual

modern

ethics, his rigorous

now

in disuse since the Union in

"Very few Baptists to-day know what once constituted the difference

between Particular and General Baptists.

35

A.

Dakin, Calvinism,

pp.

221-2

The adjectives have

now

been
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dropped.

The influence of John Howard Shakespeare, Secretary of the

Baptist Union fro® 1898 to 1925, introduced the now world-wide ecumenical
concept to the British Baptists, which, carried to the length which

Shakespeare desired, that of reunion with the English Church, would hare
seemed very

He almost certainly would hare joined with

strange to Booth.

John Clifford in the

position that represents a large body of Baptist

opinion, "unity and differentiation

not inconsistent ideas; and uni¬

were

formity was, for him both intolerable and
of service attests to his belief In

deadening.*^?

Booth's record

cooperative effort within the denom¬

ination, and the following statement from his Confession of Faith, deliv¬
ered at the very outset

of his Frescott Street ministry, gives his concept

of inter-denominations1

fellowships

I

acknowledge it is my indispensable duty to cultivate a friend¬
ly freedom, and brotherly affection, with all those who love our
Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, and bear his image.
Such, of
whatever denomination they be, I desire to esteem as my brethren,
members of the same mystical body, and fellow-heirs of the same

inheritance.-*

eternal
It is very

doubtful that Abraham Booth, wera he living today, would endorse

organic union, but the writer feels that he would have met the present
controversial issue with his accustomed

spirit, and abilities
Booth

was

as a

reasonableness, genuine Christian

Christian churchman.

outstandingly evangelistic

eighteenth century, and at the

36

A, C,

37

Ibid., p. 253.

38

Memoir, oq. c&k.,

same

London pastor of the

time displayed his awareness of the

Underwood, og. cit..

p.

as a

xxxvi.

p.

216.
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"Social

Gospel" in his encouragrasnt of the Prayer and Alias Society, and

his school endeavours within his

day.

church,

a

most progressiva move for his

This blending of faith and works impress the writer as a substantial

pattern to follow in the present day of revolution.
The renewed interest in Calvinistic
Eerdmans statement in the

writings indicated by the

preceding section, the acknowledged need for

world revival of the scope

of England's eighteenth century Revival, and

the proven

a

inadequacies of

has failed to grasp
writer to

the souls of

men

in the twentieth century, prompt the

suggest that the emphases of Abraham Booth's life, and his strict

but reasonable
troversial
now

purely social and psychological gospel that

theology, would stand the teat of today's challenges.

Con¬

preaching and writing, of the eighteenth century variety, are

outmoded, but the staunchness of Booth's faith and practice, his unim¬

peachable ethics, and his dogged hard work, it is to be hoped,

can never

be outdated.

Shortly after Booth's death,

a

character sketch by Newman appeared

in the Memoir attached to Booth's collected works.
As

a

As

a

Christian, he

was

pre-eminent.

.

Some

excerpts follow:

.

was a star of the first magnitude.
Fina in his
religious principles, he despised the popular
cant about charity, and cultivated genuine candor, which is alike
remote from the laxity of latitudinarlans and the censoriousness
of bigots. ...
As a Christian Pastor, he shone with distinguished lustre.

Divine, he

attachment to his

As a Literary Man, he was generally acknowledged to belong to
the first class among Protestant Dissenters.
Without the advan¬
tages of a liberal education, he had cut his own way, by the force
of a strong, keen mind. ........
As

a

universal friend and

counsellor, he

was

exceedingly

174.
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beloved.-^7
In Kewaan's
man

Memoir, there appeared additional tribute from a

own

who know Booth as

a

spiritual

minister been honoured with

fidence,

or

possessed such

so

a

son,

"Seldom, indeed, has

considerable

a

measure

ever a

christian

of respect and con¬

weight of character, as the Rev. Abraham

Booth.r,A0
An estimate of Booth's character,

appearing in

an

American publi¬

cation, The Baptist Encyclopaedia. seventy-five years after his death,

stated, "Few men have served the cause of God by their writings, sermons,

counsels, and example
This
to the

more

study has been

effectively than Abraham Booth.
a source

of Inspiration and rich appreciation

writer, in opening a most significant period in the spiritual his¬

tory of England, and the world, and revealing

a

Christian character

as

worthy of emulation in the present day, as in his own eighteenth century.
The

explanation of Booth's personality and contribution that recurred to

the writer

throughout this study, is the workings of the Grace of God.

Abraham Booth's

recognition of this Grace came upon him just prior to his

change from General to Particular Baptist, with all the force of
al conversion.

From the time of that

soul, body and mind

Sovereign Lord.

were

an

origin¬

awakening In his own life, his heart,

devoted to expressing his indebtedness to his

Abraham Booth's life might be said to be the strongest

argument he ever set forth attesting "The Reign of Grace."
39

Memoir, og. cit..

AO

George Pritchard, Memoir of the Rev. William Newman. D.D.,

Al

The 3&r=f,1.st Encyclopaedia, p. 11A.

pp.

lxxv-lxxx.
p.

180.

APPENDIXES

APPENDIX I

BOOTH'S MISCELLANEOUS THEOLOGICAL WRITINGS

The demands of his London

Issues of his

pastorate, coupled with a concern for the

day, led Booth to preach

assortment of essays on

a

variety of sermons and write an

subjects ranging from the slavery question to an

opinion on the National Establishment of religion, that now compose
interesting portion of his published works.
sidered

an

These writings will be con¬

chronologically, with the funeral addresses grouped under

a

single

heading.

Funeral Addresses.
Prescott Street

As mentioned in connection with his

Little

pastorate, Abraham Booth was called upon frequently to

preach at funerals and interments of his own members, as well as
of

leading Baptists outside his
In

own

1772, he delivered the

eral of Miss Ann
first year.

Williams,

one

a

number

church.

sermon,

The Christian Triumph, at the fun¬

of his members who had died in her twenty-

This message, with the interment address, also by Booth, was

subsequently published.
Booth chose
where is
is the

as

thy victory?

his

text, "0 death! where is thy sting?

The sting of death is sin, and the strength of sin

law; but thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory, through our

Lord Jesus ChristJI. Cor.
dwelt

0 gravel

on

15:55-57.^

In four main points, the preacher

the evils of death and the grave;

the Christian's

means

of deliv¬

his triumph; and his gratitude for the wonderful favor bestowed

erance;

1

Abraham

Booth, Works. Ill, 22A.
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him.

upon

Booth's favorite theme of "Grace"
In The Christian

works.

runs

through nearly all of his

Triumph, he reminded his hearers:

Yes, my fellow-sinners, if sovereign mercy had not interposed
our behalf, despair had been rational, and damnation certain.
But, blessed be GodI grace, divine grace has appeared: it shines
in the gospel and r&£gns through Jesus Christ.-2
on

By his

own

sacrifice, and the power of the Holy Spirit, Christ de¬

livers the believer from the "burden"
freedom is instantaneous and

concludes, Christ makes the
but

a

a

grave

no

rock.

Like

some

and at death his

By overcoming death, the author
effect, "For what is the grave,

death?"3

Booth underlined the fact
man.

The Christian can

not with horror, but "bold as a lion, and firm

victorious

enemies, he glories over them."
from

of

"love" of sin,

gives the victory—it is not gained by

face death and the grave,
as

complete.

repository for the victims of

that God

or

hero, with his foot on the neck of his
Christ, the victor, plucked the sting

death, the author asserted, "and though it pierced his heart, and

spilt his blood, he exhausted its poison; which has rendered thee (death)
utterly incapable of hurting the feeblest of all his

Finally, Booth addressed himself to the

young

followers."^
people in the

congre¬

gation, certainly acquainted with the dead girl, and admonished them:
Young persons are very apt to imagine themselves much wiser,
things of God, and of greater abilities, than they really
are.—Watch against an itch of novelty, both as to doctrines and
In the

2

Ibid., p.

3

Ibid., pp. 230-1, 233.

£

pp.

227.

235, 237, 238.
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ministers.
For to gratify such an inclination, is
to be established in your judgment| never to enjoy

the way never
solid peace
in your minds.—Watch against a dull formality, in the performance
of devotional duties; and take heed that you do not make the re¬
ligious conduct of cold, lifeless professors, whoever they be, a
pattern for your imitation. Watch, then, for ye know not but
the time of your departure may be at hand.5
A series of interment addresses

but their

included in his

published works,

similarity, and repetition of sentiments expressed more fully

in his Calvinistic

of them:

are

works, prompts the writer to forego more than a listing

Williams, 1772; Thomas Wilton, 1776; Benjamin Wallin, 1782;

Ann

Samuel Stennet,

1795; and Joseph Swain,

1790.^

2kg Christian's Happfraf a. in the Heavenly State, the address at the
funeral of Mr. S.

Gill, preached in 1786, merits

Booth's text was,

"They shall hunger

neither shall the

sun

light

on

is in the midst of the throne shall feed

any

detailed attention.

neither thirst

no more,

them, nor

more

any more,

For the Lamb, which

heat.

them, and shall lead them unto

living fountains of waters, and God shall wipe

away

all tears from their

eyes," Rev. 7:16-7.
Booth

his entire

spoke first of the sorrow attending the Christian throughout

earthly walk.

Repentance, or Godly sorrow for sin, is

tial element in Christian

living, rising from

a

constant awareness of one's

inadequate performance of religious duties and the carnal
daily affaire.

This

gest matter for

sorrow,

5

IbldT,

6

Ibid., pp.

7

Ibid.,

p.

p.

sense

of sinfulness "will

every

way

of handling

day of your lives sug¬

for complaint, and for self-accusation before God.

213.
253-304.
310.

an essen¬
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The sinner's

nature of

happiness, he continued, comes from

God, to be found in Christ.

a

knowledge of the

As mediator, the Saviour gives the

only "spiritual view of the character and perfections of the blessed God."
This

happiness consists in "love to God" and

a

"friendly intercourse" with

him.3
Now, my brethren, collect all these things together, God's
manifestation of himself, in his greatness and glory, in his do¬
minion and majesty, in his mercy and grace, in his faithfulness
and all-sufficiency to our souls; and the reciprocal operations
of our own hearts toward him, in prostrating our very souls at
his feet, as base, depraved, and damnable creatures; depending
on his revealed mercy, in the Lord Jesu3 Christ, as all-sufficient
to save the vilest of men; exercising love to them, as thus dis¬

played; casting ourselves upon his care and giving up ourselves
to his disposal;—when God thus manifests himself to our souls,
and when our souls are thus exercised towards God, this is what
the Bible calls coraaunion with God; and this is an anticipation
of celestial

felicity.9

Finally, Booth ventured,
say

many

who call themselves Christians and

that they hope to go to heaven when they die, have no real religion

and could not be

happy if they got there.

The Kingdom of Christ.

National

The rational

Religious Establishment had been

principles of dissent from the

very

little discussed

English Nonconformists until Booth published, in 1738, An Essay
Kingdom of

Christ.^ Bishop Hoadley had, in 1717, preached

King George I, using

as his

8

Ibid.. pp.

9

Ibid., pp. 319-20.
Ibid.. p.

11

Memoir, ob* clt.,

on

the

the

a sermon

before

text Christ's words to Pilate, "My kingdom is

316—9.

10

among

321.
p.

xlvii.
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world," John 18:36.

not of this

show that the

neither did

In the

Kingdom of Christ is
could possess the

nor

commission from the

a

sermon,

the Bishop undertook to

spiritual kingdom, and that the church

slightest degree of authority under

King of England.

It

was a

any

challenge of the divine

right of the Episcopacy, and the committee which the Convocation set up
to examine the

off,

ran

of the

its

for

sermon

years

censured it

severely.

The controversy which it set

and served to dispel much of the obscurity in the mind

public relative to the subject, and to divest church authority of

domineering

form.I2

Booth's essay is a treatment of the same
the

same

subject, and based upon

text:

MI KINGDOM IS NOT OF THIS WORLD.

A

concise, but comprehensive
declaration, and worthy of him that made it2—This captial saying
may be considered as the grand maxim on which he formed his con¬
duct when among men? and it is pregnant with needful instruction
to all his disciples, respecting the New Economy and the Christian
Church. 3-3

Pointing out that the Gospel Church is the Kingdom of Christ, Booth
contended that its

origin, subjects, laws, and external appearances ware

not of this world.Christ is

a

spiritual sovereign, reigning in the

minds, consciences, hearts, and behaviour of his subjects, requiring of
them

spiritual dispositions, and spiritual obedience.

born from above

are

Only those who

subjects of Jesus Christ, "for if the heart be not

12

Ibid.. p.

13

Abraham Booth, The Kingdom of Christ, pp.

14

Ibid.. pp. 11, 13, 58, 64.

xlviil.

9-10.

are
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under his dominion, he

Following
ocracy,

a

rsigna not at all as

a

spiritual

monarch.B*5

discussion of the Kingdom of David and the Jewish the¬

Booth summarized:
For Christ has not made

external covenant with any

people.
king of any particular nation. He dwells not in
a palace made with hands.
His throne is in the heavenly sanctu¬
ary | nor does he afford his visible Presence in any place upon
earth.
The partition wall between Jews and Gentiles has long
been demolished:
and, consequently, our divine Sovereign does
not stand related to any people, or to any person, so as to con¬
fer a relative sanctuary, or to produce an external holiness.*6
an

He is not the

From this Old Testament

background, Booth turned to consider the

congregational church of the New Testament, consisting of those who make
a

credible profession of repentance and

kingdom of Christ."
churches to be

years,

faith, and constitute "the visible

Pointing out that the Scripture shows the first

congregational, with

no

National Church for three-hundred

it is evident that these State Churches, founded

acknowledging

a

visible head, either civil

kingdoms, and unworthy the
"The

name

or

religious,

on

human laws, and

are

"secular

of Christian churches.

great design of our Lord in founding a Spiritual empire was, to

display the perfections of God in the holiness and happiness of his chosen

people," Booth explains.
pomp;

This empire is not of secular power and external

but of truth, righteousness, love, and peace.

labors of

plain, unlettered

spiritual

nature.^

men,

~

15

Thlrt.,

pp.

16

Ibid.,

p.

17

Ibid., pp.

36, 37.

PP.

46, H.

18

IMMHM

* 9

15, 17.

29.

It was erected on the

and its military service is of

a

purely
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Booth attacked

ior,

seea

vehemently the preachers who, by their pulpit behav¬

to forget they are officers in

a

kingdom not of this world?

Is there any reason to be

surprised that sen of sense, who are
already prejudiced against the genuine gospel, should have their
disaffection to evangelical truths increased, when they find those
truths avowed, and their importance loudly urged, by merryandrewe?
.Is there any reason to wonder, that Infidels should thence
take occasion to ridicule the Scripture, as calculated to serve
the meanest purposes; or that they should contemptuously call
preaching, priestcraft? If those who profess to love revealed
truths dress them up la a fool's coat, for the entertainment of
their hearers, will Deists forbear to laugh?19
.

.

Other evidences of the carnal nature of the National

Church, Booth

stated, war® its claims to power to decree rites or ceremonies,
Christ

were

lishment

on

not the lawmaker for his

own

kingdom.

the subjects of its sanctuaries, dress

as

though

He attacked the Estab¬
and ceremonies:

It must therefor® be very absurd to think of doing honour to
Christianity, by erecting pompous places of worship, by consecrat¬
ing those places, and by adorning ministers with showy vestments,
in the performance of public worship. . .Mere any man to lacker

gold, and paint the diamond, to increase their lustre, he would
certainly be considered as insane. Yet the conduct of those per¬
sons is more absurd, who borrow the trappings of secular kingdoms,
to adorn the spiritual kingdom of Jesus Christ.
Aa to places of worship, conveniency is all that is wanted, and
all that becomes the simplicity of Christianity.
To lay the first
stone of such an edifice with solemn formalities, is Jewish:
to
dedicate it, when completed, to any particular saint, is manifest¬

ly superstitious:

to consecrate it by any solemn form,
if it succeeded to the honours of Solomon's temple; as

looks as
if the Deity
were expected to reside in it, rather than grant his presence to
the congregation worshipping there; and as if it were to possess
a relative holiness, like that of the ancient sanctuary.
I aay
venture to add, that any religious parade at the first opening of
such a place, is apparently inconsistent with the idea of all dis¬
tinction of places, in regard to worship, being abolished, and too
19

Ibid., pp.

20

Ibid., p.

56-7.

63.
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much resembles

Jewish,

&

The author further

or a

Popish consecration.

Pi

disparaged the clerical dress, pomposity in the

pulpit, and ecclesiastical ritual which

were

to be found in the National

Church;
That God be adored in

Spirit and in truth, according to his
rule, is all it requires of one congregation or of another
.Though far from supposing rusticity, illiteracy, and mean¬
ness, to be characteristics of a Gospel churchj yet I say venture
to assert, that an assembly of princes in a splendid cathedral,
with an archprelate appearing in canonical pomp, may insult the
Divine Majesty, and be utterly unworthy the name of a church;
while a congregation of day-labourers, with an illiterate min¬
ister in the meanest habit, convened in a barn, may be a spirit¬
ual tempi®, enjoy the Divine Presence, and perform the Christian
worship in all its glory.22
own
.

.

John Carter of Mattishall

published in 1806, 4S Bnouirv into the

M&S* Natqre, and Administrate o£ Messiah's Kingdom, in which he
questioned the opinions of Booth, along with other writers.
nearest

thing to

a

reply to Booth's

cized Booth for his

Commerce

which appeared.

was

the

Carter criti¬

understanding of the nature of the Sinai Covenant and

classed him with Brskine, J.
in this connection.

essay

This

Sdwards, and Iv&rburton

as a

seeming Socinian

23

£3 Ijhe Human Species.

Reference already has been made in

Chapter V to Booth's protest against slavery, Corgaeree £$ the Human Species.
SM SM flnpjaTrtniK of Innocgnt £gS22a&> laiStal £o the Laws of Mos^s §r&
the Gosoel of Christ, and the influence this

tration

sermon

enj eyed in Britain and

21

Ibid., pp.

22

Ibid., p.

23

John Carter, A3 Snaulry into the Origin. Nature, and Adminis¬

65-6.
71.

21 Kjgjlifelg Kingdom. -Lections I, VI, VII.
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Based

America.

on

the text,

if he he found in his
the

sermon

is

"He that stealeth

were

comparison of slavery as practiced by the ancient Hebrews

a

British.

justifications for enslaving

theft and

insolvency.^

an

Israelite, Booth pointed out,

In respect to the enslavement of neighboring

peoples, permitted by Jehovah, the author stated,
Jehovah could make them
and others, in

and selleth him, or

hand, he shall surely be put to death," Exodus 21*16,

and that of the eighteenth century
The

a man

as

Creator of all things,

examples of his justice, that his chosen people,

distant countries, "might learn to

revere

his righteous

government, and stand in awe of his terrible judgments."
to "what nation in

as

Europe has the least pretence to

any

particular district

was

in the

such

be

A further distinction
were

protected from

English Colonial law, however, afforded the Negro

were

only authorities for European man-stealing that Booth could

those of power,

policy,

or

inclination.

"It would, consequently,

quite as equitable, benevolent, and humane, for the Africans, laden with

produce of their
do

continent?"^5

divine grant of

protection.

The
find

the African

handling of Canaanitiah bond-servants who

cruelty by divine law.
no

on

a

Booth inquired

own

country, annually to visit our English ports, as we

theirs, and for similar

purposes."27

2&

Abraham Booth, Works. Ill, 191.

25

Ibid.,

26

Ibid.. p.

200.

p.

203«

27

,

pp.

197, 199.
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The author declared

flatly that slavery

principles and doctrine of Christ,

as

was

utterly apposed to the

witnessed in his commands to "Love

enemies," "Do good to them that hate you," "All things whatsoever ye

your

would that

men

should do to you, do ye even so to

Thus, the

them."

per¬

petrators of the system stand condeamed, whether involved in the stealing,
buying

enslaving

or

Booth

an

innocent

saan.2^

urged that "2eal for the honour of Christ, and love to our

fellow-creatures, ought therefore to inspire
the horrid

among

us

with ardent prayer, that

impediment may be removed, and that Christ may be glorified

them.

He further urged that prayer be augmented by "prudent, peace¬

able, and steady efforts" to abolish the slave traffic entirely,
enjoined, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor aa
The

series of

Amgg £o Socfl^l Prayer.
sermons

the Lord's

as

Christ

thyself."2^

The Baptist Monthly Meeting took as

Prayer, Matt. 6:9-13.

Booth to conclude the "exercise" with

a

a

It fell to Abraham

discussion of the final word,

"Amen", after his colleagues had considered the prayer itself in detail.
He used the

tise

on

opportunity to build upon this

on©

word text

a

thorough trea¬

prayer.

.our Amen, whether in public or in private, is a mere for¬
mality, if we do not pay a solemn regard to the Amen of God him¬
self? so it manifestly teaches the necessity of praying according
to the divine revealed will.
For why do we pray, if not that God
taay regard, approve, and accept our adorations, confessions, pe¬
titions, and thanksgivings, that are addressed to him? which there
.

.

2«

Ibid., pp.

206, 207, 213.

29

Ibid.,

214, 215.

pp.

135
is

reason

no

to

expect, except in proportion as our prayers are

conformable to his

own

directions,30

Booth admonished his hearers to

their

an

the

spiritual improvement, and to put their

they expected God to
of

use

say

prayers

quoted, "He who

into practice, if

"It is

"Amen" to their petitions.

eminent author," Booth

deavour to live

God appointed for

means

prays as

he prays,

as

who leads the

ually take the

good saying

he ought, will en¬

This Amen suggested to Booth necessary cautions and
one

a

reproofs to the

worship, those who Join in silently, and those who habit¬

lead.32

He condemned!

The use of such words and modes of speech as his fellowworshippers do not understand. . .Never is a desire of appearing
learned, or of having the command of elegant language, so mis¬
applied , so contemptible, and so abominable in the sight of God,
as when addressing him in public prayer.33
There is
if all

are

no

place for controversy in social

to be able to unite in the

ly excludes "every

appearance

of

"Amen".

angry,

prayer,

Such

a

Booth reasoned,

requirement absolute¬

envious, and malevolent passions.

Prayer, on the other hand, is adapted:
.

.

.To maintain on the mind a devout sense of our entire de¬

on God; of his dominion over us; and of our accountablehim, as the Moral Governor of the world—To excite reverence
of his majesty, his justice, and his purity—To promote the exercise
of self-abasement, of contrition, or of godly sorrow for sin, before
him—To endear the atonement and intercession of Jesus; being con¬
scious that we are sinners, and knowing that
j, to whom we pray,

pendence
ness

to

30

Ibid.. p. 104.,

31

Ifrid..

p.

32

Ibig.,

pp.

33

Ibid.. p. 115.

34

Ibid., pp. 117, 118.

113.

1U, 120, 128.

1%
ja £ consuming flra—To increase our desire of sanctifying influ¬
ence, and of conformity to the Redeemer's image—To prepare our
hearts for & thankful reception of the blessings that are neces¬
sary for us—To promote, by interceding for others, the exercise
of brotherly love, to real Christians; and of the social, benev¬
olent affections, toward all mankind—To habituate and familiar¬
ise ourselves in filial communion with God—To be a mean of

enjoying those heavenly foretastes, those refined pleasures,
nothing but fellowship with the Father and the Son can
possibly afford—To prepare us, as well for arduous duties, as
for painful conflicts, here; and to mature us for a joyful de¬
parture hence, into the state of celestial blessedness. 5

which

Evidence of Abraham Booth's
lies in the report of an Merlean
attended Booth's

peculiar fitness to speak

on prayer

physician, visiting in London, who

worship services and commented!

I have heard your famous Mr. Booth today; I assure you I was
highly gratified—not peculiarly with his sermon, though I was
pleased with that; but I was charmed with his prayer. I have
frequently thought that our ministers sometimes pray with wisdom
without warmth, and soma of them with warmth without wisdom; but
I do not recollect to have been struck, at any time, with such a
union of both, as I observed in him today.
When I return, it will
be a pleasure to me to assure our president and the students,
that in England I have heard several ministers preach, but that I
have heard one minister

Pastoral Cautions.

pray.36

In

1735, Booth delivered his P^opa!

at the ordination of Mr. Thomas

Hopkins.

After fifty years in the minis¬

try, he was eminently qualified to publish, in 1805, this practical work
on

ministerial character and work.

but of sound instruction

on

It is not

the behavior of

an

address

on

homiletlcs,

ministers, drawn from the

text, "Take head to thyself," I. Tim. £sl6.

35

Ibid., p. 134.

36

Ernest F. Kevan, og. eft., p.

Church Minutes.

129, quoted from Praseott Street
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The

elderly pastor cautioned his

young

colleague to take heed:

.with

regard to the reality of true godliness, and the
religion in your own soul}. . .last you mistake an in¬
crease of gifts for a growth in grace;. . .that your pastoral
office prove not a snare to your soul, by lifting you up with
pride and self-importance;. . .respecting your temper and con¬
duct in general;. . .beware of eovetousness. . .to your secondself, in the person of your wife. . .with regard to the diligent
improvement of your talents and opportunities, in the whole
course of your ministry;. . .respecting the motives by which you
are influenced in all your endeavours to obtain useful knowledge.
.

.

state of

Reminding the young man that his work is ministerial, not legisla¬

tive, Booth said:
.you are not a lord in the church, but a servant. . .the
Kew Testament attaches no honour to the character of a pastor,
.

.

except in connection with his humility and benevolence, his dili¬
gence and zeal, in promoting the cause of the Great Shepherd—and,
that there is no character upon earth which so ill accords with a
proud, imperious, haughty spirit, as that of a christian pastor.-*
Booth warned

against taking offense in the face of criticism of any

kind, explaining that such irritation, while it
success

as

ministry, would "be

Christian, in

a

church
these
own

in the

a

poor,

an

may accompany

ability

evidence of pride, and of

feeble state."

your

or

being,

In instances of opposition from

members, he advised, "endeavour, as it were, to lew a tax upon

trials; that they

may,

at least, afford private advantage to your

soul—and, then, leaving your cause with God, b§ of good
In the realm of

finances, Booth advised the

young man

courage.'^9
to seek to

provide the necessities of life, without going into debt, living if possible,

37

JbM*,

33

Ibid., p. U5.

39

UiU.,

PP.

pp.

1-42. 143, H5, M?, U9, 153, 157, 153.

U&, 175.
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sufficiently within his income "to
should

spar®

something for the poor."

A pastor

guard against entering unnecessarily into secular employment, or

accepting any trust in which he is called upon to manage property.
reminds that Christ's
be either adorned

kingdom is not of this world, and. thus, "it cannot

by riches, or disgraced by

k reviewer in the
"modest title" for such

every young

poverty."40

Evangelical Review, calls Pastoral Caution*
a

a

splendid work "which merits th© attention of

pastor in the kingdom," even though th® admonitions had been

delivered long

before.^

In

a

Baptist Magazine article entitled, "Mr.

Booth's Conversational Advice and
which every

He

Remarks", the writer calls it "a work

pastor should possess, and which every one who assists at the

ordination of young

ministers should exhort them to purchase,

as

next in

point of excellence to the Epistles of Paul to Timothy and Titus."
Booth's

own

12

refreshing humility, the like of which he repeatedly

urged in Pastoral Cautions, i® revealed in his reaction to criticism from
one

of his members of his

failed to touch

on

preaching.

The member indicated that his pastor

certain articles of which he

and that he could not

happened to be very fond,

profit by Mr. Booth's ministry as he wished.

Booth

paused awhile, then meekly said, "Ah, brotherI so far am I from being
astonished at your not

profiting under

amazed at God's

as

making

my

ministry, that I often feel
A3

useful to anybody at all."^

AO

Ibid., pp.

a

The

42

The BasUet Msgasiag, II,

A3

Ernest J. Kevan, on. cjt., pp.

151, 153, 152.

Tyangeljcal MaSMiaS, XIII, 229.

18.
128-9.
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At the time of his

Posthumous Sasaya.

essays

ready for publication, after another revision.

written years
were

death, Booth had three

before, had been revised and enlarged.

published

as

The one on Faith,

In 1813, the three

he had prepared them, with the exception of

changed by W. Button in the unfinished manuscript
In the first essay,

Oq

Loje ©£ Gck|

on

a

few words

Faith.^

H|j[ Choggg People, Booth

distinguished divine love in the following;
Mercy, grace, and love, when ascribed by inspired writers to
High, are to be considered as different modifications of
divine goodness} and they may be thus distinguished.
Mercy is
goodness to the miserable; grace is goodness to the unworthy; end
love is goodness delighting in the happiness of its ob-leota. £5
the Host

-

This

love, he described further,

as

free, wise, fervent, holy in

design and means, steadfast, and "most certain of obtaining Its end.
The author agrees

of his

only begotten Son,

with the scriptural representation of God's gift

"the strongest expression, and the brightest

as

evidence of God's love to mankind, that ever

blessed and astonished the

world.
The second essay,

a

Corrupt ^nd Char^t^r Fopa^ MSI 3&2 ISr

£JbmSS. S£ Pyapgelic^l Trufrh, assarts "A sincere affection to God will
manifest

itself, by keeping his commands; to Christ, by imitating his

ample; to saints, by treating them

as

his members; and to

UU

Abraham Booth, Posthumous Essays, p. iii.

L5

Abraham Booth, Works.

A6

Ibid.. pp. 330 ff.

W

Ibid., p. 336.

Ill, 328.

our

ex¬

neighbours

190
in common, by a readiness to
There is
have loved God

no

or

do them good. *48

scriptural evidence that unregenerate

desired to show him honour,

man

would

ever

if the father had not re-

/Q

ve&led his

pardoning mercy.

Only those who

qualify

a

a

lowliness of mind to rec¬

duty of spiritual love that unbecoaes them."

temper."

are

habitually of

a

selfish, envious and contentious

Divine grace, however, is as fully adapted to subdue such tempers

It is to deliver them from sensual

sin.50

"Xe must be born again." Booth concludes, and declares,
ure

must be in

either to live

comfortably here, or to be happy hereafter.

explored Evidences of Faith in Jesus

HegfltftvpXy sag Positively Cogslflergd.
to the fact that

a

mere

desire of grace

wishing to believe is believing.

It is not
sonal

a

"Our treas¬

heaven, and our affections on things above, if we mean

In his third essay, Booth

that

In

connection, Booth maintained, "The New Testament knows nothing of

real Christians that

as

disposed to pity and relieve their fellow-creatures

real saints, and the Christian needs

as

ognise "there is not
this

are

sure

sign of belief

testimony?
48

im-,

p.

350.

49

HM-,

p.

351.

50

im-,

pp.

51

Ibid.. p.

52

1&M*»

pp.

362 ff
371.

377-9.

or

He called attention

is not to be considered grace, or

One's emotional rapture or lack of

unbelief.52

In proof, he gave his per¬
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In regard to the general course of my own experience, I must
confess, that my peace and comfort, respecting an interest in
Christ, hare not arisen so much from any particular promisej as
from a more general view of the covenant of grace—-of the gospel
of peace—of the design of our Lord's mediation—of his allsufficiency, suitableness, and freeness—of the assurances he
gives that those who trust in him shall not be disappointed—
of the consciousness I have that I do trust in him—and from
other considerations which are more immediately adapted

some

prove that my faith is genuine.
This,
with multitudes of real Christians.^
After

belief, such

ennumerating those things which
as

to

I presume, is the case

ara

not criteria for real

terror, followed by peace of conscience, extensive knowl¬

edge of spiritual gifts, or usefulness in ministerial employ, he explained
that the reverse—lack of

inability to

pray

terror, doctrinal ignorance, some wrong views,

in public, etc., are not necessarily evidences of a lost

condition.54
Booth concludes

by stating,

as

the genuine evidence of faiths

He who really believes in Jesus Christ, cordially and habitually
depends ypon Mm, for
SM £M£t>
rightpousnaas agd
strgngrth. . .He who truly believes on the Son of God, habitually
and cordially approves the way of salvation by Jesus Christ, as
being not only safe, with rfgard to the sinner, but worthy of God,
as becoming his character.

53

Ibid.. p. 383.

54

Told.. pp. 385-6.

55

Ibid., p. 387.
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